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DUPLICATION, OVERLAP, AND FRAGMENTA-
TION IN GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 1995

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Governmental Affairs,

Washington, DC.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m., in room
342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. William V. Roth, Jr.,

Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Roth, Stevens, and Grassley.

OPENmO STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN ROTH
Chairman RoTH. The Committee will please be in order.

This morning's hearing is another in a series in which the Com-
mittee on Governmental Affairs is considering issues related to the

restructuring of the Executive Branch of the Federal Government.
Today, we are looking at duplication, overlap, and fragmentation in

the jurisdiction of Federal agencies, programs, and delivery sys-

tems.
The impetus to this hearing is three recently-completed studies

performed at my request by the General Accounting Office which
examined agency spending patterns in various funding categories

contained in the Federal budget. The studies show that despite ef-

forts to downsize, streamline, and reinvent the Federal bureauc-
racy, massive duplication, overlap, and fragmentation remain
rampant throughout the government.

It is obvious that, in many cases, the government's right hand
does not know what the left hand is doing. The reports show that,

on average, more than five different agencies perform related func-

tions. For example, eight agencies have something to do with man-
aging or regulating natural resources and the environment. Nine
agencies perform some kind of education, training, or emplo3nment-
related services. Fifteen perform some kind of income security func-

tion. So many agencies are involved in trade promotion that 19 are
represented on the Trade Promotion Coordinating Committee.
GAO's work sheds timely light on the Department of Commerce,

which is slated for elimination in both the Senate and House budg-
et resolutions. Each of the four missions is performed by at least

eight other departments and agencies.
Even within the same department or agency, there are multiple

agencies or programs performing the same function. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture has four agencies with roles in rural and com-
munity development. The budget subfunction "Advancement of

(1)



Commerce" is addressed by no fewer than 21 sub-departments
within eight departments and agencies.
A certain amount of redundancy is understandable and can be

beneficial if it occurs by design as part of a management strategy,
for example, to foster competition or better service delivery to cus-
tomer groups, or to provide emergency backup to prevent service
disruptions during downtime.
But GAO's findings are not merely isolated examples of duplica-

tion or strategic redundancy in a few programs. The scale of dupli-
cation revealed in these reports reflects nothing less than uncon-
trolled bureaucratic expansion without considering whether exist-

ing channels could be modified to meet constituent needs.
Of course, it is also true that some new programs have been cre-

ated due to failures in existing programs to meet the needs of un-
derserved constituents. The root causes of these servicing gaps
must be identified, and new, more cost-effective strategies found to

meet customer needs without sticking the taxpayer with the costs
of wasteful and redundant overhead.
GAO has highlighted a number of areas where new strategies

and smarter use of information technology could drastically reduce
costs while dramatically improving services. For example, over 25
percent of the Federal budget goes out in various forms of income
payments to individuals on retirement and disability pensions; to

the disadvantaged receiving housing, food, and nutrition assist-

ance; to the temporarily displaced through unemployment and in-

come security payments; and to Social Security recipients. The 15
agencies that administer these programs have almost 80,000 full-

time equivalent employees and manage cash flows of nearly $600
billion per year.

With today's information technology, one must ask, why does the
government need 15 different agencies to administer payments to
individuals? Why couldn't they, or at least some of them, be com-
bined into a single delivery system with a smart card issued to

each recipient and transactions processed through a single finan-
cial network?

In considering restructuring, the Committee intends to focus like

a laser on eliminating gross duplication and seizing big payoff op-
portunities. We intend to be bold and not bullied into only nibbling
at the edges of these enormous challenges.
Today, we will hear from the authors of the GAO studies about

their findings. We will also hear from experts in the areas of Fed-
eral statistical, credit, and categorical grant programs, who will

present case studies of overlap and fragmentation in the manage-
ment and delivery of the Nation's critical information gathering
and financial assistance programs.
These testimonies will highlight scores of redundant programs

and overhead structures which should be serious candidates for

elimination or consolidation. This information will be an important
contribution to the work of this Committee as we develop a frame-
work to shape future restructuring initiatives.

At this time, it is my pleasure to call upon Senator Stevens.



OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STEVENS

Senator Stevens. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to join you this morning. I have not caught up with

some of these reports that you have just mentioned but I do want
to do that. I am here primarily to try to get into the duplication

and the cost of administering these departments. I am not sure

these are the people I should be addressing those questions to, but
I will find that out as we go along.

Thank you very much.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you, Senator Stevens.

I would like to insert into the record the statement of Senator
Glenn, who was unable to be with us this morning.

[The prepared statement of Senator Glenn follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY SENATOR GLENN

Good Morning. I welcome today's witnesses and look forward to their testimony
before the Committee's 3rd hearing on government reorganization.

Clearly, we need to reorganize, consolidate and even eliminate a number of the

programs and operations of the Federal Government. However, the Federal bureauc-

racy is a complicated and far-flung enterprise and its reorganization and consolida-

tion is necessarily complex and time-consuming. We all want a Federal Government
that delivers better services at a lesser cost. We need to keep that objective in mind
as we study the various reorganization proposals that will be made in the months
ahead. Otherwise, we may end up with a shuffling and rearranging of the bureau-
cratic boxes that will not only fail to produce any budgetary savings, either in the

short or long-term, but may also result in a deterioration of government services.

GAO's testimony for today's hearing raises some valid questions about duplication

and overlap of government programs across a multitude of Federal agencies. For ex-

ample, the natural resources and environment function is spread across 6 Cabinet
departments, 18 different agencies, and numerous government commissions. In

some cases, this duplication makes sense and is readily justified. Both the Depart-
ment of Defense and Energy have environmental cleanup programs designed to ad-

dress the unique environmental contamination problems faced by those depart-

ment's facilities. But in other programs this duplication may be costly and create

inefficiency. For example, do we really need both the Bureau of Reclamation and
the Army Corps of Engineers to manage domestic water projects, or could that re-

sponsibility be handled by just one of the agencies? Or why shouldn't the Forest
Service be located in the Interior Department along with the Bureau of Land Man-
agement and the Park Service, instead of being housed in the Agriculture Depart-
ment?
These and other questions concerning government reorganization do not have

sound-bite answers. The task is arduous and tedious. The past history of govern-
ment reorganization efforts shows that effective reorganization requires both the
Executive and Legislative Branches working together with the same commitment,
otherwise the effort is doomed to failure. Often, the reduced costs and improved effi-

ciencies of these reorganizations don't show up for years, and sometimes, in the
short-term, costs actually go up. My fear is that after the Conference Report on the
Budget Resolution is adopted a race will now be on to see who can be the biggest
and the baddest agency-cutting samurai. I hope that as we proceed in the months
ahead more thought will be given to ways to consolidate and eliminate Federal pro-
grams and agencies that both saves money and improves government effectiveness.

Chairman ROTH. I would now like to welcome our first witness,
representing the General Accounting Office, Ms. Susan Irving, who
is accompanied by Mr. Michael Curro.
Ms. Irving, your written statement will, of course, be included in

the record. I would ask that you take 10 minutes to summarize
your remarks. Please proceed.



TESTIMONY OF SUSAN J. IRVING,i ASSOCIATE ISSUES AREA
DIRECTOR, BUDGET ISSUES, ACCOUNTING AND INFORMA-
TION MANAGEMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OF-
FICE; ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL J. CURRO, ASSISTANT DI-
RECTOR, BUDGET ISSUES, ACCOUNTING AND INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Ms. Irving. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you noted, I am accompanied today by Michael Curro, who led

the team producing these reports.

It is a pleasure for us to be here as part of your series of hear-
ings looking at both the broad and under-surface issues as you
think about restructuring and reorganizing the Federal Govern-
ment. Three weeks ago, the Comptroller General was here and you
all discussed some of the broad lessons learned from previous ef-

forts, the need to focus on organizing goals, the need to decide what
the Federal role will be in several areas, and then to select the ap-

propriate structure, vehicle, and organization for implementing
that role.

The three reports that we have had the pleasure to produce for

you since January, we believe, show in a very real sense—the
what, the who, and the how. Using budget functions as a proxy for

national mission areas, it shows in which areas the Federal Gov-
ernment has chosen to spend funds, which departments do that on
behalf of the Federal Government, and how they do it, that is what
tool is used.

I think there are a few overview points that it is important for

all of us to keep in mind. These are not news but they are worth
noting.

This first very large pie chart shows us that four agencies domi-
nate spending in the Federal Government. In a very real sense, the
Department of Defense, the Social Security Administration, Health
and Human Services, and Treasury, because it pays interest on the
debt, are responsible for almost three-quarters of the obligations
the Federal Government makes every year.
The next circle repeats that point showing that spending is con-

centrated in a few areas, National defense, Social Security, interest

on the debt, and health.
These two charts are useful mostly to remind us that although

the budget debate and the restructuring debate, overlap, they are
different debates. Where you can improve organization and focus of

the government may not be where you save the most money.
The pict';:re in front of you, this grid with all the blue boxes,

which is also before you in the back of my testimony, shows the re-

sults of an active and responsive government. As new needs have
been identified or new target groups who were being underserved
were identified over time, Congress chose to assign additional tasks
to multiple agencies. But what may have made sense at the time
as a conscious decision for targeting or experimentation may well

today look to us like massive overlap and fragmentation.
Across the top of that chart are the budget functions, so that if

you look down in a column, what you see in blue are the number
of different agencies that make obligations in each of those func-

'The prepared statement of Ms Irving (with attachments) appears on page 39.



tions. Just the fact that there are lots of blue square tells us that

we have a lot of players in most functions.

If you look across, what you see may be more a picture of frag-

mentation; this shows the number of different mission areas in

which each department is expected to play. The very top line, we
see that the Department of Agriculture has activities in ten dif-

ferent budget missions. My point is not that this picture is right

or wrong but rather that it tells us what may be worth looking at.

The reports we have presented to you, Mr. Chairman, permit
multiple lines of inquiry and hints, rather like peeling layers off a

surprise ball when you were a child.

I would like today to make a few observations and then devote

most of the time, of course, to any particular areas of interest to

the Members of the Committee.
In part because you mentioned it, let me start with the income

security column, where you, as you aptly noted, see 15 agencies

making obligations. That picture is both informative and mislead-

ing, because half of those agencies are running employee pension
programs for the Federal Government. The Department of Defense,

the Office of Personnel Management, AID, State, the judicial

branch, the legislative branch, each runs its own employee pension
system. There may well be opportunities for consolidating adminis-
tration, determination, and processing in those opportunities, but
when we look carefully we see a different picture than assuming
all 15 were doing poverty support.

Of course the other eight do, in fact, deal with people that I

think the public debate thinks of as receiving income support, and
we provide that support through multiple agencies in multiple

ways. We spend money on cash assistance, either directly like the
Earned Income Tax Credit, or through States in AFDC. We send
people vouchers for housing or Food Stamps. We do direct provision

of services. And we spread those through multiple agencies. That
was, I think, at the time, a conscious decision, but it bears reexam-
ination today.

It is also worth going below the surface for the relative size and
importance of an agency to a mission and vice versa. If we looked
at the Department of Transportation and the transportation func-

tion, what we would see is two perfect gray circles, the Department
of Transportation dominates that budget function. It is almost the
only player on it, and it is almost the only thing the Department
of Transportation does. On the surface, at least, it is not a frag-

mented agency.
In contrast, if we turn to the Department of Agriculture and the

agriculture function we get a different picture. If we look at the ag-

riculture function, the Department of Agriculture is, indeed, the
primary player. But the man from Mars looking at the Department
of Agriculture would not conclude it was in the farm support busi-

ness. The Agriculture subfunction accounts for barely a third of the
Agriculture Department's obligations. Forty-five percent of the obli-

gations the Department of Agriculture makes are in child nutrition,

Food Stamps, and nutrition support.
Again, my point here is not whether this was a correct or incor-

rect design but merely that agencies have accreted missions so that
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we now have a picture where many different agencies play in many
different fields and each field has many different agencies.

Finally, if we can turn up the last picture, these reports edlow
us to look at the tools the Federal Government uses. I think as we
move to looking at restructuring, reorganization, and program con-
solidation, it is going to be important for us to recognize that dif-

ferent agencies apply different sets of tools to the same challenge.

Let me make just two overall observations from this. This chart
(which is attachment 12 to the written testimony) uses something
in the budget called object class to look at the way we spend
money. The first thing you can see is that about 12 percent of the
obligations in the Federal Grovernment are for direct Federal em-
ployees, their salaries and benefits, and that those Federal employ-
ees leverage a huge amount of money. That is about equal to the
amount of money we spend for contractual services, both the indi-

viduals who are contractors and the equipment they provide.

But the dominant mode of Federal operation is to mail checks,
either to States or to localities or to individuals. What is listed as
insurance, the large yellow wedge there, is not what you think of

as insurance on your business but it is retirement insurance: in-

come security, including Social Security, and unemployment insur-

ance. The grants and subsidies category includes AFDC, Medicaid,
education grants to the States, transportation grants. Food Stamps,
everything else we mail either to States, individuals, or localities.

So in a very real way, the Federal Government as someone once
said, mails checks and rules.

Now, if we looked below the surface, we would see great vari-

ation in this. In Justice, you would see a greater percentage of sal-

aries. Federal justice tends to be federally administered by Federal
employees. In law enforcement, we would again see salaries. In En-
ergy, the circle would be almost entirely composed of contractors.

In Veterans, you would see a mixture between direct provision and
grants.

For each budget function and for each agency, we see a different

pattern which tells us something about the way the Federal Gov-
ernment has chosen to exercise its role.

Let me just step back a minute. What do I think this tells us and
why do I think it helps in this? As you all look at reorganizing and
restructuring the Federal Government, when you see many agen-
cies playing in the same area and one agency spread over many,
looking below the surface makes us realize that just because the
mission area is labeled the same, the agencies may not really think
they are in the same business.
For example, the natural resources function outside environ-

mental protection is dominated by Interior, Agriculture, Commerce
and DOD's Corps of Engineers. Are they all in the same business?
Do they all think of their role the same way? If not, and if we are
uncomfortable with that, then merging them, moving them all to

a single agency raises the question of which definition of the mis-
sion does Congress wish to instruct the agency to adopt, or of
whether one home is more congenial for that definition? Does Con-
gress wish to refocus the whole nature of the Federal role in natu-
ral resources and what is the appropriate agency structure for that
role and what is the appropriate tool to use to exercise that role?



Do we wish to operate through States, through direct Federal activ-

ity, or other things?

I think looking below the surface and at the implications of any
reorganization or combination for the actual implementation of a
program is one of the great strengths this Committee has brought
to the debate, that is thinking beyond just moving boxes.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of time and in reaching all of your
interests, I will stop there and open it up to anything you all would
like to pursue.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you very much, Ms. Irving.

I would like to continue to concentrate on these 15 different

agencies that are performing a so-called income security function.

I wonder what your recommendations would be. How and what
kind of consolidation do you think can be accomplished in this mis-

sion area? What opportunities are there for using information tech-

nology and streamlined management techniques to streamline the
administration, check writing, better oversight of program goals?

Can we use a smart card and begin to consolidate? Is there a real

purpose behind the different requirements of these different pro-

grams that deal with the same area?
Ms. Irving. This is a really interesting area for exploration. It

is hard to believe there are not any opportunities; there must be
some.

I think probably for looking systematically, the first thing we
might do is divide income security activities by nature. For in-

stance, Congress has chosen to have different pension programs for

the military, for civilian employees, for State Department Foreign
Service Officers; judges. Presidents and legislators have separate
systems. Nonetheless, the calculation of benefits for a pension pro-

gram when you seek to retire, I think, tends to be a one-shot cal-

culation. That is, you do not need a monthly update on a person's

income. You need a monthly update on their address. If pension
calculations depend on years of service and other standard ele-

ments, it seems possible that, even if one wished to have separate
pension systems there could be great potential for automation and
administrative consolidating of some of the almost arithmetic func-

tions.

GAO has certainly taken the position that looking at things like

electronic funds transfer and increased automatic deposit and
things like that, in many areas of benefits, is something that
should be explored.

After Federal pensions, one could analyze a second category
within income security: needs-related but dependent on a connec-
tion to the workforce. The two examples are the Earned Income
Tax Credit and Unemployment insurance. I do not know to what
extent we already are using technology the way we should be in

those. The EITC, as you all are well aware from your Finance Com-
mittee experiences, is subject to a lot of other problems connected,
I think, to the IRS's information resource technology problems. On
that I will defer to my colleagues who have done much more de-
tailed study on that.

A final group of programs are those that provide more traditional
assistance to the poor. These include AFDC, Medicaid, housing,
and Food Stamps. It seems to me that there are a whole series of
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decisions that need to be made when we think about streamUning,
consoHdating, and automating.
One is, in fact, whether we still like the idea that we choose to

segment the needs of that population and address them in a vari-

ety of ways through vouchers, cash, something else, or whether we
would rather use a single tool.

Another is how often we want someone to be in touch with these

people.

How much of this aid can be automated, it seems to me, depends
in part on how much we wish to demand certain behavioral re-

sponses from or activities by recipients and what it is you want
done at intake.

Chairman RoTH. Mr. Curro, do you have any comment?
Mr. Curro. No, sir.

Chairman ROTH. Let me ask you this. Because of the fragmenta-
tion, how do we know whether one person is receiving too much or

too little from all the various agency programs?
Ms. Irving. It is interesting, because I think in all programs,

even beyond income security, the location of responsibility is incon-

sistent in the Federal Government. To some degree, we impose on
the States requirements for demanding that they have done quality

control or fraud control.

We leave most of that determination to the States.

I think at a broader level the question of responsibility for

targeting is an example where Federal fragmentation may, in fact,

result in fragmentation of responsibility. Is anyone looking at what
do we want the poverty population as a whole to get and in what
ratios? That is, I think, hard to locate at the Federal level.

Chairman ROTH. We are going to have a series of votes, I fear,

this morning, so I am going to run and vote. Senator Stevens?
Ms. Irving. I used to work here, Senator. I appreciate the cour-

tesy of the explanation.
Senator Stevens [presiding]. Ms. Irving, I have looked over just

briefly the study that you made. Let me tell you, as background,
my State has a Department of Administration. No department is

allowed to handle any of the administrative aspects of employment,
hiring, firing, payment, retirement, or anything else. It all goes
through one department. Have we ever looked at that in the Fed-
eral Government? How much duplication is there department by
department and program by program in terms of administrative
costs?

Ms. Irving. I do not think anyone has ever done the kind of sys-

tematic detailed examination that the first part of your question
implies.

Senator Stevens. I am thinking about introducing a similar pro-

posal here. How long would it take you to make such a study?
Ms. Irving. My off-the-cuff answer is it depends on the level of

detail, but we would be glad to sit down and talk with you about
that.

I think one thing that is clear from looking at what I will call

the object class pie charts in these reports is that there has got to

be potential there. For example, you see grants show up in most
agencies. Each of those agencies has at least one, and if you go to

subdepartments, probably more than one, grant administration op-



eration. Obviously, some grant determination has to be program-
specific, but does it all have to be program specific?

I know that we have people in GAO who have looked at travel

administration in the Department of Defense and compared it to

what some of the private sector does in travel administration. Mr.
Stanton in the next panel may be able to speak to the potential for

consolidation of credit programs.
Senator Stevens. We can get to the substantive changes. I have

always believed we should not have all these reimbursement forms
and everyone processing them. We find here in the Senate we have
four or five people processing whether you can get $2.50 back for

a cab ride. That has to go.

Ms. Irving. Yes.
Senator Stevens. One of my problems is I have a 10-hour flight

going to and from Alaska. I read too much. One of the things I am
certain of right now is that industry is moving much faster than
our Federal Government in utilizing the combinations of new sys-

tems, such as computers and telecommunications.
I do not think we have tied together the ability to receive data

and process it and utilize it the way industry has. I think if you
want to look at Wal-Mart, they will teach you a lesson on how to

eliminate not just desks but whole divisions of a major company.
I think, as we reorganize this government, we have to find some

way to utilize the new systems, and that is why I think we ought
to turn to categories of functions. One would be administrative.

One is sort of just general commerce but it is really agriculture and
commerce and transportation, at least, and maybe more.

I am not seeing that. I am not seeing a generic proposal. I am
seeing, eliminate some departments, and I agree that some of them
can go, but I do not think we are trjdng to consolidate functions

so they can be handled by similar programs and primarily comput-
erized, mainly because I think people are afraid of how many peo-

ple would really be laid off if we did it that way.
Have you ever looked at the impact of total use of technology in

employment on a government entity?

Ms. Irving. I do not believe so, sir, but I will check. I would have
to check in some of the program divisions.

Senator Stevens. Your recommendations really go to functions,

as I understand it.

Ms. Irving. That is right. This report is really to explore the
broad area and point to areas to pursue in the future. We believe

that the pictures showing the different tools used by the Federal
Government do, in fact, offer pointers toward some of the issues

you are raising. It is not clear all these separate maintenance func-
tions are necessary, even if programs are targeted to specific people
or areas. It seems to us that distinctions can be made between the
policy level and the service delivery level and between the policy

level and, if you want, the administrative functioning level.

Senator STEVENS. I am afi*aid I am going to have to go vote. I

will be back. Thank you very much.
Ms. Irving. Thank you.
Senator Stevens. The Committee will take a short recess.

[Recess.]
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Chairman ROTH. I think Senator Grassley will be back in a few
minutes, but in the meantime, as you know, both the House and
Senate budget resolutions call for ehminating the Commerce De-

partment. As Figure 11 in GAO's testimony shows, Commerce has
significant spending in two of its four missions. GAO's report shows
at least seven other agencies perform commerce-related missions.

How extensive is the duplication of effort that you found as you
broke down the problem to the subfunction level? In reorganizing

these functions, should we focus on the customer being served or

should it be the function being performed? Which would you give

priority? What options best ensure accomplishment of the mission,

and particularly the question of accountability for results?

Ms. Irving. Mr. Chairman, I have been giving this a fair amount
of thought since we begun doing this work. It occurs to me that we
need not fall into the trap of assuming we have to have the same
organization at the Federal policy level and at the service delivery

level. When we look at the policy level and the Federal level—we
instinctively, I think, would like some function consolidation. We
would like the activities and programs in the same mission to be

in the same place. But then we worry about what happens out

there, if someone who comes in and has to go to four different de-

partment field offices.

Here in the end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st cen-

tury, why should that person have to go to four different field of-

fices? Perhaps it would be possible to structure service delivery in

a way that could coordinate for a taxpayer and still have a func-

tional perspective at the Federal level.

I have not gone beyond beginning to think about this. However,
it does seem to me that consistent with this Committee's focus on
thinking broadly and systematically, is considering whether at

some level you are going to organize around functions while paying
attention to the need to coordinate service delivery.

As to accountability for results: for many things the Federal Gov-
ernment does, it is very difficult because we administer through
other people and we are only part of the response. Again, I think
measurement will vary with the nature of the activity. In some
cases an output proxy that we are going to hold them responsible

for is appropriate because we are quite comfortable about the link

between output and outcomes; in others perhaps we can measure
ultimate results.

For instance, in R&D it is very hard to measure results in any
sort of real time, so we would need to set different kinds of stand-

ards; we also are probably comfortable with some duplication in

R&D because it is not a linear process.

But I think Ms. Norwood will talk later about a more systematic

view about statistics gathering and thinking about quality of statis-

tics. In that area it may well be that a functional organization,

thinking about information for the government, is the organizing

principle. The kind of accountability standards you set up may in

many ways, be very technical and have to do with process, because
in the end, statistics are a shadow of the reality.

Did I leave out part of your last question? I am sorry.

Chairman ROTH. Let me ask you this, and then I will turn it over

to Senator Grassley. I think it was the Ash Counsel that proposed
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something like eight departments, one of them being human re-

sources, another being, I think, natural resources. If you combined
everything in human resources, could you sort of get the best of
both worlds? You would have a one-stop by going there.

Ms. Irving. Mr. Chairman, the Ash Council clearly had a view
where it was very concerned about span of control of the President,
and they only wanted, what, four or five people reporting to the
President.
Chairman RoTH. Yes.
Ms. Irving. The problem is that, as you have pointed out fre-

quently, you get layers. One question is, should we really be that
obsessed about how many agencies report to the President, because
a President realistically pays attention to certain things more than
others. So whether you call it a cabinet department or not, it is ei-

ther going to be running by itself in conjunction with its Congres-
sional committee or it is going to be high on his radar screen be-
cause of either his own interests or some issue that has come up
in the world.
Some of the experience, I think, with mega-departments should

give us caution about whether, in fact, they serve to integrate. I

made reference earlier today about the fact that the Department of
Transportation, on the surface, does not look fragmented because
it does only transportation. But all of you smiled knowingly when
I said that.

It is my impression from my colleagues who look at transpor-
tation that we sort of put a bunch of agencies together and gave
them a single secretary and maybe they talk to each other. The De-
partment of Interior clearly is not a single agency in terms of cul-
ture, mission, or self-definition. I know that the Comptroller Gen-
eral has some quite mixed views about whether DOD has ever
managed to be a single agency.
So on the one hand, I think one likes to put similar functions in

a place where the trade offs occur rather than having sort of single-
function agencies which could also be called interest agencies. On
the other hand, that increases the burden of thinking carefully
about internal restructuring, because, as you yourself have said fre-

quently, if all you do is put the boxes in the same agency, you have
not done anything to break down the cultural differences or the
sort of subtle differences in how a mission is defined.

In terms of human services, in particular, this loops back, I

think, to your other questions about in what form do you want to
provide benefits and how much centralization and automation do
you want. These all feel like intersecting questions to me.
Chairman ROTH. It all goes back to what is the mission.
Ms. Irving. That is right. It all fundamentally goes back to what

role do you wish the Federal Government to play and how do you
wish to exercise it.

Chairman ROTH. Senator Grassley?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY
Senator Grassley. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate very much your testimony, and I suppose this is an

issue that, regardless of how many hearings we have and how
many witnesses we have, we will never really get to the bottom of
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it. Yet, Congress tends to do from time to time some of the things
that we are talking about here but we probably do not ever do a
very thorough job of it all at one time.

Just for instance, I would like to ask kind of a general question.

If Congress would decide to consolidate, obviously, you either get

rid of some agencies or you eliminate roles of some agencies. How
do you decide what criteria would be used when we decide to do
that?

I will just use an example, because I come from a rural area, let

us just suppose we decide to consolidate the rural housing pro-

grams at USDA with some in HUD, but given the mismanagement
that we read about at HUD, would this make sense, as an exam-
ple? I just want to use that as an example. I do not want you to

say whether or not we ought to consolidate, but, obviously, that has
been talked about for a long time.

Ms. Irving. This gets at the very basic questions about the ten-

sion between targeting by audience and then looking only at the
function and what looks on the surface to be the logical home for

that activity. On the surface, something with the word "housing",
you think, all right, I have a Housing Department. Let me put it

there. But then you say, I have a mess. I have not decided what
my role in housing is. I have not decided what kind of accountabil-

ity standards I have.
I think it would be hard to think about deciding what to consoli-

date and where in HUD or in any other housing entity until you
had decided what you want to do in housing. What is the Federal
Government's role in housing? Does it wish to continue to act di-

rectly? Does it want to merge it into some broader community de-

velopment programs?
Again, that is not my particular area of expertise.

Senator Grassley. But you are arguing that you have to know
a basic definition of what the government is going to be doing in

something if it going to get in it or you should not be in it?

Ms. Irving. I think you have to think about what you want to

do, yes.

Senator Grassley. And you should decide that before you decide,

in regard to housing, you should decide what you just said before
you would even make a decision of whether or not you eliminate
Farmers Home, whether you put it someplace else or whether it

would go to HUD or you would eliminate HUD?
Ms. Irving. That is what I would do. There may be other issues

that come up. No one ever does things in perfectly linear fashion,

but fundamentally, yes, these are mission questions, I think.
Senator GRASSLEY. That obviously makes sense, starting more

basic, though, than we generally do.

We all hear about duplication all the time and we see it all the
time and I suppose those of us in Congress are very aware of it,

more than maybe the general public, but I would also like to recall

that it is an odious label that is sometimes misleading.
I will give you an example, and I only use this as an example,

but the administration proposed to consolidate the Drug Enforce-
ment Agency with the FBI. I see this as a grave mistake because
I do not think the FBI has had the war on drugs at as high of a
priority as the DEA has. It was important to ensure that DEA re-
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main independent so that drug enforcement would continue to be

the top priority.

Using that as an example, I would like your agency's view of

what, in their opinion, constitutes duplication and when the GAO
believes duplication is beneficial?

Ms. Irving. I think this is a wonderful question to deal with,

Senator, because duplication is a word that, as you know, carries

heavy baggage. In its most precise sense, duplication is two agen-

cies or entities doing the same thing for the same people. The chart

we have presented to you is only indicative. What it says is that

you have two agencies or four agencies or six agencies acting in the

same mission area, so maybe that is overlap. It may not be duplica-

tion, and it may be beneficial overlap.

Even a great deal of really pure duplication, if you can imagine
two programs giving the same benefits to the same people, histori-

cally may have made sense. They may not always have been the

same people or they may have been located differently or the pro-

grams may have been experimental.
I think sometimes when Congress identifies a new need, it sets

up two different approaches to it to see what works. Or if you think
about some of the early credit programs, some may have been cre-

ated where there was no private financial infrastructure but now
there is.

There is a lot of evidence in the science community that duplica-

tion in R&D is beneficial. I am reporting secondary research; that
is not my area.

What we would say is that these reports show you we have mul-
tiple subdepartments and multiple departments all acting in the
same broad areas of national needs. That tells you that you have
people or players who bring to the table slightly different angles
into that mission area since all agencies have cultures.

It is worthwhile for Congress, as it approaches the 21st century,
to think about whether the strucutre that has evolved still matches
the needs of the future. Do we still wish to have a mix of agencies
organized around functions and around targeted populations? Do
we believe that housing programs or credit programs or grant pro-

grams should be separated by target population, or should we com-
bine by tool?

But even in the area like job training, where GAO has testified

extensively about 163 job training programs, not all of those are,

I think, by your definition, and I would agree, technically duplica-
tive. It is really more a matter that we have subdivided each target
population so that we have job training for people on WIC, we have
job training for people who are unemployed because of trade, we
have job training for people who are unemployed because of some-
thing else.

Now, probably 163 is the wrong number. One is also probably the
wrong number. But I think your point about the real fundamental
decision about duplication and where overlap and duplication are,
goes to where you think the differences in needed service or target
population are great enough that they justify either a different fac-

tor or a different program design, rather than just expecting the
delivery person to differentiate.
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Senator Grassley. On another point but following up to some ex-

tent, it is one of the hallmarks of our government, at least in the-

ory as we teach it, of fair play and simple justice that two citizens

would be treated the same, and yet, I think you find in our over-

sight here that some departments might treat a citizen one way
and other departments treat another way.
So I am worried that duplication of missions may lead to citizens

similarly situated not being treated the same. This would be par-

ticularly true in the area of law enforcement. For example, IRS has
authority to seize and hold property of Americans that even the
FBI and the DBA do not possess.

Has the GAO found this to be a problem in its review? I am just

using those departments as an example, again. Has GAO found a
problem in its review that different agencies performing the same
functions subject Americans to different rules and regulations?

Ms. Irving. I think the simple answer to that would be yes, sir.

Clearly, in credit programs, different agencies exercise different ef-

forts in levels of collection.

Senator Grassley. Then using that as an example and raising

a question that is very general, and maybe I ought to ask the
Chairman, is this something that would be within your domain of

study, as you do all this work, or is this outside of your domain?
And if it is outside of your domain, I guess I would ask the Chair-
man, would it be possible to include it, because I think that we
think in terms of if one agency deals with a citizen, you would
think those citizens' rights would be similar to another agency
dealing with a citizen.

Ms. Irving. Mr. Chairman, would you like me to answer that?
Chairman RoTH. Please proceed.
Senator Grassley. If it is already in your domain, then you can

say, yes, it is in there and you are stud3dng it.

Ms. Irving. My group has not done the cross-cutting study, but
if you look at the work that many of the program divisions have
done on some of the particular programs that exist in more than
one agency, clearly falling out of that is some work on how they
are implemented differently which filters down into interacting
with citizens differently, depending on the program. Sometimes
that is a function of the way the rules are written or the law, and
sometimes it is a function of different administrative procedures.
Mr. CURRO. If I could add to that, it is within the domain of GAO

to study something like that, and, in fact, we have done a great
many studies on that point.

A third dimension, perhaps, to that chart is the impact on the
people affected by those programs in those departments. Where you
have multiple agencies, you will have multiple interpretations of
cross-cutting rules. It is inevitable.

Recently, for example, tying this back to your previous question,
we provided some information to a Congressional committee deal-
ing with various rural programs. Many agencies were providing
various forms and types of grants and other financial assistance,
but for the recipients there sometimes were different application
rules, different cross-cutting requirements, and different interpre-
tations of common cross-cutting requirements.
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Senator Grassley. I will not ask you to give me an answer now
or even the Chairman to give me an answer now, but think about
it and see if we are talking about elimination of duplication, if in

the process we should not try to bring some uniformity and, I

think, common sense. But it is a matter of fairness as well.

I am done asking my questions, but I would just give as an ex-

ample, because the Chairman is one of the leading promoters of the

environment and he has a very good record in that area, but I

would point out in the area of wetlands definition for farmers in

my State and the upper Midwest generally, and probably even in

Alaska, you have the USDA with a definition, you have the EPA
with a definition, Fish and Wildlife with a definition, the Corps of

Engineers with a definition.

The farmer that wants to find out how he can farm his land, and
he may have been farming this land for 100 years and three gen-

erations of the family, but you go to the USDA and they have to

consult with the EPA. Fish and Wildlife has to be consulted with.

Then, finally, the Corps of Engineers has a final determination.
But you tend to get a different answer from all of these agencies.

If you could get a different answer, it might even be progress.

Sometimes you get no answer and so you do not know what you
can do.

Somewhere along the line, we even have to deal with this yet
this year, Mr. Chairman. We ought to be trying to bring some defi-

niteness to this for the people that have to deal with the govern-
ment.

*

Ms. Irving. Senator, I think that also emphasizes the point that
what looks like four agencies doing the same thing, may not be.

For example, a number of the agencies you mentioned have respon-
sibility in natural resources. They, in fact, bring var3dng definitions

of what the natural resources mission is. So if the Congress consid-

ers trying to bring all these activities together, it will also need ei-

ther to seek to impose a single definition or to recognize that under
a single umbrella there will be four different definitions.

Senator Grassley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ROTH. I think the point raised by you. Senator Grass-

ley, is one that has created much of the disenchantment with gov-
ernment.
Senator Grassley. Yes.
Chairman ROTH. It is hard to rationalize why you cannot get a

consistent answer on wetlands from various agencies, so I think
your request is very much on point and I am sympathetic to it.

Senator Grassley. Maybe after you think about it for a while,
maybe you would direct them to include some of this stuff in their
work, if they cannot do it otherwise.
Chairman ROTH. I will be happy to look at that.

Senator Stevens?
Senator Stevens. Mr. Chairman, I did not finish before I left. I

apologize for that. I would say to my friend from Iowa, you might
examine the fact that there is no legislation governing wetlands. It

is all in court interpretation, and that is why you have so many
differences. You have each agency responding to different courts
and different lawsuits, and as a consequence, the wetlands doctrine
is like Topsy. It just grew. No one really knows how to enforce it.
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That is one of the basic problems we face now, is trjring to find

some way to define that.

But, Ms. Irving, I am also concerned to say that at the time
when we really need you, a lot of our colleagues want to partially

eliminate GAO. I just do not see how we can do this total restruc-

turing of government—some people call it reinventing, we call it re-

structuring, whatever it is—if we are going to realign agencies so

that they are more meaningful and do the job better for less cost,

we have to have some help. I hope that you people will scream loud
and hard.
Ms. Irving. Thank you.
Senator Stevens. My problem is, I would like to go back to your

comments and the Chairman's comments about Commerce. Now,
Commerce has jurisdiction over the Magnusson Act, the 200-mile
limit bill. I actually introduced the first bill along those lines and
wrote the provisions which deal with the regional councils, which
have, in fact, governmental powers delegated from the Federal
Government and from the State Governments in the area of the
197 miles beyond the three-mile limit. Those functions apparently
_have been deemed by you to be duplicated in other agencies.

I know that they are dealing with oceans and they are dealing
with jurisdiction over fishing, but in your analysis, have you been
able to separate truly governmental functions from functions that
I would say are really administrative in nature and could be per-

formed by other entities of our society other than government?
Ms. Irving. Senator, we did not go low enough. Our analysis

looked at budget functions and budget subfunctions and broad
subdepartments and only how they code their spending to those. So
we would not in any way claim that for some specific activity, this

report was evidence of duplication. Rather, this work is indicative

of overlap in fairly broad mission areas.

But any really detailed study of what the Commerce Department
does would have to go below the work in this report.

Senator Stevens. Then let me ask you the next $64 billion ques-
tion. I asked you one, I think it was $64 billion before in adminis-
trative functions. Have you the capability, as you review depart-
ments and their current functions and programs under those func-
tions to determine what portions of the work they perform could be
performed as well or better by the private sector as compared to

a governmental entity? Have you that capability?
Ms. Irving. Within GAO as a whole, yes.

Senator Stevens. I am talking about within GAO as a whole.
Ms. Irving. Yes. We currently have that capability to go into

agencies and look in quite a bit of detail about which functions
they have. As you know, some of the determination of what is in-

herently governmental or not would be a judgment call on which
we would defer to you, and some of the evidence on what the pri-

vate sector would be able to do would be inconclusive. But certainly
in terms of detailed agency reviews, we would have the ability to

look at what they do and the ability to look at who else outside
does it and what are analogous functions.
Senator Stevens. As we look at these administrative costs and

look at the concept of some of the functions we are performing now,
whether it is payment of retirement benefits, you call them insur-
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ance, the whole spectrum of benefits that are derived fi-om past

service to the government, including veterans benefits, I guess, to

a certain extent, or whether it is payment to people who have enti-

tlements under government programs, it seems to me that, again,

with this advent of computerization and the ability to take raw
data from a field office and put it right into a computer bank, that

we do not need a lot of these regional and national offices to make
those payments.
But I am not sure how we get to the analysis of eligibility on

that. I think we ought to have some studies that give us some defi-

nition as we start to reorganize these departments as to how much
of the work of each department could be better performed by the

private sector and the determination of whether that would be at

less or more cost to the taxpayers if we went that direction.

In other words, I am not sure why we are rushing at this. I think

we have time to do it and I would like to ask you that question,

too. How long would that take? You are going to give me an an-

swer, now, how long it would take you to do the administrative

analysis of how much is duplicative administratively. How long

would it take to go further and look at function by function and to

determine what could be compatible with the private sector's oper-

ations and whether or not it would cost more if we actually moved
some of these functions out into the private sector. By definition,

I assume we would still be paying for them.
Ms. Irving. Yes. I think to answer that question, we would want

to sit down with you and your staff and figure out both the scope
and the detail. Obviously, at one extreme is looking at everything
everybody in government does and everj^hing in the private sector

that is at all analogous. That sounds like my life's work. At the
other extreme is something that is too small a sample to be of use.

In general, what we would want to do with you on any study is

to figure out what we could do in a timely enough way to be of use
that would be representative enough to also be reasonable informa-
tion. I would want to pull together some people from a number of

our program areas and sit down with you and think about what
made sense, and we would be glad to do that.

Senator Stevens. A lot of people criticize Social Security. The
last time I looked at Social Security, the cost of actually what they
do is very small.

Ms. Irving. Very low.

Senator Stevens. They have labored and labored and labored
and they automated ahead of the rest of the government and they
are now delivering the benefits with the least cost of any of the
programs I have looked at, I mean, in terms of total benefits. I do
not know whether that ought to be a model or whether we ought
to start there and see how we can improve that, too.

But it does seem to me, Mr. Chairman, that before we get into

this business of what kind of a bill we are going to report out for

massive reorganization, even including this bill that is coming at

us now to do away with the Department of Commerce, I think we
ought to look at how much ought to be really chucked off into the
private sector and how much ought to be combined with other func-
tions and what could not be combined with other functions.
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What I am saying is the studies that we did—and I am not being
critical, but I think they are fairly analytical on a basis of the anal-

ysis you have here of duplication of function.

Chairman Roth. Sort of a first step.

Senator Stevens. Yes. Would you agree, that is the first step?

Ms. Irving. This is clearly meant to be just indicative—if it is

all right with you, Senator, I might ask Mr. Curro to respond a lit-

tle bit.

Senator Stevens. I do not have any more questions. I am looking

for more information before you get my questions, I think.

Mr. CuRRO. To follow up on your point, both we and others have,

in fact, looked at what might be called the operating costs of gov-

ernment. Administrative costs is another one of those words, like

duplication, that is heavily fi-eighted with negative baggage.
The operating costs of government, in a study we recently com-

pleted, have remained stable since about 1970. In real terms, oper-

ating costs have grown at about 1 percent per year over the past
25 years, less than half the rate of growth for the U.S. economy
during this period and about a quarter of the growth experienced
by all other Federal spending, notably transfer payments and inter-

est costs.

In the context of this discussion today, though, there clearly are
process activities of the government which should be examined. For
example, the disbursement function, which you pointed out, is per-

formed in many places by many agencies to meet many needs, and
yet it is in essence the common process of writing a check.

Also, there is both legislation—in the form of the Economy Act
which actively encourages cross-servicing arrangements and var-
ious regulatory provisions and budgetary mechanisms that would
suppoit agency efforts to seek cross-servicing arrangements and
consolidation of functional activities. Whether this has occurred
with the pace that perhaps this Committee would find satisfactory

is an open question.

On the other hand, where it has occurred, for example in logis-

tics management and financial management, to some extent pro-

voked by this Committee in many cases, those consolidations have,
in fact, produced significant savings. Savings perhaps not signifi-

cant in the context of today's budgets and deficits but still signifi-

cant in the context of what it used to cost to provide those services.

So there are many process areas in which we can reduce costs,

but overall, as you point out, the operating costs of government
have remained relatively stable for the last 20-plus years.
Senator Stevens. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you. Senator Stevens.
Going back to your duplication, I think it would be helpful if you

could advise us in what areas of so-called duplication are there po-
tential opportunities to consolidate, reform, restructure, or elimi-

nate. It is quite a major undertaking, I admit, but I think that is

something that would be most helpful to the Committee, if we
could take it a step further, because, as you say, the mere fact that
you have 15 involved with income security payments does not tell

us too much.
Ms. Irving. That is right.
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Chairman Roth. It is a first step, but where are the opportuni-

ties for consohdation and ehmination? Maybe you can consoUdate
all of them, but, obviously, there are great differences between the

three types of security payments you mentioned. So I think that

would be helpful.

I take it. Senator Stevens, while I was down voting, you got into

the question of administrative costs and asked for further

Senator Stevens. I used the example of our State that has a De-
partment of Administration, Mr. Chairman, and asked if it had
been examined whether we could have a central administrative

unit for the Federal Government. I am not sure it has to be a de-

partment.
Chairman ROTH. No, I am not, either, but that is an area, if you

had not raised, I wanted to raise. I think it is a very important po-

tential target. What should be done, I think, remains to be seen.

Senator STEVENS. While you are on it, could I ask a question. I

kept looking at that chart. Why are the blue squares there? What
does that mean?
Ms. Irving. The departments are along the left and the budget

functions are across the top. A blue square indicates the depart-

ment along the left made an obligation in that budget function for

fiscal year 1994. It may have spent $100,000; it may have spent

$10 million. But it just tells you
Senator Stevens. It is the fact that they spent money rather

than that they had the legal responsibility under the law. It is just

that they actually have spent money in the function?

Ms. Irving. They actually spent money in the function.

Senator Stevens. Thank you.
Chairman RoTH. A final question, and we may have more later,

and I think your testimony has been most helpful today, as Con-
gress proceeds in reorganizing the Executive Branch, what issues

should be addressed in consolidating organizations that perform
like functions? In other words, what are the criteria you would rec-

ommend that we should be using to streamline in a manner that
both saves money and improves performance?
One of the big debates is the one you already addressed in your

opening statement, in part, and that is the question of whether you
do it by customer or by function. I think it would be helpful if you
could set forth what you see the advantages and disadvantages of

each of these approaches so that we would sort of have a checklist

to help us sort out our thinking.
Ms. Irving. Do you want me to submit something for the record?
Chairman ROTH. Yes, I think that would be better.

Ms. Irving. That would be great. Yes, sir, we would be glad to.

[The response from Ms. Irving follows:]

TRANSCRIPT INSERT

It is always appealing to organize by mission—as the Ash Council envisioned.
Part of the appeal of this structure is the belief that tradeoffs between submissions
and between tools can then be made at the Departmental level. Tradeoffs between
missions would be elevated to the President. In fact, however, Presidents choose
their foci—sometimes independent of organizational structure. And since there are
no firm lines between missions, no organizational structure can prevent the need
to make tradeoffs across organizational lines.

Further, what looks like a good organization at the policy level may look like frag-

mentation at the service delivery level. The local official or the individual is likely
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to focus on the need to go to numerous offices and not on the decisional structure

at Headquarters.
Even at the policy level there is benefit to having a customer view. Perhaps it

is important to see what the totality of the Federal Government's approach to a
given group of customers is. Unfortunately, this is not neat either. Programs serve

more than one group of customers.
It is unclear to me whether organizational structure in Washington must match

that in the field. It would be worth exploring whether the government could present
more of a "one stop" or "single entry" face to businesses and citizens using services

regardless of the finally agreed-upon Departmental structure.

Finally, even where mission remains the basis for organizational decisions, there

are some functions or tools that might be centralized. For example, Federal credit

programs are spread throughout the departments, often organized by client. Such
dispersal may no longer make sense. It is worth asking whether the differences be-

tween clients are greater than the similarity of function.

Senator Stevens suggested an additional area for which the potential for consoli-

dation should be explored: back office support functions such as travel processing.

Chairman RoTH. Those are all the questions I have for the mo-
ment, unless you have something.
Senator STEVENS. Does Mr. Curro have a statement? Did you

have a statement?
Ms. Irving. No, Mr. Curro led the team under me. He was as-

sisted by Ms. Yocom and Ms. Curda and put together this work
with me.
Chairman RoTH. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

being here today and we look forward to continue working with
you.
Senator Stevens. One last thing. Within your agency, have you

made an analysis of the adaptation of agencies to computerization?
Have we ever determined who is up to speed and who is not?
Ms. Irving. We are in the process of doing that. We have people

looking at the planning and the ability to think strategically about
information technology in the agencies. The story, as you know, is

not a happy one. We are beginning to look at whether there are
any success stories, agencies thinking about not just computerizing
what they do today but actually standing back and looking at their
business process and asking what they want to be doing and how
they should do it.

Mr. Hoenig in our division leads a group that is looking at agen-
cies and quite specifically at how they think about information
technology for the future.

Senator Stevens. If I get one in my State with its small popu-
lation, it is from the people in business about the number of forms
agencies send them and they say they must respond to. I have
often wondered if there was not some way to consolidate the re-

quests to an individual over the year so that they did not get myr-
iad forms and the information came in and it was properly bar-
coded so it can go into computers and might serve some purpose.

I envision there is a department somewhere that has books from
the 1800s and we have not examined the data yet. I am not sure
that we need all the information that we are getting, and it is be-
cause I am not sure that they are using their computers right.

Ms. Irving. I am not sure, either.

Senator Stevens. Thank you.
Chairman RoTH. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

being here today.
Ms. Irving. Thank you for having us.
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Chairman ROTH. We will now call the second panel. The lead

witness will be Thomas H. Stanton of the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. We are very pleased to have here once more Janet Norwood,
who is a Senior Fellow at the Urban Institute. Finally, we have
William E. Davis, III, the Executive Director of the Advisory Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations.

It is a pleasure to welcome each and every one of you here today.

We look forward to your testimony. As I said earlier, your full

statement will be included as if read. We would ask you to keep
your opening remarks to 10 minutes.

Professor Stanton?

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS H. STANTON,i JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY

Mr. Stanton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for inviting

me here today. My name is Tom Stanton. For the record, I am a
fellow at the Center for Study of American Government at Johns
Hopkins University.
Today, I would like to talk about Federal credit programs, and

I guess I would like to begin, before getting into my prepared re-

marks, with your question, how do we divide by customers or di-

vide by function, and to raise the subtext to that question which
is that a lot of our Federal programs today, and this is particularly

true in the credit area, reflect Congressional committee jurisdic-

tion.

To take Mr. Grassle^s
Chairman RoTH. If you would just yield, that was a question I

was going to ask if time had not run out. How much of our prob-
lems really are a consequence of our Committee system?
Mr. Stanton. If I could give an example that Senator Stevens

was discussing here, with the concept of new technologies. Senator
Grassley asked the question about overlap of housing programs be-

tween the agricultural area served by Farmers Home and urban
areas served by HUD, FHA, the Federal Housing Administration.
One might add the Veterans Administration and the VA program.
Each of these programs has a distinguished history, dating back

either to the New Deal, when, basically, the private credit markets
had failed and all we had was government to prime the pump and
there was a tremendous amount of good that government could do,

or to the end of World War II for the veterans programs, when,
again, there was a tremendous need that had to be met by govern-
ment.
Now, the private markets are much more capable and much

more efficient at providing services. What that means is that each
of these agencies has shrunk in its capacity to really fill an unmet
need that is not being met by the private market.

If we can build on Senator Stevens' concept of new technologies,
one clear answer is to try to work constructively with the various
Committees to assure a private delivery system, for example, for

mortgages, go to your local mortgage lender, and then maybe have
the Veterans Committees eligible to give something akin to the vet-
erans preference, some sort of special benefit, if we want to do that,

iThe prepared statement of Mr. Stanton appears on page (
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but basically to transform this stovepipe kind of delivery of sepa-
rate and overlapping services into an integrated set of services that
builds on the real efficiencies and flexibilities of the private deliv-

ery system today.
That said, I would like to go to my prepared remarks and say

that credit, in particular, is a tool of government, one of many, like

tax expenditures, like direct grant subsidies, with strengths and
limitations. In today's efficient markets, credit is really hard to tar-

get. If you target credit well, you can do a lot of good.

If you make mistakes and use a scattershot approach or let his-

tory carry you forward or get pushed into a market that is commer-
cially not viable, you can end up hurting not only the taxpayers,
but also borrowers. You are making a loan; you have to collect it.

If you do not collect it, taxpayers foot the bill and have in the past
for literally billions of dollars of defaults. But you also hurt the bor-

rowers. If you make too many loans to somebody who cannot han-
dle their credit, when they finish, they are not only out of business
or foreclosed on their home but they are also a deadbeat to be
hounded forever by the Federal Government to repay their loan.

I did a project for the General Accounting Office some years ago.

One of the investigators talked about kids being taken out of the
unemployment line and being offered the opportunity, the girls

went to schools of cosmetology and the boys were offered truck
driving school. Now, I am sure it would be some form of computer
school. They signed a whole bunch of papers and they never real-

ized that one of those papers was a paper for a Federal student
loan. The courses were abysmal. Six weeks later, these people were
out of there, they were uneducated, but now, congratulations, they
have thousands of dollars of Federal debt.

In the end, you can hurt the borrowers you are trying to help un-
less you target credit. It is a really tricky tool of government and
it has to be used right, which means all of Senator Stevens' urgings
about high technology are essential in the credit area.
Now, some agencies, unfortunately, are not strong managers of

Federal credit, and that comes about for a number of reasons. First
of all, there is innate lack of capacity. The 0MB points out that
major departments with credit programs, the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, the Department of Education, the De-
partment of Agriculture, do not have financial statements that
could get a clean audit opinion.

I wrote a book several years ago and I called over to the Depart-
ment of Education and I asked, how many guaranteed student
loans are outstanding? The answer came back, $50 billion, plus or
minus a billion. The situation has improved somewhat in recent
years, but, in fact, the absence of a clean audit statement, where
they point to shortcomings like absence of internal controls or ab-
sence of reliable information, is a signal. You cannot in today's
modern world run a credit-type program, at least with any effec-

tiveness, without taking a lot of unanticipated losses, until your
house is in order.

There is another problem and that problem relates to what I call

a -conflict between doing well and doing good. If you go to the De-
partment of Education to work, you want to help education. If you
go to the Department of Housing, you want to help housing. You
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want to help people. If you go to the Department of Agriculture,

you want to help farmers.
Credit is different from the other tools, like grants, that these

agencies hand out, or technical assistance. Credit is an area where
you have two roles. You are really popular when you are handing
out that loan but you are a lot less popular when you act like the

banker and you have to collect on it. A lot of these agencies are

really reluctant to dun their constituents to try to collect because
that is not nearly the kind of popular role that they have when
they are handing out the money. So there are some real problems
with the tension in the role.

But, that said, there are some agencies, credit agencies, that are

really good at managing credit programs. These tend to be the ones
organized as government corporations. I point to the Export-Import
Bank, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, Ginnie Mae,
which is a part of much-maligned HUD. The Government National
Mortgage Association is very good.

They practice what I would call tough love. These are Federal
corporations. They have to be self-sustaining. They want to serve

their public purpose, but at the same time, they recognize that the

legitimacy of a credit program depends on collecting that loan as

well as making it, and they manage to balance that tension be-

tween doing well and doing good.

Finally, I would like to give this Committee at least one concrete

area—you have been looking for specifics—where consolidation

might make a lot of sense, and that is in the area of Federal debt
collection. We have over $40 billion of uncollected Federal debts out
there, and most of these are related to credit programs. These are

non-tax debts.

Chairman RoTH. They are related to what?
Mr. Stanton. To credit programs, to Federal loan and guarantee

programs.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have to leave. I

am sorry to do this to you, Mr. Stanton, but is that not part of my
Department of Administration? Why should the people that make
the loan have to collect it?

Mr. Stanton. Exactly. That is a function that should be central-

ized, whether as part of that department or elsewhere, however it

should be done. Exactly.

Chairman RoTH. Or should it be privatized?
Mr. Stanton. In the end, under the law, only the government

can compromise a Federal debt, so, in fact, it turns out that there
is a piece of that action that is a Federal function. One can contract
out much of that function, but in the end, it is a Federal Govern-
ment obligation and the Federal Government has got to decide how
to resolve it.

But this is an area, over $30 billion of that debt is over a year
old. The private market knows that kind of debt is notoriously hard
to collect, when something is that stale. If you centralize the collec-

tion function, first of all, you are helping taxpayers. You could save
billions of dollars a year if you do this right.

But second, you are adding to the integrity of the program.
Think of the millions of American farmers and students and home
buyers that repay their Federal loans on time. If the Federal Gov-
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ernment simply turns a blind eye to those that do not, you are un-
dermining the confidence of these other people in those programs
and it really is not fair. So this is an area where you can resolve

some of those tensions by centralizing the function in another de-

partment of government.
Thank you very much. I would be delighted to respond to ques-

tions.

Chairman RoTH. We will look forward to working with you on
that proposal. I think you can be very helpful.

I might say, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations held
considerable hearings some time ago on the student loans, particu-

larly involving some of these trade schools or whatever you want
to call it. The results were very shocking. I have to say that it was
very difficult to get major reform through the Congress, and it is

still a problem.
Ms. Norwood, it is always a pleasure to have you here and we

look forward to your testimony.

TESTIMONY OF JANET L. NORWOOD,i Ph.D., SENIOR FELLOW,
THE URBAN INSTITUTE

Ms. Norwood. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
great pleasure to be here once again before this Committee.
As you know, I spent more than 25 years in the Department of

Labor at the Bureau of Labor Statistics and I served three full

terms as Commissioner. That experience convinced me that we
must improve the way in which the entire statistical system func-

tions. Overhaul of the organization of that system, along with
stronger coordination, is really essential.

These issues are quite important because intelligent policy deci-

sions can only be made when the people making those decisions
have available accurate, relevant, and objective information to in-

form them about the choices they have. But although we hear criti-

cisms about our information data base from time to time, it has not
yet been possible to develop, either in the Congress or among the
general population, the sustained interest necessary to bring about
improvement.

I think we have an opportunity now, when we are rethinking the
way our entire government operates, to bring about effective

change, but I must stress to you, Mr. Chairman, that our purpose
must be the improvement of the public data base required for de-
mocracy to flourish, not merely finding ways to cut budgets. It

seems to me that we have not yet learned that, despite the great
power of Federal statistical programs over the functioning of our
daily lives, the system that produces them must be improved and
nurtured.
Many of the changes that I will suggest to you will bring effi-

ciencies and probably cost reductions in the long run, but let us not
rush headlong into reorganization for the sole purpose of reducing
statistical budgets.
As you know, the United States has what is probably the most

decentralized statistical system in the world. We have 11 individ-

ual agencies located in nine different departments which have sta-

'The prepared statement of Ms Norwood appears on page 90.
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tistics as their major mission, and there are some perhaps 70 other

agencies in other government departments which also produce sta-

tistical output as a part of their programmatic responsibilities.

But the group which coordinates that system is one of the small-

est in the world. Indeed, as the statistical work of the government
has grown larger and larger, we have cut the resources for coordi-

nation of the statistical apparatus by more than 90 percent, from
65 people in 1947 to just five in 1995. And, the large number of

Congressional committees with oversight and program responsibil-

ities relating to the Nation's statistical output makes it even more
difficult to effectuate coordinated action.

The system certainly does have many problems, and they should
be corrected. I have in my testimony a list of many of these issues.

What I would like to do now, however, is to review with you some
specific proposals for change.

I think that the United States has neither the benefits that come
from strong centralization of a statistical system nor the effi-

ciencies that come with strong and effective coordination of a de-

centralized system, and I therefore propose that we move carefully

and gradually toward greater centralization of the system.
Having discussed this with many of your colleagues in the Con-

gress and in the Executive Branch, it may be that this approach
might be considered too radical, and so I do believe that we can
achieve many of the same efficiencies with considerably less trau-

ma while leaving the statistical agencies within their own depart-
ments through passage of a national statistical law.
My preferred solution is the creation of a modified Statistics

America, which I would call a central statistical board, that would
house the two large multi-purpose statistical agencies, the Bureau
of the Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as well as two
smaller groups, the Bureau of Economic Analysis and OMB's Sta-
tistical Policy Branch.

Full centralization of the entire system in a single agency would
create an agency so large as to present serious management prob-
lems. However, the new central statistical board could collect, com-
pile, analyze, and disseminate a great deal of statistical informa-
tion and, at the same time, set quality and classification standards
and provide oversight over statistical work done elsewhere in the
government.

I think that using the Census Bureau and the BLS as the core
of the new agency would permit development of a comprehensive
eff"ort to combine surveys, integrate data sets, and develop econo-
mies of scale.

The other two groups to be included in this new central agency
are extremely important ones. The Bureau of Economic Analysis,
as you know, is responsible for the production of our Gross Domes-
tic Product and the whole system of national accounts, and in that
capacity, it has to work with all of the other parts of the statistical

system. The Statistical Policy Branch currently housed in 0MB is

responsible for standard setting and for coordination of the entire
statistical system.
Because of the complexities of the legislative process, and I have

had a good deal of experience in trying to get some things through,
in particular, the large number of Congressional committees with
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oversight responsibilities over different statistical agencies, it is

possible that we will need a less radical but still practical ap-
proach. We could go a long way toward reduction of the barriers

which limit the efficient operation of the system by passing a law
which would include essentially several provisions.

First, provide a single uniform confidentiality protection across
the entire statistical system which would permit the exchange of

micro data only for statistical purposes within the system.
Two, elevate the status of some statistical agencies within their

departments to the higher levels maintained in others.

Third, standardize the appointment process and the tenure for

statistical agency heads. I know that you recognize fully, Mr.
Chairman, the importance of objectivity and non-partisanship in

our statistical system.
Fourth, codify the release procedures for major economic and so-

cial indicators.

And fifth, strengthen the role of OMB's Chief Statistician. All of

these provisions are important, but none of them will work very
well without a clear legislative recognition of the need to strength-

en the coordinating arm of the statistical system.
Now, this brief review provides a summary of the proposals in-

cluded in my book that the Urban Institute has recently published
on the statistical system, and I, of course, would be happy to dis-

cuss the issues later with you.
Let me again, however, emphasize two issues. First, the Nation's

statistical system does need restructuring to operate more effi-

ciently and more effectively. Second, we must consider very care-

fully how any proposed changes would affect the data systems upon
which the whole Nation depends.

Fast re-engineering of the Nation's statistical system without
sufficient research and thought, carried out only to reduce statis-

tical budgets, will surely damage the quality and the relevance of
many of our most important statistical series. Much work needs to

be done to determine exactly where and how the budgets should be
cut over the long run, and exactly how data can be integrated.
Thank you very much.
Chairman ROTH. Thank you. Dr. Norwood.
Mr. Davis, it is a pleasure to have you here.

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM E. DAVIS, III,i EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELA-
TIONS

Mr. Davis. Thank you very much, Senator. I appreciate very
much the invitation to join on this panel and participate in these
hearings to address specifically the grant-in-aid programs.
As you know as a former member of the Advisory Commission

on Intergovernmental Relations, we have spent a good bit of time
over our 35-year history studying the Federal grant-in-aid system.
In the 1980s, in fact, I think it was during the time you were on
the Commission, we did a major—what ended up being a 14-vol-
ume study of the Federal grant-in-aid system and at that point

•The prepared statement of Mr. Davis (with attachments) appears on page 95.
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came to a whole series of conclusions relative to opportunities for

consolidation.

By the way, I have submitted a written statement. I would not

intend to go over that but want to take the opportunity really to

simply make three major points here in updating some of that ear-

lier work.
In 1980, when we did our original work, we found that the Fed-

eral grant-in-aid system was what was described as badly frag-

mented. At this point in time, having just done an inventory of the

grant-in-aid system as it existed as of the end of the 1994 calendar

year, we find that it has become even more fragmented.
Second, I would point out that when looking for opportunities to

reduce that fragmentation and looking at opportunities to consoli-

date grant-in-aid programs as a means to reduce that fragmenta-
tion, there are a logical set of clusters of programs that, it seems
to me, one ought to look at. I think one can identify those both by
looking at programs in terms of their number, their similarity, and
their level of funding in order to identify candidates for consolida-

tion.

Finally, I would suggest that back in 1980, one of the things the

Commission did was looked at criteria for such consolidation ef-

forts. I would argue that those things which were identified at that

point as a reasonable criteria for making such judgments are, in-

deed, still relevant today, and one ought to take a look at them rel-

ative to opportunities.

Every 2 years, ACIR conducts an inventory of Federal grant-in-

aid programs. We have just completed, as I have said, the inven-

tory of programs as they existed at the end of 1994. Our study
shows that during the past 2 years, we have, in fact, increased the
number of categorical grant-in-aid programs by 40. We now have
the largest number of separate grant-in-aid programs that we have
ever had in our history. There are now 618 categorical grant pro-

grams.
Chairman ROTH. How many, again?
Mr. Davis. Six-hundred-and-eighteen, according to our count. Of

those created in the past 2 years, two-thirds of them, interestingly,

are funded at a level of less than $10 million each per year. Only
three of those new programs are funded at more than $100 million.

While we do, in fact, have in existence 15 what are called block
grants, 89 percent of all of the grant-in-aid assistance that goes out
from the Federal Government flows through those 618 individual
categorical programs mentioned earlier.

Back in 1980, when we did our original work, we developed
something called a fragmentation index, and this was a way that
we came to measure the extent to which grant assistance within
categories of similar programs is fragmented, meaning a large
number of small programs. We created the index by clustering
similar programs and then comparing the percent of all programs
which fall within that cluster to the percentage of all grant funds
delivered by the programs in that cluster.

In 1993, we recalculated those fragmentation indexes for pro-

grams using 1992 data. What we discovered was that in the inter-

vening years since 1980, seven of the 21 clusters of programs have
become even more fragmented. That is, there were more programs
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with smaller amounts of money attached to them than in 1980.

Only three of the clusters we found to have become less frag-

mented.
I would draw your attention to page three in my written testi-

mony, my statement. What you will see is a table that reflects both
the number of programs in each cluster, grant-in-aid programs, on
the left-hand side, and what I have described as our fragmentation
index on the right-hand side.

I would suggest that if one is looking for opportunities to reduce
fragmentation within the grant-in-aid system, one can look at these

two tables and begin on the left side with the number of programs.
You will note they are listed by category. In health, for example,
there are 90 grant-in-aid programs; education, there are 83; social

services, there are 67; etc., down the list. One could begin at the

top of that list and move down and begin thinking about where are

there likely candidates for closer examination.
On the right-hand side, that is, the fragmentation index, what I

would suggest that one look at is those clusters that have the high-

est fragmentation indexes, which means more smaller programs,
and those are the ones that will start at the bottom of the page and
move up. For example, cultural affairs programs have a fragmenta-
tion index of 42.6; occupational health and safety, 18; disaster pre-

vention and relief, 17; etc. Moving up that table from the bottom,
one sees those clusters that are, indeed, the most fragmented.

I would be happy to go into more detail on that table if that is

of interest to you.
Finally, as I mentioned, Mr. Chairman, when the Commission

did its studies in 1980 and looked at the possibilities for consolida-

tion at that time, they concluded that within the grant-in-aid sys-

tem there are three most important criteria that one ought to think
about relative to opportunities for consolidation. They are, in one
sense, obvious, but in another, need repeating.
They are programs that, indeed, are most closely related in func-

tion, and those are represented in these clusters; programs that are
most similar in terms of their objectives; and finally, programs that
employ the same type of recipient government for their delivery,

that is. State programs, county programs, municipal programs, etc.

While the Commission has not engaged in a study of individual
program clusters or individual programs, I would suggest that both
these places to begin the conversation and these criteria are, in-

deed, as relevant today as they have been in the past.

I would close, Mr. Chairman, by simply reporting to you a rec-

ommendation that came out of the Commission's discussion in Jan-
uary of this year, and it really does no more than to reaffirm the
position that the Commission has taken repeatedly over past years,
and that is it urged specifically that Federal programs be com-
bined, more programs be combined into fewer block grants, and
that there were, indeed, great opportunities for such.
With that, I think probably I should stop and simply say that the

Commission applauds your leadership in engaging in this discus-

sion and inviting us to participate in this hearing.^

'The report entitled "Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations" submitted by Mr.
Davis appears in the Appendix on page 102
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Chairman Roth. Let me ask you this, Mr. Davis.
Mr. Davis. Sure.
Chairman RoTH. You give these three points. I wonder if you

could give us some illustrations for the record. I am going through
the Commission's recommendations for grant reform. You have
three factors. Programs that are most closely related in terms of

functional area, give me a couple or three illustrations of that.

Mr. Davis. That goes to the question of the clusters that we cre-

ated in developing this fragmentation index. What we did, for ex-

ample, was—let me give you in the health field, for example, we
clustered together all of the grant-in-aid programs that provided
assistance of one kind or another, either for general health or
health care services specifically. Within that cluster, we included
research programs of various kinds that were grant-in-aids or con-
ducting research of one kind or another related to health care.

In the social services and public assistance area, for example, we
included, in addition to the social services block grant. Head Start,

foster care, a whole series of programs.
As you go down the list, you find that outside of the major ones

that will appear at the top of the list, the big dollar ones, very
quickly they taper off into many, many, many very small programs.
Chairman RoTH. Is part of the problem the Committee system?
Mr. Davis. To be honest, I think there are probably multiple

causes for this. Part of it may have to do with the Committee sys-

tem, indeed. I think part of it has to do with the obvious desire

—

we talked earlier about individual recipients and making sure that
the assistance was targeted to a specific set of recipients. Every
group of recipients has its own particular needs and will, of course,
argue that they are distinct, distinct enough that their assistance
ought to be somehow contained and separated from all other assist-

ance. I think part of that is what is going on.
I think there are a number of reasons underlying this. It would

be simple to say it is just the Committee system or one other. I

think, in fact, there are multiple causes.
Chairman Roth. Let us continue down the three types of pro-

grams. You have programs that are linked to the same type of re-
cipients, governmental jurisdiction. Can you give us some illustra-
tions of that?
Mr. Davis. Yes. There are a whole set of programs, for example,

that provide assistance through county governments within certain
areas, for example, and where one might logically imagine the cre-
ation of a block grant of a general kind, using the apparatus of
county government as a delivery mechanism for providing what-
ever those needed or desired services are.

In other cases, there are municipalities that will, within one pro-
gram area, be dispensing assistance of one kind or another, each
of those programs having different rules, different regulations, dif-

ferent criteria, etc. There are opportunities for consolidating them,
as well.

Chairman RoTH. I want to go back in a few minutes to your pri-
mary candidate for termination and phase-out, but let me turn for
the moment to you, Mr. Stanton.
You have stated that the obligation to repay makes loans a poor

vehicle for providing assistance to the disadvantaged. Are you say-

91-567 - 96
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ing that the government should abandon credit services in these
market segments in favor of direct payments?
Mr. Stanton. The answer is, again, in some cases, yes, in some

cases, no. For people who cannot repay or have a high likelihood

of not repaying, the answer is that credit is a really bad idea for

them.
Chairman ROTH. Can you give us some illustrations of those

kinds of programs?
Mr. Stanton. One illustration would be Farmers Home pro-

grams in the late 1970s. Farm land values were going way up. We
were talking about passing laws to prohibit foreigners from buying
our strategic resource farmland. Farmland was really considered to

be a hot item. And then, all of a sudden, in 1980 and 1981, values
went down and agricultural incomes went down and the farm econ-
omy went into a recession, or virtual depression in some areas.

What happened during the 1970s was that cheap Federal credit

through the Farm Credit System, through Farmers Home, allowed
farmers to take on a lot more debt than they otherwise would have
taken on. So when they have the downturn, suddenly, they were
leveraged to the hilt and leverage worked in reverse and we lost

some 200,000 farmers. Not all of those were because of credit. They
were because of the loss of farm income exacerbated by a huge
number who had taken on too much credit and could not handle
it.

I was at one hearing where a farmer stood up and he said, a lot

of those people were real good farmers. They just could not handle
their money. That leads to two conclusions. One is, you do not in-

clude people in credit programs who have a strong likelihood of not
repaying. Second, the value added of a government program may
be in serving people who, with special servicing, with counseling so
they can learn how to handle their credit, in fact, can be made
creditworthy.
But what we have to plan on is that just as in the housing mar-

kets it is very dramatic, once those people are creditworthy, the
private markets, the conventional mortgage system will snap them
up and they will be out of the government program. So the govern-
ment has got to be ready. FHA, the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, has got to be ready to declare victory as they lose more and
more market share when they make these people creditworthy be-

cause then they are ready to graduate, essentially, into the private
sector.

This is an area where the Federal Government can give a lot of
value added. Here are techniques for serving that population. Here
is how you can make them creditworthy. But note that that role

requires a lot of sophistication, a lot of capacity. You had better
have auditable financial statements. You had better have the latest

technologies. You had better have real-time information. You had
better understand what your program is about, and good servicing,

incidentally, means being all over your borrower when they show
the slightest sign of delinquency, not as a way to push them into

default but as a way to get them back on track. That is where the
government can help.

Chairman Roth. You have suggested some important issues that
should be considered in the context of rationalizing the credit deliv-
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ery system. Could you elaborate on specific programs that you
favor consolidating or privatizing in specific parts of the delivery

system?
After we have rationalized the system, how would we organize to

manage it? Would you recommend that credit programs be admin-
istered functionally, for example, by consolidating them within
fewer agencies or in a larger number of agencies organized by mar-
ket segment?
Mr. Stanton. There are a number of questions there. Let me

start in the beginning.
Chairman ROTH. Sure.
Mr. Stanton. I think that one central function that is really

needed is for the Office of Management and Budget, maybe in-

spired by a good GAO study in this regard, to look at the various
tools of government that are being used to serve a particular sec-

tor. Let me give the dramatic example where overlap really had se-

riously multi-billion-dollar costs to the American taxpayer, and
that is in the area of apartment buildings.

We passed a 1981 tax act that gave us generous accelerated de-

preciation. Developers rushed out and took huge tax losses and
participated in HUD housing programs. When you take tax losses,

you do not have an incentive to maintain the building. You are not
making your money out of operating the building, you are making
your money out of buying the building and writing it off.

Congress recognized the problem in 1986 and had to pass the
Tax Reform Act and shut off, applied the brakes very quickly, and
that had similarly dysfunctional effects because suddenly these
projects that had been financially viable were no longer financially
viable without the tax benefits.

If 0MB were to establish a sector-by-sector monitoring function
to be able to understand all of the different things that government
is doing to a particular sector, then maybe we would have had
somebody in government that would have had the capacity to go
forward and say, by the way, while you are considering this

change, here are some consequences. Let us use a transition period.
Let us do something to mitigate it. Maybe going to HUD and say-
ing, folks, your standard form agreements are hopelessly out of
date. You cannot lock yourselves in for 20 years. You have to be
able to have clauses in there that let you renegotiate when things
change.

Basically, the Federal Government has got to get a lot more nim-
ble, but because issues like taxes are so different from issues like

direct programs, it would be useful to have a centralized place
where we collected that information and understood it and applied
it. That is the first part.

Chairman RoTH. Let me ask you this question. What you are
really saying is, put the management in 0MB, are you not?
Mr. Stanton. That would be a great idea. Ever since they turned

the name to 0MB, the management seems to have been missing.
It strikes me that the old Bureau of the Budget was doing a lot

more with its Government Management and Organization Section
under Harold Seidman and his successors. BOB was doing a lot

more for management than they have done since, that is absolutely
right.
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Chairman RoTH. One of my concerns is that the "M", whether it

had a Repubhcan or Democratic administration, the "M" has never
been a very effective force.

Mr. Stanton. If I could give a classic example of that, it relates

to the issue of government corporations. And again, I pointed out
that government corporations were dramatically better at manag-
ing credit programs than some of the traditional line agencies.

There is a role for government corporations, and now there are a
number of proposals on the table to create wholly-owned govern-
ment corporations.

Each little piece of 0MB with each separate 0MB examiner who
does not know a government corporation from a joist or a nail basi-

cally has their own views on what a government corporation does,

and their first concern is they do not understand that it is a dif-

ferent form of control that may, a la OPIC, Ex-Im Bank, Ginnie
Mae, give you better results rather than worse. They worry about
this loss of control.

So each piece of 0MB gives different answers to the question,

should we have a government corporation, and nobody has a cross-

cutting view. The "M" side needs some capacity to go in and forc-

ibly inform each of those line units, this is a government corpora-

tion, these are its strengths, these are its limitations, this is when
you apply it, here are the trade-offs between traditional input con-

trols that stifle so many government agencies today and the more
performance-based controls you can get out of a government cor-

poration. That function is moving very slowly at 0MB today, al-

though, I should add, Mr. Koskinen is trying.

Chairman RoTH. Do you want to proceed with the questions?
Mr. Stanton. There were a lot of them there.

Chairman ROTH. There were, yes. Perhaps what we ought to do,

as the hour is growing late, is submit some of these questions in

writing.

I do want to ask you a couple of questions, Dr. Norwood. One of

the successes of the organization you recently headed was the fact

that politics was kept out of it, I think thanks to strong leadership
provided by you and people like you.
Ms. Norwood. Thank you.
Chairman ROTH. But if we centralize, how do we ensure that

happens? I can assure you that there will be efforts, partisan and
other efforts—I mean, one reason we create so many departments,
for example, in government is that when we have a new problem,
the people that are concerned about that problem want to create
a new agency that will be an advocate for the solution of that prob-
lem. That is partly good, but it also makes for bias.

It does seem to me one of the cr3dng needs and one of the
strengths of the Bureau of Labor Statistics is everybody felt that
they were uninfluenced by special interests, whether they were
partisan or otherwise. But how do we ensure that if we centralize,

or will that be easier, maybe, than it is under current conditions?
Ms. Norwood. No, I do not think it will be easier. I think it can

be done, however, and I would point out to you that I am not pro-
posing complete centralization.

Chairman ROTH. No.
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Ms. Norwood. There would still be quite a few agencies that
would be outside this system, but there would be some technical

oversight over it. I think we probably need advisory committees
and we need, most importantly. Congressional oversight, and I

would like to see that consolidated.

I did include in my testimony some comments about the prob-

lems of this statistical system with so many different Congressional
committees. It is very difficult to develop approaches to completing
efficiencies. When the agencies try to work together, and we used
to try very hard to work, for example, with the Bureau of the Cen-
sus and the National Center for Educational Statistics and others,

each of them was reviewed by a different Congressional committee.
So you would develop a program, you would go in with a budget
proposal, and one agency would get the budget for the program and
the other agency would not. What do you do with the program,
then? There are many difficulties of that kind, I think.

There are others, of course. Your colleague discussed the comput-
erization of the government. That is something that I have paid a
great deal of attention to and there are a lot of things going on that
I think are extremely useful, but there are a lot of provisions, both
by law and regulation in procurement, that make it extraordinarily
difficult to make use of the kinds of prices that are occurring now
so that one can save money for the government.
Chairman ROTH. Could you give me an example?
Ms. Norwood. I certainly can. When I was in the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, I decided that we needed to computerize more

—

this was some years ago—but that we had to have very careful

planning. So I insisted on a 10-year plan for computerization, what
was going to happen, how the equipment would be phased in and
used. I insisted on knowing what efficiencies would be created, and,
in fact, insisted that several positions had to be done away with if

we were going to have adequate computerization.
As a result of that, unlike some other agencies, we purchased

computers in small groups so that we would buy 200 computers
and then some 6 months or a year later when we needed them we
would buy another 600. I had a visit from a representative of the
Inspector General, who told me that I was acting illegally. When
I asked him how that could be, he said that the approach was ille-

gal because we were buying a large number of items, in this case,

computers, and that the government would get a better deal from
a larger purchase than a smaller one. Therefore, by spreading this
out for management purposes, I was really incurring greater costs
for the government.

I was able to reply to him that we at BLS were the price meas-
urement experts in the government, and that I could prove to him
that the price of computers was on a downward trend and that,
therefore, by doing it this way, we were, in fact, saving money for
the government.
But the point of that story, which happens to be one of my favor-

ites in management problems in government, the point of that
story really is that you have to weigh what you do about the regu-
lations.

I am pleased to see that the administration is tr3dng to change
many of the procurement rules, but there still is no way, for exam-
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pie, to have a capital budget, to depreciate equipment which you
know you are going to have to buy. In my current capacity now in

the private sector, I have been involved in some corporate board
work and I can see how differently things operate. So I think there
is a lot that can be done there.

Chairman RoTH. Let me ask you, if we move in the direction of

consolidation, and as you say, that would be very controversial but
certainly has certain advantages, we are going to run into the ar-

gument that there are advantages in having it decentralized.

Ms. Norwood. Yes, and there are.

Chairman ROTH. And there are.

Ms. Norwood. Yes, clearly.

Chairman ROTH. What are the factors you would consider in try-

ing to decide the criteria you would use in trying to decide what
should be centralized and what should not?

Ms. Norwood. What I tried to do in the work that I have done
for this study was to look at the kinds of activities of the agency,
the surveys that they did, the level of sophistication of the work
that was done and see what fit together best. If you take the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics and the Bureau of the Census as they now
exist, setting aside the decennial census and its costs, their ongoing
budgets are about three-quarters of a billion dollars and you are
talking about some 8,000 people.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis is very small and would only
add a few hundred, although it has among the most important jobs
in the government because it produces the whole national accounts.
The real problem in all the studies that have been done, and over

the last 100 years there have been nearly 20 studies of the statis-

tical system, and they all say the same thing, every one of them.
They either talk about the issue of centralization and decentraliza-
tion and generally come down on the side of decentralization. The
reason in the past, at least, has been concerns in this country
about having too much power with a single system producing data.

But they then focus, and every one of them has done so, on steps
that need to be taken to coordinate the system, to strengthen the
coordination. Instead of strengthening the coordination of the sys-

tem, what we have done is to weaken it steadily over the last 20
years. You just can't have that, really, because you are not setting
priorities properly. And you are creating, I think, considerable inef-

ficiencies.

The benefits of having a decentralized system clearly involve the
relationship to the programmatic areas, and that is one thing that
I think the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Department of
Labor have worked out extremely well, without interfering in pol-

icy, without having interference from the policy people. We were
able to identify the issues that needed to be addressed by the policy

without getting into how they should be addressed, and I found
that often extremely important. So I would not like to see that go,

but I think one has to weigh this.

In Canada, where there is a single agency—but I should point
out to you that Canada is only a tenth of the size of the United
States and Statistics Canada is smaller than just the Bureau of the
Census alone
Chairman Roth. Yes.
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Ms. Norwood. So I think that it is a mistake, some people have
said, let us take all of these agencies that are producing statistics

and dump them into a single system. I think you would have such
a mega-agency that you would spend the next 20 years trying to

see how you could reorganize it. That does not make sense to me.
It needs to be done carefully and gradually.
You cannot change statistical series easily. People ask me if

there is duplication. Yes, there is some duplication, but I am not
sure how to eliminate that duplication until we spend a little time
looking at what the strengths and the weaknesses are of those se-

ries. My guess is that we can combine a number of things and
eventually save money, but it would be disastrous, I think, to do
that immediately, until we have had the necessary research.
Chairman ROTH. My final question is, I think you talked about

technical advice coming from the centralized bureau.
Ms. Norwood. Yes.
Chairman RoTH. Would it be merely advisory or would there be

authority? Would you have the central bureau have authority to di-

rect?

Ms. Norwood. The central bureau should, I think, have author-
ity over things like classification structures and some of the tech-

nical issues of survey design, but it should also, and the most im-
portant, perhaps, aspect of it is that it should look at the whole sta-

tistical budget across the government. It should help to determine
priorities and set them forth for the Congress to determine.
Right now, what happens is that if the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics wants to improve the Consumer Price Index—and I testified

yesterday before the Finance Committee on that issue—the Sec-
retary of Labor has to decide whether he wants more OSHA inspec-
tors or whether he wants to put more money into the Consumer
Price Index. I would submit that that is not a very good kind of
balancing act, that one needs to look across the statistical board at
this one.

The statistical coordinating group at 0MB is so small that it

really does not have the ability to do the necessary work to look
at the integration of data sets, for example, which could, I think,
produce great efficiencies later on. It does not have the ability to

get in depth into many of these programs, so it cannot really do
that. That is something that I would expect the overview of the
Central Statistical Board to take care of. I think we would have to
have definite safeguards about its possible political influence.
Chairman ROTH. Mr. Davis, in your written testimony, you list

a number of primary candidates for termination and phase-out.
You say there are approximately, and I think you put it in your
oral statement, too, 420 small categorical grant programs which ac-

count for only 10 percent of all grant funds that would be a pri-

mary candidate.
Your second is programs and functional fields in which Federal

aid amounts to approximately 10 percent or less of the combined
State and local outlays, including Federal aid. Can you give me
some illustrations of that?
Mr. Davis. What I would have to do is to dig into this. I would

be happy to give you some. I cannot with what I have available to
me here.
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Chairman Roth. I think it would be helpful if you would take
those primary candidates and spell out in more detail which of

these are the ones that you feel are candidates.
Mr. Davis. I would be happy to do that. What I can do, based

on the work that we have already done, is to list those programs
that fall within those categories. But let me say again, what I

would suggest is that these are candidates for consideration.

Chairman RoTH. No, I understand that.

Mr. Davis. One of the things I think we have to remember is

that while there are a lot of very small programs with very small
dollar amounts connected to those, there are, indeed, programs
where I think, objectively, one could conclude or would conclude
that they are quite effective in achieving their objectives and pur-

poses, and simply because they are small does not necessarily

mean that they are bad.

Chairman Roth. But I am going back to your testimony. I would
like to flush out, if we could, those recommendations.
Mr. Davis. I would be delighted to do so.

Chairman ROTH. I do have a number of questions, Mr. Stanton,
but I think what we will do is submit them in writing to you. We
do appreciate the testimony you gave. I think it was very excellent

and helpful.

Mr. Stanton. Sir, may I make one comment on the record?
Chairman ROTH. Yes. Please proceed.

Mr. Stanton. I would like to pick up on a statement of Dr. Nor-
wood's, which is that cutting budgets is not enough. I guess in the
credit area, there is a classic issue that it is very easy to get the
money out the door. Where you spend the money is monitoring to

make sure that you get the loans repaid again.

So if you cut the budgets for these credit agencies without under-
standing that consequence, in fact, you are going to end up costing
the taxpayer money in the long haul because suddenly, to give one
example, the Department of Education does not have travel funds.
That means they can only really inspect those participating lenders
and schools in the areas where they have an office.

So if you are interested in setting up something that is not going
to be totally diligent to Department of Education regulations, set

it up in the middle of Kansas someplace. I believe there is an ac-

tual example of that. Do a land office business and it will take the
Department a long time to get to you because they do not have
travel money.

I guess what I would like to say is thank you very much for this

hearing because it is time to inform the budget process, which is

very important, and this goes back to your 0MB comment, with the
management consequences. We need to understand what is hap-
pening in real live terms when we use budget as the driver and
where are we going with it and to understand some of the trade-
offs, and this Committee is playing an essential role in that regard.
Chairman RoTH. You address a problem that is very real. It is

rare that you have much interest in organization of government. It

is rare that you have some momentum that will make it possible
to make some changes. Ideally, for years, I have proposed some
kind of a bipartisan or non-partisan commission to review what
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government does and how it is structured. Ideally, that is the way
to go, and maybe that will have to be part of the picture.

The problem is, if we are going to keep the momentum, we also

have to have some action. Otherwise, I am concerned that we will

end up again where we have so many times before with a lot of

work, a lot of studies, but they all end up on the shelf with no real

action. Anybody who has the solution to this dilemma, I will be
happy to hear it.

I agree with you. It is not just a question of budget savings, al-

though I think that is a real goal and one that is reahzed, particu-

larly over the long term. But it is also true that it is very hard to

get anything positively done because we all know that turf wars
are the most difficult wars, whether you are talking about the Ex-
ecutive Branch or the Legislative, to change.
We have an opportunity, and I think we have to move full-speed

ahead. I am sure some mistakes will be made in the process, but
I think all of your testimony here today is most helpful.

Ms. Norwood. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman RoTH. Yes, Dr. Norwood?
Ms. Norwood. Might I just call your attention to the fact that

one of the other hats that I have been wearing lately is as Chair-
person of the Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation,
and that, as you know, has representatives appointed by both
Houses of the Congress and the President. Mr. Bush asked me to

chair that and Mr. Clinton asked me to continue.
We will be having a final report in February and then the council

goes out of existence. It is a three-year council. We have been look-

ing very carefully at the Federal role and the State role in the exe-

cution of the administration of that program. We have been looking
at the effects of computerization and of what might be called

micromanagement in some places, at substantive changes. But I

think that it is a report which I would hope that you and your
Committee would pay some attention to. It will be issued the first

of February.
Chairman ROTH. We will look forward to receiving it, and I ap-

preciate your calling my attention to it.

I think what makes this a remarkable opportunity is not only the
fact that it is one of the few times since I have been in Congress
there has been much interest in organization, but I think the fact

that the technological revolution makes almost everything we have
studied and said before out of date. The real question is, how do
we utilize modern technology as the private sector has and is doing
to become more effective.

I think the real concern of a lot of us is not only the question
of trying to reduce the deficit and balancing the budget but in pro-
viding better service. The real problem back home is that the pub-
lic does not see government as solving problems or providing serv-

ice. In contrast to the private sector, where you can relatively
quickly get an answer to a problem, we have GAO study after GAO
study show that it takes 6 months or 8 months for a veteran to find
out whether or not he is entitled to disability pay.
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I do think we have a tremendous opportunity and we would ap-

preciate and be interested in any comments you have as we pro-

ceed forward.!
Chairman Roth. Thank you very much for being here today. I

appreciate it.

The Committee is in recess.

[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]

>The questions from Chairman Roth for Mr. Stanton and Mr. Davis appears in the Appendix

on page 83 and 162 respectively.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

It is a pleasure to be here today to discuss the results and

implications of our recent work for this Committee.- This work

sought to identify and examine the functions performed by

agencies of the federal government to, in effect, lay the

foundation for questions concerning government restructuring.

Three weeks ago, the Comptroller General testified before this

Committee on issues and principles to consider during government

reorganization.^ In that testimony, he noted some key lessons

suggested by past efforts—both here and outside the United

States.

• Reorganization demands a coordinated approach, within and

across agency lines, supported by a solid consensus for

change.

• Reorganization should seek to achieve specific, identifiable

goals.

• Once goals are defined, attention must be paid to how the

federal government exercises its role—both in terms of

organization and tools.

• Effective implementation is critical to success.

• Sustained oversight by the Congress is needed to ensure

effective implementation.

Our recent work for this Committee ties directly to the

^Budget Function Classification; Agency Spending by
Subfun"ction and Object Category, Fiscal Year 1994 (GAO/AIMD- 95-
116FS, May 10, 1995) ; Budget Function Classification; Agency
Spending and Personnel Levels for Fiscal Years 1994 and l995
(GAO/AIMD-95-115FS, April 11, 1995); and Budget Function
Classification: Relating Agency Spending and Personnel Levels to
Budget Functions (GA0/AIMD/GGD-95-69FS, January 30, 1995)

.

^Government Reorganizatior
GGD/AIMD-95-166, May 17, 1995)

^Government Reorganization; Issues and Principles (GAO/T-
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Comptroller General's testimony by describing the picture today:

current missions, organizations involved in those missions, and

selected approaches, as reflected by departments and agencies in

their budget submissions. Our first products, issued in January

and April, provide a graphical starting point for discussions

concerning government restructuring by mapping department and

agency obligations against the broad federal mission areas

described by budget function classifications. Our last product,

issued in May, extends this initial analysis in two important

ways. First, it depicts spending patterns at subdepartment and

subfunction levels to describe more precisely the missions of

federal departments and agencies; second, it depicts these more

precise missions in terms of the approaches or means used by

departments and agencies, as described by budget object

classifications. Collectively, these three reports provide a

governmentwide perspective not only on who is doing what, but

also on how the federal government addresses its various

missions.

Generally, and not surprisingly, our analysis illustrates that

duplication appears to be endemic. Our current environment is a

product of an adaptive federal government's response over time to

new needs and problems, each of which was reflected in new

responsibilities and roles for departments and agencies. Our

work describes this duplication in practical and quantifiable

terms, both for the government as a whole as well as for its

separate missions and constituent organizations. It is worth

emphasizing that our work is only indicative. In effect, it

provides a road map for more detailed lines of inquiry. As this

Committee knows, the General Accounting Office has done work on

program consolidation in general and has conducted inquiries in

many specific areas, providing our views on many federal programs
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in need of major overhaul and redesign.^ That work can assist

this Committee in consideration of specific consolidation

proposals.

In this statement, I will touch on a few of the major

observations that flow from the broad picture illustrated in the

reports before you. Attachments I and II display overall fiscal

year 1994 obligations by organization and mission. As these

charts show, most federal spending is driven by relatively few

organizations and missions. Stated in reverse, most federal

departments and most federal missions drive a relatively small

share of total obligations.

Attachment III displays the intersections between organizations

and missions. It is a picture of both fragmentation and overlap

— some of it intentional. First, the table shows that most

federal departments and agencies address more than one mission

area. Indeed, 15 of the major executive departments and agencies

made obligations in fiscal year 1994 to three or more mission

areas. If the analysis is continued to the subdepartment and

subfunction level, the picture is even more complex. For

example, as shown in attachment IV, the Department of Commerce

has 14 subordinate organizations addressing missions as varied as

^See, for example. Program Consolidation: Budgetary
Implications and Other Issue s (GAO/T-AIMD-95-145, May 23, 1995);
National Laboratories Need Clearer Mission and Better Management
( GAP/ RCED- 95-10, January 27, 1995) ; Department of Energy: Need
to Reevaluate Its Role and Missions (GAO/T-RCED-95-85, January
TW, 1995); Multiple Employment Training Programs: Major Overhaul
Needed to Reduce Costs, Streamline the Bureaucracy, and Improve
Results (GAO/T-HEHS-95-53, January 10, 1995) ; Early Childhood
Programs: Multiple Programs and Overlapping Target Groups
(GAO/HEHS-95-4FS, October 31, 1994); Rural Development:
Patchwork of Federal Programs Needs to Be Reappraised (GAO/RCED-
94-165, July 28, 1994); Food Assistance: USDA^ s Mult iprogram
Approach (GAO/RCED-94-33, November 24, 1993); Food Safety: A "

Unified, Risk-Based Safety System Is Needed to Enhance Foo5~
Safety (GAO/T-RCED-94-71, November 4, 1993).
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natural resources; advancement of conmerce; area and regional
development; and research and general education aids.

Looking at attachment III the other way—with a focus on the

missions of government rather than its organizations—produces a

similarly intricate picture. Excluding social security.

Medicare, and interest on the debt, 12 of the remaining 15

mission areas are addressed by five or more departments and

agencies. I will touch briefly on three examples of this

apparent duplication of effort.

• The income security mission area involves 15 federal

organizations, but this picture is at the same time both

informative and misleading. These 15 organizations are not

all in the same business. Income security actually involves

three broad subfunctions. Retirement and diseibility issues

are addressed by 14 different federal entities—many of them

administering separate en^loyee pension programs (attachment

V) ; cash assistance is provided by three departments and two

independent agencies (attachment VI); and housing, food and

nutrition assistance programs are concentrated in two major

departments—spread across seven components within these

departments—with some small participation by five independent

agencies (attachment VII)

.

• The education, employment and social services mission area

involves seven major departments and numerous other smaller

agencies. However, over 95 percent of 1994 obligations were

made by only three departments: Education, for elementary,

secondary, vocational, and higher education; Health and Human

Services, for social services; and Labor, for training and

employment services (attachment VIII)

.

• Federal law enforcement activities are spread among five major

departments and four independent agencies (attachment IX)

.
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The significance (in dollar terms) of a department to a mission

area, or of a mission area to a department, varies considerably.

For example, the transportation mission area is found almost

entirely within the Department of Transportation, whose

activities are almost entirely associated with that single

mission area. Alternatively, the agriculture mission area is

found almost exclusively within the Department of Agriculture,

but it represents only about one-third of the Department's total

obligations (attachment X) . Lastly, the Department of Commerce

is associated with four different mission areas, but represents a

small share of total obligations for any of the areas (attachment

XI) .

Now let me turn to the question of the "how"—the tools the

federal government uses to address these varied missions.

Attachment XII displays fiscal year 1994 obligations in terms of

budget object classes—a classification system used by

departments and agencies to report obligations for services

provided or objects procured. This system can be. a useful

surrogate to describe the varied approaches used by the federal

government in meeting its mission requirements. As this chart

shows, nearly half of all federal obligations were in the form of

grants or benefit payments from social insurance and retirement

trust funds. Stated differently, providing cash—either as

benefits to individuals or as grants— is the dominant mode of

federal operations. This chart also indicates that federal

salary and benefits together comprise just over 12 percent, of

total obligations—about equal to total obligations for

contractual services (11 percent)

.

Examining the objects of government expenditure permits questions

about (1) whether a selected approach continues to be appropriate

for a particular mission area, and (2) whether a specific

approach could be consolidated across mission areas.
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• Some mission areas are labor intensive—either directly

through federal employees or indirectly through contractors.

By focusing on the varying approaches used within different

mission areas, questions can be raised about why a particular

approach is deemed most appropriate for a specific mission.

For example in administration of justice (attachment XIII) and

veterans benefits and services (attachment XIV) , salaries malce

up significant shares of total obligations, indicating direct

federal provision of the service. However, contractor

obligations dominate some technical and scientific missions,

such as energy, or science, space and technology (attachments

XV and XVI )

.

• Many mission areas—international affairs; agriculture;

transportation; community and regional development; education,

employment and social services; health; and income security

—

use grants as a basic mode of operations. Is there

consistency across these varied missions and related

departments and agencies? Is there potential for

consolidation?

Finally, our analysis allows for all of these issues— federal

missions, associated departments and agencies, and tools— to be

presented and discussed in an integrated manner. The two

examples below may be illustrative. The first involves a

differentiated mission addressed in different ways by several

federal entities, and the second deals with a common mission

differentiated by target populations and approach.

• The natural resources and environment mission area presents an

interesting example of related missions addressed in different

ways. Eight organizations in five departments are concerned

with this general mission area, and they employ very different

approaches

.
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• The Environmental Protection Agency is concerned with

environmental pollution, generally using grants for

wastewater treatment activities and contracts for abatement

efforts.

• Defense's Corps of Engineers and Interior's Bureau of

Reclamation address water resources development, generally

through contracts.

• Conservation and land management issues are addressed by

federal employees and contractors (by Agriculture's Forest

Service and by Interior's Bureau of Land Management) and

through grants (by Agriculture's Farm Service Agency).

• Interior's National Park Service directly provides most

recreational resource services, but also uses both grants

and contracts.

• Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

addresses a variety of natural resources issues, emphasizing

direct services through federal employees and contractors.

In contrast, housing is a common national need addressed in

varying ways by different organizations. The Department of

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides a variety of

housing assistance and community development programs,

primarily through grants. HUD, Agriculture, and the Veterans

Administration all provide a variety of mortgage credit

activities, but to different target populations.

Let me conclude by referring again to the May 17 testimony by the

Comptroller General. Past restructuring attempts have taught us

that the first steps in any reorganization involve focusing on

specific goals in a coordinated manner and that careful attention

must be given to the approach selected for new missions or
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organizations. The work I have been discussing today provides,

in a governmentwide context, a picture of the current situation

on three critical dimensions:

• What missions does the federal government seek to address?

• Which organizations are involved?

• What tools do they use?

Again, I want to emphasize that our work is indicative, but not

conclusive regarding the question of duplication. However, it

can, by focusing on today's reality as reported in budget

submissions, assist the work of this Committee by highlighting

areas for further detailed assessment.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be

happy to answer any questions.

(935162)
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Attachment I Attachment I

Department and Agency Summary
Share of 1994 Obligations

All other (2.11%)

DOD (20.18%)

-General Services Administration (0.50%)

-Interior (0.54%)

-Justice (0.67%)

-NASA (0.70%)

-Executive Office of the President
- Department of Energy (1 .21 %)

-Education (1.62%)

-HUD (1.63%)

, (2.05%)

-DOT (2.15%)

-Labor (2.30%)

0PM (3.70%)

96%)

SSA (17.18%)

rreasury (1623%)

HHS (16.97%)

All other includes:

Agency for International Development (0.33%)

State Department (0.33%)

Environmental Protection Agency (0.31%)

Federal Emergency Management Agency (0.27%)

Department of Commerce (0.25%)

Legislative Branch (0.17%)

National Science Foundation (0.15%)

Judicial Branch (0.14%)

Small Business Administration (0.13%)

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (0.03%)
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Attachment II
Attachment II

Mission Summary
Share of 1994 Obligations

National Defense (19.15%)

Community/Regional Development (0.82%)

Science/Space/Technology (0.84%)

Administration of Justice (0.99%)

Energy (1.11%)

Agriculture (1.40%)

r Nat. Resources/Environment (1.54%)

pintemational Affairs (1 .82%)

Veterans Benefits/Svs. (2.07%)

Transportation (2.24%)

General Govt. (2.72%)
EducTEmployVSoc. Svs.

(2.81%)

Commerce/Housing

(4.45%)

Health (6.13%)

Income Security (11.44%)
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Attachment III Attachment III
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Attachment IV Attachment IV

Department of Commerce
1994 Obligations

By Subfunction and Subdepartment

Dollars in Thousands ($000)
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Attachment V Attachment V

Retirement and Disability

Percent of obligations

Legislative Branch (0.00%)

Executive Office of the President (0.00%)

U.S. Information Aflency (0.00%)
Agency for International Development (0.00%)
Judicial Branch (0.02%)

State (0.53%)

Social Security Administration (0.92%)

Railroad Retirement Board

(17.81%)

Lak>or (2.65%)

OPM (45.71%)

DOD (32.35%)

$82.9 billion in obligations (4.0 percent of total 1994 obligations)

I

Legislative Branch includes the following entities:

Library of Congress
U. 3. Tax Court

Department of Labor includes the following entities:

Employment Standards Administration

Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

Pension and Welfare Benefit Administration



Attachment VI Attachment vi

Cash Assistance

(Income Security and Unemployment)

Percent of obligations I

Treasury (11.23%)

HHS (20 79%)

Railroad Retirement

Board

(0.09%)—

SSA(3021%)

$97.6 billion in obligations (4.7 percent of total 1994 obligations)
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Attachment VII Attachment VII

Housing, Food, Nutrition Assistance

Percent of obligations I

HUD (35.37%)

FEMA (0.22%)

Indep. Agencies (0.01%)

USDA (64.39%)

$68.5 billion In obligations (2.8 percent of total 1994 obligations)

USDA includes the following entities:

Agricultural Marketing Service

Food/Consumer Service

Rut^l Housing and Community Development

HUD includes ttie following entities:

Community Planning and Development

Housing Programs

Management and Administration

Public and Indian Housing Programs

Independent Agencies includes several small commissions

and councils and ttie Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation.
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Attachment VIII Attachment VIII

Education, Employment, Social Services

I

Percent of obligations j

labor (14 84%) ->

Independent Agencies

(3.28%)-^

Interior (0.98%)^v

NASA (0.00%)

Housing and Urban Development (0.02%)

Commerce (0.05%)

Legislative Branch (0.57%)

HHS (22.58%)

Education (57.68%)

$58.7 billion in obligations (2.8 percent of total 1994 obligations)

Of the numerous independent agencies, the three largest in this mission area

are the Corporation for National and Community Service, the Smithsonian

Institution, and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. A full list of the

agencies in this mission area appears on pages 23 and 24 of

GAO/AIMD-95-116FS.
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Attachment IX Attachment IX

Federal Law Enforcement Activities

Percent of obligations

Justice (64.94%)

Health and Human Services (0.21%)

-Housing and Urban Development (0.82%)

Education (0.83%)

Independent Agencies (2.37%)

Treasury (30.83%)

$10.3 billion In obligations (0.6 percent of total 1994 obligations)

-Independent Agencies includes the following (

Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission on Civil Rights

Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board

Administrative Conferences of the U.S.
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Attachment X Attachment X

Department of Agriculture

Percent of obligations

Transportation (0.00%)

-Pollution Control/Abatement (0.04%)

-General Government (0.1 1%)
-Health (0.69%)

International Affairs (1 .77%)
Community/Regional Develop. (2.90%)

Energy (2.99%)

Commerce/Housing (5.04%)

pther Natural Resources
(8.44%)

Agriculture (33.97%)

I

$86.5 bllHon In obligations (4.1 percent of total 1994 obligations)
|
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Attacrjnent x: AttachmenTi XI

J2
m
o $4
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Department of Commerce's Share of

Spending on its Four Missions



Attachment: XII Attachment XI

Object Category Summary
Share of 1994 Obligations

All other (2.41%)-]

Interest/Dividends

(15.59%)

Salaries (8.19%)

Benefits (4.15%)

Grants/Subsidies (18.51%)
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Attachment XIII Attachment XIII

Administration of Justice

Percent of obligations
|

All Other (0.03%)-

Interest/Dividends (0.01%)-

Insurance (0.24%)-

Grants/Subsidles (7.40%)-

Capital Assets (4.20%)

Salaries (38.03%)

Services/Supplies (16.28%) Benefits (10.25%)

$20.7 billion In obligations (1.0 percent of total 1994 obligations)
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Attachment XIV Attachment XIV

Veterans Benefits and Services

Percent of obligations

All Other (0.08%)
-{

Interest/Dividends (2 42%)- '

(4.97%)

Services/Supplies

(8.35%)

Grants/Subsidies (6.55%)

Con8ultino/Other(5.53%)

Capaal Assets (8.65%)

$43.2 billion in obligations (2.1 percent of total 1994 obligations)
|

91-567 - 96 - 3
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Attachment XV Attachment XV

Percent of obligations I

Energy

Interest/Dividends (19.55%)

Insurance (0.11%)

Grants/Subsidies

(6.06%)

Salaries (8.37%)

Benefits (2.06%)

Consutting/Omer (46.87%)

$23.2 binion In obligations (1.1 percent of total 1994 obligations)
|



Attachment XVI Attachment XVI

Science, Space, and Technology

Percent of obligations

Salaries (6.54%)

All Other (0.00%)

Interest/Dividends (0.00%)

Insurance (0.00%)

Grants/Subsidies

(17.24%)

(1.46%)

r Services/Supplies (3.56%)

$17.6 billion In obligations (0.8 percent of total 1994 obligations)
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Shares of 1994 Budget

by Spending Category

All other (2.41%)

Salaries (8.19%)

Benefits (4.15%)

Svs7Supplies
(5.51%)

Capital Assets
(4.91%)

Source: GAO/AIMD-95-116FS
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Shares off 1 994 Budget
by Mission and Function

Develop. (0.82%)

Science/Space/Techno. (0.84%)
- Admin, of Justice (0.99%)

Energy (1.11%)

Agriculture (1.40%)

Nat. Resources/Environ. (154%)

Intematl. Affairs (1.82%)

Veterans BensySvs. (2.07%)

Transportation {2M%)

General Govt. (2.72%)

EducTEmpioyTSoc. Svs.
(2.81%)

Commerce/Housing
(4.45%)

Source: GAO/AIMD-95-116FS
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Shares of 1994 Budget by

Department and Agency

All other (2.11%)

GSA (0.50%)

DOI (0.54%)

DOJ (0.67%)

NASA (0.70%)

EOP (0.96%)

DOE (1.21%)

Education (1.62%)

HUD (1.63%)

VA (2.05%)

DOT (2.15%)

Source: GAO/AIMD-95-115FS
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Xtnprovinq the pesjgn and A4pin^stration
of Federal Credit Programs

Thomas H. Stanton
Fellow

Center for the Study of American Government
Johns Hopkins University

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs:

Thank you for the invitation to testify today on improving
federal credit programs. My name is Thomas H. Stanton. I am a
Washington, D.C. attorney who specializes in the design and
administration of federal programs, and especially federal credit
programs. I am a Fellow of the Center for the Study of American
Government at Johns Hopkins University, where I teach on the law
of public institutions, and am a member of the Advisory Board of
a professional journal. The Financier; Analyses of Capital and
Money Market Transactions.

My publications on federal credit programs and financial
institutions and markets include a book and a number of articles.
In this testimony today I will be speaking only for myself, and
not for any institution, client or university with which I am
affiliated.

This Committee is to be commended for holding this hearing
on issues of overlap, fragmentation and other infirmities in
government programs. As with so many other areas of governmental
activity, federal credit programs are much in need of careful
scrutiny and possible restructuring.

In my testimony today I would like to begin by pointing out
that credit programs are a large and growing form of government
activity and that such programs are complicated to design and
manage. Then I would like to suggest several preliminary steps
towards improving the way that federal credit programs operate.

I. Fedepa; Credit is a Majoy Poljcy Tool of the Federal
Government Today.

Federal credit programs today amount to almost a trillion
dollars ($ 854 billion) of federal direct loans and loan
guarantees outstanding. Moreover, the amount of federal credit is
growing. Figures 1 and 2, below, are taken from the FY 1996
budget

.

Figure 1 provides a breakdown of direct loan and loan
guarantee programs. Direct loan programs are administered through
units of the Department of Agriculture, the Export-Import Bank of
the United States, the Agency for International Development and
the Small Business Administration. Loan guarantee programs are
implemented through government institutions and private parties
(usually lenders) . The government agencies that administer loan
guarantee programs include the Department of Education, units of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (which includes
the Federal Housing Administration and Ginnie Mae, the Government



National Mortgage Association) , the Department of Veterans
Affairs, units of the Department of Agriculture and the Small
Business Administration.

Figure 1

FACE VALUE OP FEDERAL CREDIT PROORAMS

(1994, in billions of dollars)

Program Face Value

Direct Loans i

Farm Service Agency, Rural Oeveloptnent, Rural Housing 49
Rural Electrification Admin, and Rural Telephone Bank 38
Export-Import 8
Agency for International Development 14
Public Law 480 12
Foreign Military Financing 8
Small Business 9
other Direct 17

Total Direct Loans 155

Guaranteed Loans:
FHA Single-Family 303
VA Mortgage 155
FHA Multi-Family 79
Federal Family Education Loan Program 75
Small Business 25
Farm Service Agency and Rural Housing 9
Export-Import Bank 17
CCC Export Credits 12
other Guaranteed 23

Total Guaranteed Loans 699

Total Direct and Guaranteed Loans 854

Source: Budget of the Onited States Government. Analytical Perspectives.
n 1996. p. 122.
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Figure 2 shows how the volume of total federal credit is
projected to increase substantially over the next five years. It
should be noted that an increasing number of federal loans will
be provided at near-market rates, thus diminishing the amount of
interest-rate subsidy that has been associated with many federal
loans in the past.

Figure 2
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II. Todays s Dvnaroic Financial Markets Complicate the
Government's Ability to Design and Manage Credit Programs
Effectively

A. Credit is a policy tool that is hard to target.

The financial markets of the United States today are much
more efficient than ever before and these efficiencies make it
difficult to target federal credit to creditworthy borrowers that
are not already served by private lenders. Many formerly
formidable market imperfections, such as in the residential
mortgage or rural credit markets, have been largely or completely
overcome. Thus there are far fewer good opportunities for the
government to intervene successfully in the credit markets than
were available in the past. Moreover, because today's
opportunities to overcome market imperfections are infrequent and
potentially transitory, the government must pay particular
attention to the form of its involvement so that it avoids
potentially serious negative consequences.

Unlike other forms of federal support such as grants or tax
expenditures, credit involves lending money that the borrower is
expected to repay. This means that credit is not a good way to
help poor people or others who can be expected to have trouble
repaying the loan. Such people need grants rather than loans. If
the federal government extends them credit that they can't
handle, then the government may hurt not only taxpayers, but also
the borrowers that the programs are supposed to help.

Borrowers who default on their federal loans can suffer a
loss of personal creditworthiness that is very difficult to
overcome. Numbers of homebuyers' students^ and farmers^ have

Low income housing advocates remain angry over the way
that, "Too many families ended up in foreclosure and too many
homes stand vacant...." Gale Cincotta, "Blow out the Candles and
Get Back to Work," Secondary Mortgage Markets . Freddie Mac
Quarterly, January 1995.

^ Especially low-income students may be prey to
excessively available federal credit to subsidize schools that
fail to offer a useful education. See, e.g. Michael Winerip,
"Billions for School are Lost in Fraud, Waste and Abuse," The New
York Times . February 2, 1994, p.l.

' For example, easy federal credit contributed to
financial failures of agricultural borrowers in the 1980s. In
good times these borrowers were encouraged to take on sizeable
debt obligations that they could not repay when the agricultural
economy went into a downturn. By the mid-1980s, some two hundred
to three hundred thousand farmers (about one out of five) were
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suffered from their inability to handle overly generous federal
credit. Federal programs need to be targeted and administered to
minimize such adverse results.

Federal credit programs must be designed to take advantage
of real-time information and federal managers must have the
mandate and the capacity to react appropriately to financial
developments. Also, the ability of the private markets to follow
the lead of successful government programs quickly means that
these programs must be designed with exit strategies in mind. At
some point a federal credit agency may want to use its scarce
resources to provide direct subsidies to program constituencies
and cease providing direct loans or loan guarantees.

B. gredjt is a poXJcy too; t;hat ce^p be hard t<?V the
government to manage.

Credit programs are hard to manage for several reasons.
First, the private markets are increasingly adept at serving
creditworthy borrowers of types who might not have been well
served in the past. That leaves many federal credit agencies with
the difficult task of supplementing the private markets by
underwriting or guaranteeing loans that commercial lenders would
not find acceptable. Administration of such loans requires
greater skill than otherwise would be the case.

Second, some federal credit agencies are unable to resolve
the tension in their mission, between doing good (i.e. serving
worthy constituencies) and doing well (i.e. assuring that loans
are rigorously originated, serviced and foreclosed upon) . With a
strong constituency, an agency such as the Farmers Home
Administration in the past was able to treat its borrowers with
special solicitude.* By contrast, an agency such as the
Department of Housing and Urban Development has been subject to

forced out of business. While these failures were due to a number
of factors relating to the collapse of farm incomes, it is clear
that cheap federal credit exacerbated the results. Kenneth L.
Peoples, et al., Anatomv of an American Agricultural Credit
Crisis; Farm Debt in the 1980s . Farm Credit System Assistance
Board (1992), p. 29.

See, e.g. Sharon LaFraniere, "Agency Fails to Collect
Millions in Loans to Wealthy Farm Owners," The Washington Post .

January 28, 1994.
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periodic shutdowns of its programs after losses from defaults
reached unacceptable levels.*

The third major problem involves the distorted incentives,
both for private parties and for the government, that are caused
by the use of a government guarantee. When a loan is guaranteed
by the government, a private lender loses the usual incentives to
be prudent in its servicing or collections on that loan. When a

particular program — such as the multifamily (i.e. apartment)
mortgage program of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development — pyramids a government guarantee onto other forms
of public support, including perhaps tax subsidies and grant
subsidies, then the results can be quite dysfunctional and costly
to the government.

Distorted incentives for the federal government involve the
instinct to overregulate. To compensate for the lender's
distorted incentives, a federal credit agency may impose rigid
and complicated regulatory requirements with respect to servicing
and foreclosure, for example. This problem is most acute for
loans where the government does not require adequate risk-sharing
by private lenders or guarantors.

Finally, many federal agencies lack the institutional
capacity to oversee the complex task of administering a federal
credit program. For years many parts of the Executive Branch of
government have been suffering from a relentless disinvestment of
resources.* The combination of inadequate resources and
managerial inflexibility means that the federal government may
lack the capacity to administer some credit programs through
government agencies without risking financial breakdown.

The problem of federal capacity also relates to the tendency
of policymakers to focus on reducing costs. This results in
anomalies such as the restriction of Ginnie Mae to a staff of
about 70 people to manage over $400 billion in mortgage-backed
securities for which the government guarantees timely payment of

* As a result of the HUD scandals of the early 1970 's,

for example, HUD suspended operation of the principal subsidized
housing programs. US Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Housing in the Seventies; A Report of the National Housing Policy
Review (Washington, DC: 1974) . Again in the 1980s, serious
program deficiencies resulted in curtailment of HUD programs.
See, e.g. Ronald C. Moe, "The HUD Scandal and the Case for an
Office of Federal Management," Public Administration Review .

July/August 1991, pp. 298-307.

'Charles A. Bowsher, "An Emerging Crisis: the Disinvestment
of Government," James E. Webb Lecture (Washington, DC: National
Academy of Public Administration, December 2, 1988).
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principal and interest.' Even a modest breakdown in management
controls could give rise to program losses that could swamp the
short-term economies achieved by constraining Ginnie Mae's staff
resources so tightly. By contrast to the current governmental
fixation on driving down the near-term cost of inputs, a well-
managed private firm looks at the optimal tradeoff of cost and
quality of services that it produces and also adopts a longer,
more strategic time horizon.'

C. While some federa l credit programs are well
administered, others are in dire need of improvement.

Federal credit programs appear regularly in reports of high-
risk federal activities. Recent examples include problems with
federal mortgage insurance programs administered by the
Department of Housing and Urban Development and the guaranteed
student loan program administered by the Department of
Education.'

Indeed, major federal credit agencies, including the
Departments of Agriculture, Education, and Housing and Urban
Development, continue to be unable to obtain unqualified audit
opinions. It is difficult to operate a credit program if managers
lack such basic financial tools. The Office of Management and
Budget notes deficiencies in financial statements that relate to
unreliable data, material internal control weaknesses and
inadequate systems. These shortcomings are especially striking
because of the considerable government effort in past years to
improve federal financial management and credit management in
particular.

It is noteworthy that major federal credit agencies that are
structured as government corporations are able to obtain
unqualified audit opinions year after year: the Export-Import
Bank of the United States, the Government National Mortgage
Association (Ginnie Mae) and the Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC) . These federal corporations stand out for
their past records of capable management of federal credit.

'us General Accounting Office, Government National Mortgage
Association; Gyeater Staffing Flexibility Needed to Improve
Management . (Washington, DC: June 1993).

•james Brian Quinn, Intelligent Enterprise . (New York, NY:
The Free Press, 1992).

'These and other programs are highlighted in, "Progress
Report: High Risk Areas for Management Improvement," Budget of
the United States Government. Fiscal Year 1994 . (Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office, 1993), pp. 105-130.
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Federal debt collection is another area of concern: The
Office of Management and Budget reports that over $44 billion of
non-tax receivables of the federal government, largely credit
program accounts, are now delinquent. Of that amount, over $33
billion has been delinquent for over one year.'" Old receivables
are notoriously hard to collect; moreover, the high loss rate
reveals an institutional problem: program agencies do not enjoy
the prospect of dunning their constituents to pay for defaulted
loans.

Such unwillingness to collect on delinquent or defaulted
loans undermines the very justification of a credit program. If
the agency intends not to collect on its loans, then a grant
program would be more appropriate instead. It is unjust to the
many Americans who repay their federal loans — and to American
taxpayers who must foot the bill for any defaults— to be lax in
collecting from delinquent and defaulted borrowers.

III. Tentative Approaches to Improved Design and Management of
Federal Credit Programs

Three general approaches suggest themselves to help deal
with these issues: (1) review each program for its benefits and
costs and possible alternatives; terminate or convert or
consolidate those functions or programs that don't currently make
sense; (2) rationalize the administration of federal credit
functions, including through use of private services and systems
where these are more cost effective; and (3) structure each
federal credit agency so that it has the mandate, flexibility and
institutional capacity to manage a quality program. Consider each
of these in turn:

A. Review Programs Svstematicallv

The financial markets today are changing rapidly; by
contrast, federal law and federal programs tend to move much more
slowly. The Congress and Executive Branch should establish a
pattern of regular review of each credit program and its benefits
and costs. Credit is a policy tool and, as Lester Salamon puts
it, " ... the key is to fit the tool to the nature of the
task.""

'" Office of Management and Budget, Federal Financial
Management Status Report and 5-Year Plan . August 1994, p. 66.

" Lester M. Salamon, Ed., Beyond Privatization: The Tools
of Government Action . (Washington, DC: Urban Institute Press,
1989), p. 18.
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The government needs to know the market segments that are
served with each credit program and the continuing justification
for serving those market segments. A federal credit program
should not merely substitute for other available sources of
funds; on the other hand, the program should not extend credit to
borrowers with a high likelihood of defaults.

Some programs are so small or microtargeted that they drain
scarce managerial resources without serving a larger public
purpose. The classic example of this problem comes from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development. A panel of the
National Academy of Public Administration recently reported that
the Congress increased HUD's statutory mandates from 54 in 1980
to over 200 in 1992. During the same period, HUD's field staff
was cut by 13 percent and its headquarters staff by 21 percent.'^

On the other hand, small pilot projects might be useful as a
way to test promising new approaches. Once the data are
dispassionately presented, then policymakers can decide which
programs to prune and which to preserve or enlarge.

Another important option relates to the choice among tools
of government. Again, the poor need grants rather than loans. The
U.S. General Accounting Office reported recently, for example,
that grant assistance was effective at reducing the college
dropout rate of minority students and low income students; by
contrast, assistance through federal student loans had no
appreciable effect on dropout rates."

These issues relate to the fundamental concerns of this
Committee, as reflected in the Government Performance and Results
Act of 1993. It is time to assess the various tools of government
against one another in terms of their performance in achieving
outcomes

.

Such systematic sector-by-sector review can also help the
Congress and other policymakers to understand the linkages among
tools of government: when the government enacted tax legislation
in 1981 to expand the opportunity for the housing industry to
take tax losses, this created perverse incentives for developers
who participated in HUD's multifamily mortgage insurance
programs. The government then took away many of those benefits in
the 1986 Tax Reform Act; the sudden reduction in developer

" National Academy of Public Administration, Renewing
HUD; A Long-Term Agenda for Effective Performance, pp. 29-30
(July 1994)

.

" U.S. General Accounting Office, Higher Education:
Restructuring Student Aid Could Reduce Low-Income Student Dropout
Rate . (GAO/HEHS-95-48) , March 1995.
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returns from tax losses caused similarly serious effects that
threatened the viability of many HUD assisted projects.

It would be good if one central agency, perhaps the Office
of Management and Budget, kept close track of these interactions
so that policymakers could be informed in advance about possible
unforeseen consequences of the overlap among multiple federal
programs that serve the same general purpose.

B. Rationalize Federal Systems and Services

It is time for the federal credit agencies to rationalize
their administrative systems. Sometimes this may mean use of
private delivery systems; other times it may mean consolidation
of functions into a single agency with the capacity and mandate
to carry them out. Again, such improvements can be based upon the
goals of the Government Performance and Results Act and the need
to achieve high priority public purposes at reasonable cost to
the taxpayer.

Most importantly, rationalization of federal credit programs
will permit each agency to concentrate upon its distinctive
competence. The major value added of many credit programs may be
the generation of information: how to underwrite and service
below-market loans to borrowers who are not well served by the
financial markets. The federal agency may be able to provide
information on default rates for particular kinds of borrowers
and thus facilitate the willingness of private parties to
increase their participation in serving such borrowers. This
would permit increased risk-sharing with private parties and a
concomitant reduction in some of the rigid regulatory
requirements that burden many credit programs.

Another area of distinctive competence of federal credit
agencies may relate to servicing of loans to special borrowers
and the development of counselling and other support services so
that these borrowers are more able to handle the obligation to
repay their federal loans.

Rationalization of programs does not always mean an end to
overlapping systems. Indeed, competition among delivery systems
may be quite fruitful. The new federal direct student loan
program, for example, has prompted two kinds of improvements in
the competing federal guaranteed student loan program.

First, major lenders in the guaranteed loan program have
been prompted to improve the quality of their services to show
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that they can compete with the challenge.'* Second, the
demonstrated capacity of the federal government to deliver its
credit services has prompted nonprofit and industry competitors
to offer their own proposals for improvements in the statutory
and regulatory structure of the guaranteed loan program."

In other cases, the government may want to explore the
possibility of using private delivery systems in a cost-effective
manner. In its FY 1996 passback concerning the FHA single-family
mortgage insurance program, the Office of Management and Budget
presented an interesting option along these lines:

"The Administration will propose legislation
to change the mechanism for ensuring access to
credit by buyers who cannot obtain traditional
financing. Under the proposal, FHA will no longer
insure individual mortgages. Instead, FHA will
provide credit enhancement for pools of high LTV
[loan-to-value] and other high-risk mortgages
securitized and guaranteed by Fannie Mae, Freddie
Mac or other securitizers. The enhancement, in the
form of a loss reserve, will ensure that the cash
flow to investors is not interrupted by defaults,
FHA will continue to charge borrowers a fee to

" Thus, Lawrence A. Hough, President and Chief Executive
Officer of Sallie Mae, then largest participant in the Federal
Family Education Loan Program (FFELP, i.e. the guaranteed student
loan program) addressed a group of lenders last fall about the
industry's competitive challenge from the federal direct loan
program:

"The critical task before us is to more closely
incorporate the attractive features of the direct loan
front-end processing approach into the FFELP. We are
now well aware that the federal government has designed
direct lending to be free of difficult FFELP steps and
has alleviated some of the associated paper. The
resulting processing speed has become the standard foy
loan origination speed under the FFELP as well. It is
still a standard we can match... "

Speech of Lawrence A. Hough to the Consumer Banker's
•Association Conference, Arlington, VA, December 6, 1994, p.

3

(text) . Emphasis added.

•

" See, e.g.. Coalition for Student Loan Reform,
"Improving the Financial Aid Delivery Process and the Federal
Family Education Loan Program: Program Recommendations," July
1994.
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fully fund the loss reserves and cover its
administrative costs.""*

That proposal was not included in the final version of the
Administration's FY 1996 budget. However, it remains of interest
because of the way that it shows how an open-ended federal
contingent liability (i.e., FHA mortgage insurance) can be
transformed into a type of grant that the federal government
might be able to administer much more easily and cost-
effectively. This particular form of federal credit support would
be most useful in sectors such as housing where a robust market
has developed for asset-backed securities.

Another major area of possible improvement relates to
federal debt collection. The report on Improving Financial
Management . released in September 1993 as a part of the National
Performance Review, is only one of a number of studies that has
pointed to the reluctance of federal credit agencies to collect
from their defaulting borrowers.

It makes considerable sense to consolidate this function
into a single agency. A consolidated debt management program
could increase collections, reduce delinquencies through prompt
corrective actions, and reduce administrative costs through
effective use of private collection agencies and economies of
scale. Because such an activity would be financially self-
sustaining, it might be structured along the lines of a
government corporation.

Program agencies would benefit through an eventual redyction
in the costs and associated credit subsidy related to their
program and, at the same time, would be able to explain to
constituent groups that they were not responsible for the debt
collection activities. Such a consolidation would help the
federal government to collect on literally billions of dollars of
outstanding debts.

C. Establish Capable Federal Institutions

Federal credit agencies need to be structured as flexible
institutions with the mandate and capacity to deal effectively in
today's sophisticated financial markets. A credit program can
succeed in today's rapidly changing environment only if it is
administered on the basis of real-time infonnation and financial

" The Office of Management and Budget, "FY 1996 Passback:
Department of Housing and Urban Development," November 21, 1994,
pp. 21-22.

12
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early warning systems as well as the authority and responsibility
of federal managers to act upon the information and warnings.'^

1. The government corporation model

Some federal organizations such as the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation, the Exim Bank, and the Government
National Mortgage Association (Ginnie Mae) have been able to keep
much of the institutional tone that other departments and
agencies now lack. They are organized as government corporations
and as such are required to remain financially self-sustaining;
in return they are given varying degrees of freedom from some of
the input controls that impede effectiveness of other government
organizations.

This is a useful model for other federal credit agencies,
provided that they are able to fund themselves from user fees,
dedicated government funds, or other sources of income that
potentially could be obtained without going through the year-to-
year appropriations process. In such cases, the authorizing
committees may create a government corporation to carry out the
potentially self-sustaining activities, without requiring regular
federal appropriations." Depending upon their methods of
operation, and especially on the extent that they are held to
performance-based standards rather than controlled by traditional
governmental input controls over budget, staffing and other
resources, such government corporations may exhibit superior
management to many other government agencies."

A capable federal credit agency should be able to master the
essential linkage between budgeting and management that has
eluded the administration of many programs. For example, progreun
managers may be able to conserve scarce administrative resources

" See, Thomas H. Stanton, "Implementing Financial Early
Warning Systems: Policy Options for Increasing the Institutional
Flexibility of Federal Credit Managers," prepared for the
Financial Management Service, U.S. Department of the Treasury,
1993.

'* Ronald C. Moe, Managing the Public^ s Business; Federal
Government Corporations , prepared for the Committee on
Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, April 1995; and
National Academy of Public Administration, Report on Government
Corporations . (Washington, DC: National Academy of Public
Administration, 1981), Vol. I at pp.iii-iv.

" Harold Seidman and Robert Gilmour, Politics. Position, and
Power . fourth edition (New York, NY: Oxford University Press,
1986), chapter 11, pp. 249-292 analyze the distinctions among
types of federal agency, including departments and corporations.

13
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by categorizing their counterparties (e.g. banks originating and
servicing loans, guarantee agencies, or other instruments of
third-party government^ that participate in the loan
administration process) according to the quality of their
performance. Based upon performance standards, agencies may be
able to reduce supervisory burdens on good performers and
concentrate scarce administrative resources on those without good
track records. High performers might be those participating
lenders with a good history of originating and servicing loans
that result in relatively low levels of loan defaults.

This is but one example of an approach to the more general
problem that faces federal credit managers: many federal credit
programs require that the government underwrite and service loans
that do not meet commercial investment standards. Originating and
servicing of such loans can be particularly difficult. The
availability of high-quality real-time financial information can
enhance the ability of federal managers to conserve scarce
budgeted resources to provide the maximum level of overall
benefits to the program's constituents.

This type of institutional strength, flexibility and bottom-
line accountability conforms nicely to the approach of the
Government Performance and Results Act. On the other hand, some
accommodations are required to assure that traditional input
controls do not impede and contradict performance-based
accountabi 1ity

.

2. The issue of federal credit budgeting

Federal credit budgeting requires careful attention because
of its major importance to credit agencies. The Credit Reform Act
of 1990 requires government departments and agencies to estimate
the present value of future expected losses and interest rate
subsidies (net of income from fees) for the direct and guaranteed
loans originated in each of their programs in the coming fiscal
year. The programs are then limited to originating only the
amount of credit whose estimated subsidies are budgeted and
covered by appropriated funds.

This can create problems for performance-based institutions
such as government corporations. First, the requirement that
funds be appropriated in advance represents a complete
contradiction of the logic that the services of a government
corporation need to be provided on a demand-driven basis.
Moreover, appropriated funds are not required for a government

" Lester M. Salamon, "Rethinking Public Management:
Third-Party Government and the Changing Forms of Government
Action," Public Policy . Vol. 29, No. 3 (Summer 1981), pp. 255-
275.



corporation that is expected to fund itself from revenues on a

self-sustaining basis.

The second problem posed by credit reform relates to the

inability of federal agencies to make necessary tradeoffs between

costs of program management and the resulting subsidy cost

?SJerent in 1 particular cohort of loans. Ideally, a government

corporation should be permitted to decide, for example, that it

will increase the amount of fee income that it spends on

counselling or special servicing or debt collection or

supervision of lenders, as a way to reduce overall program costs,

credit reform imposes a sharp distinction in budgetary treatment

of administrative expenses and credit subsidy estimates and makes

such tradeoffs unwieldy at best.

With some understanding of the legitimacy of the various

relevant perspectives, it should be possible to find a

constructive reconciliation of these countervailing issues

concerning credit reform. One sign of a possible resolution may

be contained in the HUD proposal to transform the corporate

structure of the FHA. That proposal appears to contemplate that

the proposed new Federal Housing Corporation shall set aside the

equivalent of a capital reserve to cover anticipated defaults and

interest rate subsidies involved in its credit activities. It

will be important to scrutinize the actual statutory language to

determine the value of such an approach.

IV. Conclusion

In summary, the federal credit program is a tool of

government with strengths and limitations. When applied properly

for appropriate purposes, federal credit can be a cost-effective

way to address important public needs. When used improperly,

federal credit can cause unacceptable losses to taxpayers as well

as harm to the borrowers that the credit was intended to help.

The financial markets of the United States today are much

more efficient than ever before and this efficiency creates an

important challenge for federal policymakers and credit managers.

To thrive in this environment, government credit programs must be

well designed and must be administered through capable,

accountable and flexible institutions, based upon maximum use of

new information technologies that permit prompt and effective

decisionmaking in support of clear and thoughtful statutory

missions. Private third parties that participate in delivering

federal credit must also be capable, accountable, and flexible.

This challenge can be met. It is the purpose of this

testimony to point to some successful institutional and program

models and to help create a vision of quality in the design and

management of federal credit programs in the future.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE PRINTED RECORD
submitted by Thomas H. Stanton

July 10, 1995

1. Loans and Grants

As a general rule, the government does a disservice to
borrowers if it extends credit that they cannot handle. This
leads to two options: (1) learn to discriminate between
creditworthy and noncreditworthy borrowers and target loans
to the former, and (2) consider providing special
counselling, servicing and other support so that
disadvantaged borrowers become creditworthy and able to
repay their federal loans. In other words, the government
can underwrite below-market loans to noncommercial
borrowers. However, this is only possible if the federal
credit program is at least as rigorous in its loan
origination and administration practices as a private lender
would be.

The choice between direct grant payments and loans is
one of costs and benefits. In this time of scarce federal
resources, it is important to target both grants and loans
so that they serve public purposes at reasonable cost. For
example, my written statement cites a recent GAO study that
suggests that Pell Grants for disadvantaged students may be
most cost-effective if targeted towards the first year or
two of a student's higher education.

Finally, the provision of federal support through
grants or loans raises distributional issues that involve
contending values and constituencies; these are issues for
the Congress to decide. For example, unsubsidized federal
student loans provide most of their benefit to middle class
students and their schools; by contrast. Pell Grants support
lower income and otherwise disadvantaged students. The
tradeoff between loans and grants in this context involves a
tradeoff among values and constituencies rather than merely
an issue that can be resolved at a technical level through
assessment of costs and benefits of alternative tools of
government

.



2. Consolidation and Privatization of Credit Activities

The private credit market today is much more fluid and
flexible than ever before. This makes it important that
government credit programs have a capacity to adjust to
unanticipated circumstances. As the Office of Management and
Budget suggested in its Passback on HUD last year, there may
be superior alternatives to government use of financial
guarantees, especially for longer term financial instruments
such as mortgages. The FHA, VA and FmHA might explore
alternative forms of subsidy that rely upon private delivery
systems to originate, service and foreclose on housing and
real estate loans. However, these decisions again raise
issues concerning the constituencies that have developed to
deliver government credit programs in their current form.

Any major change — even if it involves a net increase
in use of private delivery systems — would be very
unsettling for some of the mortgage lenders and others who
have been stalwart participants in providing credit services
for government programs. The government has offered mortgage
insurance for over sixty years. Private companies have
developed and shaped themselves to serve this federally
created market. Many of the providers of real estate credit
and settlement services are already undergoing a process of
consolidation; a number of firms might actually go out of
business if the government changes its mortgage insurance
programs in too drastic a fashion. Thus, even issues of
privatization involve contending values and constituencies
in the private sector that the Congress must consider.

Finally, the issue of consolidating government programs
relates to questions of congressional committee jurisdiction
and the stake of particular constituencies in maintaining
current jurisdictional roles. Veterans groups or farm
groups, for example, might fear the adverse consequences of
any effort to privatize the delivery of home mortgages to
veterans or farmers or to combine the VA or FmHA
homeownership programs with those of HUD. However, even if
the origination and servicing of federally backed home
mortgages remains fragmented among several agency programs,
there is a compelling case for consolidating the debt
collection function into a central agency.
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3. Capacity to Administer Federal Credit Programs

There are several important dimensions of capacity as
it relates to federal credit programs: (1) good program
design, (2) institutional culture, (3) resources, (4)
information, and (5) flexibility:

• Good program design is essential to the success of
any credit program. Important elements of good design
include provision of the authority and capacity of
program managers (1) to adjust program activities in
response to changes in the markets and the needs of
borrowers, (2) to avoid unacceptable levels of loss,
(3) to achieve a constructive relationship with private
firms that may be used in the delivery of federal
credit, to supervise them and contain possible losses
from their activities, and (4) to implement the program
with sufficient risk sharing by private parties to
minimize the distorted incentives that otherwise can
result from private parties' use of a government
guarantee. In short, a federal credit program should be
designed to give the government an ability to supervise
its guarantee that is comparable to that of a private
lender that issues a similar guarantee in the
commercial market.

Many government programs lack essential elements
of sound design. The federal guaranteed student loan
(GSL) program is a case in point. Experts in education
finance have noted:

"Although the GSL program makes heavy use of
the nation's private credit system, the
private banks in the program act not as
sellers in a market system but as
administrative agents in a centralized
bureaucracy. "'

The GSL program is administered through an
unwieldy combination of third parties — guarantee
agencies, lenders and schools — who bear negligible
risk and whose incentives are consequently distorted.
Without adequate risk sharing, the government is
reduced to rigid command-and-control type of
regulations (e.g. the "due diligence" regulations that
govern servicing of guaranteed student loans) and
cumbersome due process procedures that must be applied

Michael S. McPherson and Morton Owen Schapiro, Keeping
College Affordable . (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution,
1991) , pp. 159-60.



before low-performing lenders or schools can be
terminated.

Institutional culture involves the ability of a
federal credit agency to extend credit in furtherance
of public purposes and then to apply rigorous standards
to assure that the loans will be repaid. Federal
program managers must steer a difficult course. They
cannot be lax in originating and servicing federal
loans, or in supervising participating lenders or other
private intermediaries, or they will incur unacceptable
losses. On the other hand, they cannot be so stringent
as to deprive eligible and creditworthy borrowers of
their access to federal credit altogether.

As noted in my testimony, wholly owned government
corporations, such as the Export-Import Bank, OPIC and
Ginnie Mae, are among the federal credit institutions
that have been most adept at managing this tension in
role and at developing and maintaining successful
institutional cultures.

Resources are an essential part of the capacity of
any federal credit program. Credit programs are not the
place for government to be penny-wise and pound-
foolish. If the government makes a direct loan or
extends a financial guarantee, then it must expend the
resources needed to oversee the prudent use of that
loan or guarantee. Again, the relevant standard is that
of a private lender making a similar loan or guarantee.

Skimping on resources to underwrite or service a
loan or supervise a guarantee can result in substantial
increases in taxpayer losses from defaults that might
have been avoided. As noted in my testimony, Ginnie Mae
provides an example of unwise emphasis upon restricting
resources without proper regard for the costs and
benefits involved. The GAO reported in 1993 that Ginnie
Mae was restricted to a staff of about 70 people to
manage some $426 billion of mortgage-backed securities
for which the government guarantees timely payment of
principal and interest.' The potential costs of
imposing such tight constraints upon Ginnie Mae's
resources are completely out of balance with the
minuscule savings in spending for a few more staff-
years.

' US General Accounting Office, Government National
Mortgage Association: Greater Staffing Flexibility Needed to
Improve Management . (GAO/RCED-93-100) , June 1993.
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Information is an essential part of effective
program management. Federal credit managers must have
access to real-time information and financial early
warning systems. Too many federal credit programs have
required third party participants to submit quarterly
reports of varying quality that are sent to Washington
where they have remained largely unused.

Much of the problem can be traced back to poor
program design: if federal managers are precluded by
law from adjusting their programs in response to early
warnings of potential financial loss then they will not
concern themselves to gather or digest such early
warning information. Similarly, if federal managers
lack the budgeted resources to travel to inspect
participating program lenders, or perhaps the authority
to apply sanctions to lenders when substandard
performance manifests itself, then realtime information
about lender performance may be seen as an unhelpful
drain on scarce program resources. The cycle then
completes itself when program managers lack accurate
and timely information and thus are precluded from
taking actions that in fact may be within their
authority.^

Flexibility is an especially important program
attribute in today's fluid financial markets. Program
managers need flexibility to deploy resources in
response to program needs and to change the types of
personnel skills and administrative systems that are
available to the program, either in-house or through
outsourcing.

A classic example came from HUD in the period of
the rolling recessions of the 1980s. Recall that the
country went through a number of years when successive
regions — the rust belt, the agricultural midwest, the
energy states and then the northeast and California —
experienced successive recession and recovery. HUD
would have benefitted from ability to deploy resources
in response to these changing economic circumstances,
for example to increase supervision of mortgage lenders
in areas just beginning to experience downturn (when
misconduct from a failing lender or builder becomes
more likely) , to dispose of properties in areas whose
recessions resulted in abnormally high rates of default

' See, e.g. US General Accounting Office, Student Loan
Defaults; Department of Education Limitations in Sanctioning
Problem Schools . (Washington, DC: GAO/HEHS-95-99) , June 1995.



and foreclosure, and to originate new mortgages in
prosperous areas that were not in recession.

Instead, HUD was tied to a system of regions
headed by political appointees who fiercely resisted
any effort to reallocate resources from their field
offices to other regions where they were needed. This
left HUD with excess staff in parts of some field
offices at the same time that the department was
seriously understaffed elsewhere. Ultimately, the
American taxpayer was the loser from this misal location
of resources.

4. Government Corporations

The Committee on Governmental Affairs recently issued
an excellent report. Managing the Public ^s Business: Federal
Government Corporations (Washington, DC: GPO) , April 1995.
At p. 8, that report quotes from the criteria originally
articulated by President Harry Truman. Under those criteria,
a government corporation is normally appropriate only when a
program (1) is predominantly of a business nature, (2) is
revenue producing and potentially self-sustaining, (3)
involves a large number of business-type transactions with
the public, and (4) requires greater flexibility than may be
permitted by the customary appropriations budget. I would
add a fifth criterion: a government corporation is
appropriate only when (5) an otherwise profitable activity
cannot be privatized without impairing the government's
ability to carry out an inherently governmental function or
other important public purpose.

The Committee's report amply documents that these
criteria have not been consistently applied in the years
since the President enunciated them. The government has
created entities that combine difficult mixtures of public
and private attributes (e.g. the United States Synfuels
Corporation and the Federal Asset Disposition Association)
or that otherwise fail these criteria. Often the enabling
legislation for a government corporation omits important
provisions relating to the capacity or accountability of
such an institution.

The government corporation is a tool of government that
is suited to administer a particular range of government
programs and activities according to the criteria set forth
above. The design of a government corporation involves
important issues of capacity and accountability that may be
hidden in detailed provisions of the authorizing
legislation. Within the current structure of 0MB, which
divides its activities narrowly according to program



categories, the particular budget examiner may lack the
background needed to oversee activities of a corporation
(e.g. to impose accountability through review of a
corporation's business-type budget each year as is
prescribed by the Government Corporation Control Act) or to
evaluate the many new proposals to create new corporations.

Harold Seidman and Alan Dean and other specialists have
concluded that congressional action may be required to bring
some order into this state of affairs. In particular, a new
government corporation standards act would help to create a
statutory template that could be considered by those who
contemplate creation of new government corporations.
Lawmakers would be free to depart from the template;
however, the existence of clear statutory standards would
help to clarify that there were departures from the standard
pattern and thereby prompt discussion of the costs and
benefits involved.
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Statement of

Janet L. Norwood
Senior Fellow

The Urban Institute

before the

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

June 7, 1995

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here this morning to discuss the nation's statistical system. As you

know, Mr. Chairman, I spent more than 25 years at the Bureau of Labor Statistics and served

three full terms as its Commissioner. That experience convinced me that we need to improve the

way in which the entire statistical system operates. In fact, I have just completed a book on the

subject I believe that an overhaul of the organization of the system along with stronger

coordination of the way in which the government's data producers interact with each other and

with the general public is needed to ensure that the country will have the data required to remain

economicaUy and socially competitive.

Data Needs in a Democracy

These issues are important because intelligent policy decisions can only be made when

the people making those decisions have accurate, relevant, and objective information to inform

them of the choices they face. Data produced by the federal system are used in the operation of

government programs, in private sector agreements, and by the public to evaluate the success or

failure of public policy. We wait to hear the statistical news about such issues as unemployment

and inflation, income, environmental risk, and poverty. Billions of dollars are involved in

payments indexed to the Consumer Price Index, and many of our laws use data series to trigger

programs on and to turn them off The effect of government data on the financial markets of the

Any opinions expressed herein are solely the author's and should not be attributed to The
Urban Institute, its officers, or funders.
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country has become so direct, that the agencies producing the data have had to take extraordinary

steps to protect them against pre-release.

Clearly, data are important. But, although we hear criticisms about our information data

base from time to time, it has not yet been possible to develop either in the Congress or among

the general population the sustained interest necessary to bring about improvement. We have an

opportunity now, when we are rethinking the way our entire government operates, to bring about

effective change. But I must stress to you that our purpose must be the improvement of the

public data base required for democracy to flourish, not merely finding ways to cut budgets. It

seems to me that we have not yet learned that, despite the great power of federal statistical

programs over the functioning of our daily lives, the system which produces them must be

improved and nurtured. Many of the changes that 1 w ill propose to you will bring efficiencies in

the long run. But let us not rush headlong into reorganization for the sole purpose of reducing

statistical budgets.

Although many of the nation's important data programs are generally of high quality, they,

like everything else, can be improved. We must recognize that we have a corps of well-trained

and dedicated people who believe in the importance of the work they do in our statistical

agencies. But the economic and social phenomena measured by the federal statistical system keep

changing, and the data systems must also change. This catch-up has become harder and harder to

accomplish. Over the years, as we have recognized the need for data covering new program

areas, we have created new bureaus to produce them. But there has been little sustained attention

for determining overall priorities and standards across the entire system. We have had many

studies of government statistics producers over the last hundred years or so, but few of the

recommendations have been implemented. The system has, in fact, changed very little. It seems

that concerns about data occur only when people become concerned about the developments the

data reveal. There is little lasting support for action to effectuate change.
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A System with Increased Fragmentation and Reduced Coordination

The United States has one of the most decentralized statistical systems in the world.

Eleven individual agencies located in nine different executive govemment departments have

statistics as their major activity. And some 70 other agencies of the govemment produce

statistical output as a part of their programmatic responsibilities. But the group which

coordinates the system is one of the smallest in the world. Indeed, as the statistical work of the

govemment has grown larger, we have cut the resources for coordination of the statistical

apparatus by more than 90 percent — from 65 people in 1947 to just 5 in 1995. And, the large

number of Congressional Committees with oversight and program responsibilities relating to the

nation's statistical output makes it even more difficult to effectuate coordinated action.

The system does have many problems; we can and should correct them. We have

insufficient long-range planning of data products and budgeting of data production. The system is

too slow to adjust data to changing economic and social conditions, in part because investment in

data is generated only when the statistics reflect deteriorating conditions: once improvement

occurs, the interest in the production of data of high quality tends to disappear. Very little work

is currendy being done across the system to integrate data sets produced in different surveys

sponsored by different agencies. And there is insufficient investment in coordination in a system

that is heavily decentralized. Data priorities are all too often determined almost entirely among

programs within each sponsoring agency instead of across the statistical system itself.

Reforming the System

The United States has neither the benefits that come from strong centralization of a

statistical system nor the efficiencies that come with strong and effective coordination of a

decentralized system. As presently organized, we will not be able to meet the demands for data

from an increasingly technologically advanced and globalized world. I propose that we move

carefully and gradually toward greater centralization of the system. Should this approach be

considered too radical, however, we can achieve many of the same efficiencies with considerably

less trauma while leaving the statistical agencies within their own departments and passing a

National Statistical Law to improve the way the system operates.
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Alternative A: Create a Central Statistical Bureau (CSB)

My preferred solution is the creation of a modified Statistics America, a Central Statistical

Board (CSB) that would house the two large multi-purpose statistical agencies --the Bureau of

the Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) - as well as two smaller groups -- the

Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and 0MB 's Statistical Policy Branch (SP). Full

centralization of the entire system in a single agency would create an agency so large as to present

serious management problems. However, the new CSB should collect, compile, analyze, and

disseminate statistical information and, at the same time, set quality and classification standards

and provide oversight over statistical work done elsewhere in the government Using Census and

BLS as the core of the new agency would permit development of a comprehensive effort to

combine surveys, integrate data sets, and develop economies of scale. The new agency should

evaluate existing data sets and engage in research for efficient survey design aimed at the

elimination of duplication and overlap. This work must be done with great care, because much of

the data produced are among the most sensitive and critical of all the data produced by the

government

The other two groups to be included in the new CSB are extremely important ones. The

BEA is responsible for the compilation of the national accounts and, in that capacity, must work

with all parts of the statistical system. And the Statistical Policy Branch, currently housed at

0MB, is responsible for standard setting and for coordination of the entire system. The policy

group, operating from the CSB, would have the strong coordinating authority provided by the

CSB enabling legislation and, thus, would have much more opportunity than it now has to

establish priorities and ensure efficiencies across all the statistical work of the government

Alternative B: Pass a National Statistical Improvement Act

Because of the complexities of the legislative process - in particular the large number of

Congressional Committees with oversight responsibilities over different statistical agencies - it is

possible that we will need a less radical but still practical change. We could go a long way toward

reduction of the barriers which limit the efficient operation of the system by passing a law which

would include five provisions to improve and standardize the functioning of statistical agencies
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within their host departments: 1 ) provide uniform confidentiality protection across the statistical

system, permitting the exchange of data for statistical purposes only, 2) elevate the status of

some statistical agencies within their departments to the higher levels maintained in others, 3)

standardize the appointment process and tenure for statistical agency heads, and 4) codify release

procedures for major economic and social indicators, and 5) strengthen the role of OMB's Chief

Statistician. All of these provisions are important, but none will work very well without a clear

legislative recognition of the need to strengthen the coordinating arm of the statistical system. A

part of my proposal for the legislation involves providing each year through the budget process,

perhaps through the National Science Foundation, of a research center to assist the Chief

Statistician to develop approaches to data integration and standards so necessary for the

development of an efficient and well run system.

Conclusion

This testimony provides a brief summary of the proposals included in my book on the

federal statistical system which was recently published by the Urban Institute. I would be happy

to elaborate further on these ideas or to discuss these issues with you and your staff, Mr.

Chairman, as you consider other reorganization proposals that affect statistical agencies.

Let me again emphasize two issues. First, the nation's statistical system needs

restructuring to operate more efficiently and more effectively. Second, we must consider very

carefully how any proposed changes would affect the data systems upon which the whole nation

depends. Our statistical system can and should be improved. But let us bring about change only

after we have given careful thought to the consequences. Fast re-engineering of the nation's

statistical system without sufficient research and thought, carried out only to reduce statistical

budgets will surely damage the quality and the relevance of many of our most important statistical

series. Much work needs to be done to determine exactly where and how budgets should be cut

and exactly how data can be integrated.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is William Davis. I am the Executive

Director ofthe U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovemmental Relations (ACIR).

I am especially pleased that you have invited ACIR to testify today on the important topic of

duplication, overiap, and fragmentation in federal missions and programs. This is something that the

Commission has studied long and hard. We have recommended grant reforms consistently over the last

three decades, in accordance with the intent ofCongress w^en it established ACIR to "provide a forum

for discusang the administration and coordination of Federal grant and other programs requiring

intagovemmental cooperation," and to "gjve critical attention to the conditions and controls involved in

the administration ofFederal grant programs." (Pub. L. 86-380, Sec. 2)

I want to note for the record that Senator Roth was a member ofACIR when we prepared many
ofour studies on this topic, and I know that they were among his keenest interests throughout his years

in the U.S. Senate. Mr . Chairman, we appreciate your support for this policy and for ACIR's work over

the years.

I will limit my remarks today to reforming the federal grant system, because that is what ACIR
has studied most definitively in relation to the subject ofthis hearing. On this topic, I want to en^hasize

three major points:

• The increaang fingmentation ofthe system;

• The most likdy opportunities for consolidation based on ACIR research; and

• Suggested criteria for consolidating, terminating, or phaang out programs.
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The Sute of the Grant System

ACIR's biennial tabulation of federal grant characteristics for FY 1995 shows that a net of40

narrow categorical programs were added between FY 1993 and FY 1995, for a total of618 cat^orical

grants. There were no new block grants. We now have the largest number ofcategorical grant programs

in history. Ofthose created in the last two years, more than two-thirds are funded at less than $10 million

per year. Only three had over $ 100 million. Thus, the most recent actions have continued to fiagment the

grant system. (See Chyactgristic? pfFgdgrql Qrsnt-in-Aid Progrww to State and Local GovcmmCTts:

Grants Funded FY 1995. ACIR Report M-195, forthcoming.)

Back in 1980, in its 14-volume analysis of the federal grant system, ACIR devdoped a

"Fragmentation Index" as a way to measure the extent to wWch grant assistance in program categories is

fragmented into a large number of small programs.' The idea behind the index is that, in general, the

smaDer programs may carry a disproportionately heavy burden of administrative overhead and provide a

disproportionately small amount of the resources needed to meet program goals efiectivdy. There are

now almost 100 more narrow categorical grant programs than there were in 1980

In 1993, ACm. recalculated the Fragmentation Index using actual FY 1992 data.

Mowing for some differences in program structure and classifications since FY 1980, ACIR found that:

• 7 of2 1 groups became more fragmented (more different programs with smaller amounts

ofmoney than in 1980) - arts and humanities, disaster prevention and relief) employment

and training, environmental protection, food and nutrition; housiiig, and occupational

health and safety

,

• By comparison, only 3 of2 1 groups had become less fragmented (fewer small grants and

more large grants than in 1980)-energy, transportation, and heahh.

So, this is another indication that the federal grant system continues to grow more conq)lex and

difficult to manage.

The Fragmentation Index gives only a rough indication of v/hen to begin looking for

opportimities to "reinvent" grant programs. Some small programs undoubtedly are well designed and

efifectrve. Changes shodd not be made without a thorough investigation ofthe individual groups ofgrant

programs.

With that caveat, ACIR's study suggests that the most likdy opportunities for giant consolidation

or other reforms might be found in

:

• Health, education and sodal services/public assistance, which contain the largest numbers

ofprograms; and

• Cultural affiurs, occupational safety and health, disaster prevention and rdieC libraiies,
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veterans* benefits and services, natural resources, and justice, which have the highest

fiagmetitation indexes. (See Table 1)

I have attached AOR's 1993 report with this testimony {Federal Grant Programs in Fiscal Yea

1992: TheirNumbers, Sizes, tsidFragmentation Indexes in HistaicalPeripective, ACIR Report SR-14,

Septembo' 1993) and request that it be inchided in the record ofthis hearing.

Tune for Action

It is encouraging to note that the Administration and the Congress are entertaining proposals for

new block grants. Congressional proposals could consolidate well over 300 programs, while the

President's initial set ofproposals in theFY 1996 Budget would group 27 1 programs into 27 Performance

Partnerships. The federal grant system is too complex and diflScult to administer, and it is getting worse.

The Commission firmly believes it is time to take action to increase the number offlexible and simplified

block grants, and the proportion ofgrant fiinds delivered by this means.

Mr. Chairman, I would be remiss not to remind the Committee that ACIR is presently engaged in

a major review of existing federal mandates under The UnfundedMandates Reform Act of1995, which

originated in this Committee. The law requires ACIR to examine all existing federal mandates, including

those imposed as a condition of federal aid. Furthermore, you will recall that we were directed by the

law to make recommendations to the Congress and the President regarding consolidating requirements to

reduce duplication >^ere it is shown to exist. While our research has just begun, we hope that our

recommendations, due next March, will present a agnificant additional opportunity to help reform the

graiTt system.

Examples ofNeeded Program Reforms

ACIR has not studied the current block grant proposals now before the Congress, and does not

take a position on them at this time. However, in recent years, ACIR has studied three programs that may

be relevant to your grant reform focus in this hearing: child care, criminal justice, and wel&re reform.

Each ofthese programmatic examples is based on an ACIR report and is described briefly below.

CMdCare

AQR prepared and adopted a study ofthe federal child care programs about two years ago, and

found that greater consistency is needed among the five key programs:

• Child Care and Development Block Grant

• Sodal Service Block Grant

• Title XV-ACUId Care (for those in AFDC);
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• Tide IV-A Transitional Chfld Care (for those who have just left AFDC);

• Title IV-A At-Risk Chfld Care (for those in danger ofneeding AFDC).

These programs have diflFerent eligibility requirements, payment rates, and regulations. This ad

hoc set ofprograms, enacted at different times, makes coordination and administration difficult for state

and local governments, often requires assisted children to change providers when their program status

changes, and serves only 10-20 percent of eligible children. In short, the promise ofintegrated child care

is not met with the present programs. The Commission recommended modifying the rules in these

programs to allow state and local governments to administer them consistently. Consolidation among
these programs would be another way to provide this flexibility.

Criminal Justice

In its May 1993 report The Role ofGeneral GovernmentEkcted Officials in CriminalJustice,

the Commisaon found that the criminal justice field is extraordinarily fragmented and complex, to the

point wtee none oftiie prindpal reqxmsible parties, by themselves, can reduce crime significantly. In this

unbalanced programmatic environment. To assist in achieving the needed coordination, the Commission

recommends that federal criminal justice grants should avoid earmarking that prevents their use on efforts

that address the range ofneeds experienced by the states.

Criminal justice is only one oftwo program fields in -vAach federal block grants have been tried

and abandoned. Criminal justice block grants existed from 1967- 198 1 (making it the second oldest block)

and fitim 1986-1988. There are now 19 sqiarate federal categorical programs in this field, suggesting that

potential for consolidation and/or coordination may exist.

WdfanRefonn

In 1987-88, the Commisaon fixmd that effective sti^egjes against poverty go well beyond public

provision ofincome transfers and in-kind services.. Likely key elements include education, training, job

placement, commuraty self-hdp, houang, public-private cooperation, and person-to-person caring. Many
of tiiese elements are supported by a wide array of separate federal aid programs.

The Commisaon recommended refocuang the weher of Segmented federal public assistance

programs on new strategies that use combined resources to reduce poverty by helping recipients become
self-suflBdent. Federal grant requirements and restiictions that inhibit state and local governments in

developing a coordinated community-based approach should be removed.

All three exan^les show the need for consolidating the federal grant system to simplify it and

make it more flexible. Although he Commission's recommendations are not definitive, we believe they

provide a sound basis on which the Congress, the Administration, the agencies, and others can work
together to improve the system. We urge consultation witii state and local governments in those efforts.
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Commission Recommendations for Grant Reform

In June 1980, the Commission recommended a comprehensive set of criteria for substantially

reducing in the number offederal-aid programs, and determining which programs should be consolidated

or terminated.

The Commission concluded that the most likely candidates for consolidation should be:

• Programs that are or could be made closely related in terms of fiinctional area,

• Programs that are similar or identical in program objectives; and

• Programs that are linked to the same type(s) ofrecipient govenunental jurisdictions.

The primary candidates for termination andphase-out should include:

• The approximately 420 small federal categorical grant programs which account for only

10 % of all grant funds;

• Programs in fiinctional fields in which federal aid amounts to approximately 10% or less

ofthe combined state and local outlays, including federal aid;

• Programs that do not embody essential and statutorily clearly stated national objectives,

or which are too small to address significantly the need to which they relate;

• Programs, especially small ones, that have high administrative costs relative to the fedenl

financial contribution;

• Programs that obtain—or could obtain—most of their fiinding fi'om state and/or local

governments, or fees for service, or that could be shifted to the private sector.'

In January 1995, the Commission adopted a wide-ranging llesolution on Strengthening the

Intergovernmental Partnership" that included, among other matters, the following reaffirmations ofour

long-standing support for grant refonm:

The federal grant system should be reformed to achieve greater simplification and

accountability, and to provide greater flexibility to state and local governments in using

federal-aid fiinds most effectively and efficiently to address their specific problems. To
achieve these objectives, the Commission urges combining more federal programs into

block grants that require conformity only to broad federal guidelines and preclude

supplantadon ofexisting state and local fiinding.

Certain federal programs fill under the purview and primaiy responsibility of local
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government; ceitain federal programsM under the purview and primaiy responabOhy of

state government; and certain programs are a true partnership between the federal

government and the state and local governments. Therefore, in establishing new block

grants, ACIR will work cooperatively with the federal government and with state and

local governments to assist in assigning new block grants to the proper level of

Hie intergovernmental reforms called for in this resolution should be developed

in direct and fiill consultation with the state and local governments.

Gose
Mr. Chmman, that condudes my remarks. I want to thank you again for the opportunity

to appear before the Committee on this important subject. I would be happy to answer

any questions the Committee may have.

Notes

1. The Fragmentation Index is created by grouping all Federal grant programs into clusters of
similar programs. The percentage of all grant programs is then compared to the percentage of all

grant fimds in that cluster. The ratio of these two percentages is the "fragmentation index." An
index of less than 1 indicates that the cluster has fewer and larger programs than average. An
mdex greater than 1 indicates a larger number of smaller programs.

2. ACIR, An Agenda/or American Federalism: Restoring Confidence and Competence, Report

A-86, June 1981, Recommendation 1, "Decongesting the Feral Grant System," p. 1 1 1.
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Highlights

The challenge ofrefonning the federal grant sys-

tem is at least as great today as it was in 1980. The
number of separate grant programs is at an all-time

high of 553, and complexity and rigidity have re-

turned to the system.

By 199Z the number of grants had increased to

553 from a low of 404 in 1984 and 473 in 1980.

In 199Z 92% of all federal grants to sute and
local governments (506 of 553 programs) were
funded by only 10% of all federal aid i

Despite some success in consolidating grants in

the 1980s, the federal-aid system had 506 micro-

grants in 1992—80 more than in 1980.

Three programs—Medicaid, Highway Planning

and Construction, and Family Support Pay-

ments to States—accounted for 50% of all feder-

al grant money in 1992.

Medicaid alone accounts for 35% of all federal

grant funding, while direct federal aid to local

governments is only 12% of all funding.

The three smallest grant programs—Meteorology
Research, Development and Promotion of Pons
and Interroodal Iransporution, and Appala-
chian Supplements (Community Develop-

inent)-were funded in 1992 at $60,000, $50,000,

and $2Z000, respectively.

Based on ACIR's "fragmentation index" (per-

centage of grant programs in a cluster compared
to the percenuge of funding):

3 of 21 groups had fewer small grants and
more large grants than in 1980—Energ\'.
Transportation, and Health.

7 groups now offer more different programs
with smaller amounts of money—Arts and
Humanities, Disaster Prevention and Relief.

Employment and Training. Jbod and Nutri-

tion, Housing, and Occupanonal Safet>' and
Health. /

Preface and Acknowledgments

This ttafl' report was prepared in response to

informal requesu from analysts for Congress and
V^ce President AI Gore's National Performance Re-

view. It updates the analysis underlying an ACIR
recommendation for decongesting the federal grant

system, »1iich was adopted ot June 20, 1980.

The principal investigator and author of this

repon is Charles Griffiths, a senior analyst at ACIR,
guided and assisted by Bruce D. McDowell, ACIR's

Director of Government Policy Research. The text of

this report is a slightly revised version of an article

that appeared in the Commission's quarterly maga-

zine Intergcfvemmental Per^>ectivt (Vol. 19, No. 3,

Summer 1993).

The staff hopes that the information in this re-

port will assist other analysts in their consideration

of grant reform proposals.

John Kincaid

Eiecotivt Director
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Federal Grant Changes, 1980 and 1992

Analysts for the Congress and the National Per-

fonnance Review conducted by Vice President Al

Gore for President Bill Clinton asked ACIR to up-

dau its analysis of federal grant programs published

in 1981. Following is a brief tununary of findings

from this update.

After tome streamlining of the grant system in

the early 1980s, ground has again been lost. The
number of separate grant programs is at an all-time

high, and many of the programs are quite small. The
challenge of "reinventing" the grant system is at least

as great as it was when the 1980s began.

The number of federal grants has crept back up
from a low of404 in 1984 to a high of about 553 in FY
1992. Block grants, which accounted for about IS

percent of all federal grant funds in 1978. now ac-

count for 16.64 percent. Complexity and rigidity

have reemerged in the grant system.

In iu 1981 TcponAn AgendaforAmerican Feder-

alism, ACIR clustered similar federal grant pro-

grams and compared the percentage of federal grant

programs in each cluster to the percenuge of federal

grant^n^5 in the cluster. This produced a "fragmen-

tation index."

An index number of less than one indicates that

the cluster has fewer and larger programs than aver-

age. An index number greater than one indicates the

cluster has a larger number of smaller programs. The

reasoning behind the index is that in general, the

smaller programs probably carry a disproportionately

heavy burden of administrative overhead and provide

a disproportionately smaD amount of the resources

needed to meet nationwide program needs effectivel)-.

A high fragmenution index, then, suggests where op-

portunities might east for grant consolidations, termi-

nations, or turnbacks.

The Update

Over the past two months. ACIR has prepared a

rough update of the rankings of federal grant pro-

grams by size, and has recalculated the fragmenta-

tion indexes of program clusters. Because of

substantial program changes over the past dozen

years, the comparisons between the FY 1980 flnd-

ings (used in the 1981 report) and FY 1992 findings

are not precise. Nevertheless, a few of these compari-

sons are noted to give a sense of historical develop-

ment. Of primary interest for cunent grant reform

effoTU are the FY 1992 fragmenution indexes.

Number and Size of Programs. As shown in

"fible t the federal grant programs available to state

and kxal govenunents in FY 1980 inaeased to 553 in

1992, up about 19 pereent. In 1980, the largest 19

programs accounted for 80 percent of all federal grant

dollars, compared to 21 programs in 1992. Ninety

Number and Six* of Fedcrvl Grant Pr«

FVH
FV1M0
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percent of aD grant dcJlars were in the largest 49 pro-

pvm in 1980 and the largest 45 programs in 1992.

Cbangei In Program Structures. As shown in

Ikble Z health/medical programs moved up to become

the largest program cluster, while housing dropped

from first place to fourth. The employment/training,

oiminal justice, and occupational health and safety

dusters dropped in relative size. The other clusters

temained fairly stable in relation to each other, al-

though precise comparisons are difficult because of

tome inconsistencies in program classification.

FVsgmenUtioo Indexes. As shown in Table 3,

again allowing for some differences in dassificatioa

the fragmentation patterns remained much the same

ewer the 12-year period. The most fragmented pro-

gram clusters in both years were education, criminal

justice, resource conservaticKi and development, cul-

tural affairs (arts and humaiuties), and libraries.

The program areas becoming less fragmented

are energy, transporution, and health. The program

areas becoming significantly more fragmented are

aru and humanities (cultural affairs^ civil prepared-

ness (disaster prevention and relief), food and nutri-

tion, employment and uaining, environmenul

protection, housing, and occupational safety and

health. If the program areas of income security and

social services/public assistance are combined (as

they were in the 1980 analysis), the fragmentation

index remains virtually unchanged.

Table 4 shows the fragmentation indexes for the

major categories of programs and their subcatego-

ries. In this table, the income security cluster is com-

bined with social services-public assistance.

This report is based on the OMB/GSA 1993

Catalog ofFederal Domestic Assistance (CFDA). The

catalog shows actual funding for Fiscal Year 1992

and estimates for Fiscal Year 1993. ACIR used the

actual FY1992 dau to compile the ubles in the

following Appendix.

The federal programs included in ACIR's analysis

are primarily grants for which state and/or local gov-

eiTunents (or entities of those governments) are eligible

recipients. The one nongrant program included is

Food Distribution, an in-kind "grant" In some cases, a

federal program may offer more than one type of

assistance. If one type involves grants, whether formu-

la or project, the program is included. Altogether there

are 574 such programs listed in CFDA However, only

551 were actually funded in FY 1992 In reality, two

programs within the 574 (14.850 and 14.856) provide

funding for three other programs (14.851, 14.855 and

14.857), but 0MB does not break out the individual

funding for the three programs Therefore, the true

number of funded programs is 553.

These fragmentation indexes are only rough in-

dicators of where to begin looking for opponunities

to "reinvent" grant programs. Some small programs,

undoubtedly, are well designed and effective for the

purposes they serve. Changes should not be made

without a thorough investigation of the individual

programs within a cluster.

With that caveat, it appears from this analysis

that the most likely opportunities for grant consoli-

dation or other reforms might be found in the follow.

ing program clusters: health, education, and social

services and public assistance (which contain the

largest number of programsX and justice, natural re-

sources, veterans' benefits and services, b'braries, oc-

cupational health and safety, and cultural affairs

(which have the highest fragn>enution indexes).

Appendix Ikble A-1 shows that one program

(Medicaid) accounted for 35 percent of all federal

grant funds in FY199Z 21 programs accounted for

80 percent of all the funds; and 45 programs accounted

for 90 percent of all funding. The remaining 506 pro-

grams accounted for only 10 percent of the funding

lable A-2 lists the 21 largest federal grant pro-

grams in descending order. They range between al-

most S70 billion and $li billion.

lable A-3 lists the 21 federal grant program cate-

gories in descending size as measured by dollars. It

also shows the percenuge of all FY 1992 programs

and dollars in each of these major categories. Income
ecurity" is treated as a separate category in this table

because it is a separate OMB budget function.

Tkble A-4 ranks the grant program subcatego-

ries in descending dollar size, without reference to

their major categories.

Ikble A-S shows the program fragmentation IT

analysis for the functional subcategories, ranking them

from the least fragmented to the most fragmented.

"ttbles A-6 and A-7 list all of the individual grant

programs. In "Dible A-6, the programs are ranked by

dollar size alone Gwgest to smallest). In Table A-7.

the individual programs are ranked in descending

dollar size within their functional subcategory. The

subcategories are listed in alphabetical order.

U.S. Atfvtoory Comnlttlon on MtrgevtmnMnlal RtMlens
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Tablt4

fY1993 Frdtnl GnDt Procnn FrmcaxBUUon lades

For Procnoi Catcfonet asd Subcategories

Catcfory Proframi Faadiog

Houtinc

2J5%
2J5%

10.037%

iaa37%

Air Trancponation

Ground 'nantponation

OUier IVansporution

Health Cvc Servtoes

Heahh RcKarch
General Health

Informtiion and Sutiitia

IM% 11J04*
au% 0.953%

3.07* 10529%
0.72% 0021%

_lfcJ7* 30.270*

1.99% 34912%
1.63% a790%
U.48% 1564%
O.U% aoo3%

019
0.29

35.05

006
2.06

4.87

'M.25

Food/NutritJoo

Food and Nutrition Auhtince

J.7I*

171%
SJ47%
5J47%

lacomc S*carit)/Public

AstUUDCC/SocUl ScnHces

Income Assisiance

Social Services and Public Asnsiance

Other RcKaich and Education

U.*3% U.W2«
1.63% 10877%
U12% 5.921%

0.18% a004%

015

105
4314

Training and Employment

Informition and Statistics

1J9* aj»3%
lil% Z361%
018% 0.032%

077

5.72

National DtftDSc

Hazardous Subtunoes

National Guard

Higher Education

Federal Impact

IJ7* 0.117*

0J6% 0692%
0.18% 01U%
0.18% a007%
0i54% 0005%

052
1.60

24 93

112.87

"Community/Economic

and Regional Development'

4.70* 2437*

Sdenoe and Technoiosy

Federal Impact Asistanoe

Ekmentary/Seoondary/Vocational

Higher Education

Other Research and Education

Mlntion Conuol and Abatement

U.OI*
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T^ablt * (corn)

FV1992 rc<3tral Cranl Profram FragmfDUtioo Udex
For ProcraBi Ca(«ton*> "' Subcatcforiet

Category Snbcilctory

P*rtnn of

Programs Fuoding

Frafmtnlalion

lodex

Energy Supply

Energy Coraervition

Hizvdout Substances

Informition and Sutistia

Sdenoe and'

Crimifial Justice Assisunce

Federal Law Enfoicemem A

Natoral lUsourcci

Vetcraat Bcncfiu and Services

Ubraries

Diusur Prtveatioa/Rflier

Ocnipational Healtb and Saftt)

ReMurce Comervation

and Development

Information and Sutistics

Science and Technology

Veterans Hospiul/Medical Care

Other Veterans Benefits

Disaster Assisunce/Insurance

Emergency Preparedness

Occupational Health and Safety

Other Cultural Programs

Ans and Humanities

Information and Statistics

Other Research and Education

2J5«
0i4%
i.oe%

0J6%
01B%
0.18%

4.H%
3.44%

0.72%

5.61%

0J6%
O.S4%

•.90%
072%
018%

2.17%

036%
1.81%

•.>0%

090%

<JI%
018%
S.97%
018%
018%

•J64%
0119%
0128%
0.016%

0.001%

0000%

tJ7»*
0.366%

0.013%

0486%
0.002%

0001%

•.066%

0.063%

0002%

•.067%

0067%

•.124%

a068%
O0S6%

0.048%

•.152%

0013%
0U7%
0.003%

0.001%

4.56

648
22.50

24294

903.74

9.39

56.66

11.53

156 49

78134

1140

7816

5.33

3Z33

14.30

43.65

70.30

334.72

Note: Analytis combines Income Secuiity, Public Atsisunoe, and Social Servicet at one category.

Source: ACIR (
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Appendix

Detailed Tables

Proportion of Grant Funds Accounted for by

the Largest n'92 Federal Grant Programs

1
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Table A-2

Largest 21 Federal Grant Programs To State and Local

Government: FY 1992

AMOUNT
CFDA PROGRAM

^000,

93778 Medical Assisunce Prtgram (MEDJCAID) $69,573,826

20J05 Highway Planning and ConstjnaboB $17,215,352

93.560 Family Suppon Payments lo States - Assistance Payments $13,723,743

14.856 Lower Income Housing Assistance Program - Section 8 Moderate Rehabilita $11,607,415

84 010 Ch^ter 1 Programs - Local Educational Agencies $6,134^00

14 850 Public and Indian Housing (includes fimding for 14.851. 14.852, 14.854) $5,547:706

10 555 National School Lunch Program $3,870,098

17.250 Job Training Partnership Act [BLOCK GRANT] $2,956,396

93.667 Social Services BLOCK GRANT $2.800.00ti

14 852 Public and Indian Housing Con^>rehensiveliii|>n>\ement Assistance Progra $2.669.00u

1 0.557 Special Supplemental Food Program for Women. Infants, and Children (Wl $2 .657.449

17.225 Unemploymeni Insurance $2.558.Wv

66 458 Capitalization Grants for Slate Rexohing Funds (Wastewater Treatment Fac $2,400.00(1

14 218 Communiiv De\elopmeni BLOCK GRANTS/Entitlement (jrants $2,340,849

9.1 6(10 Administration for Children. Youth and Families • Head Stan $2.20l.8(i(i

9.V65(s Foster Care • Title IV-E $2,155,787

84.027 Special Education • Suie Grants $1,976,095

20 106 Airport Improvement Program $1,905,929

20 507 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance [BLOCK GRANTJ Fonnu $1 .822.762

M 126 (Vocational) Rehabilitation Services • Basic Support $1,787,999

14.239 HOME Investment in Affordable Housing $1,500,000

% ALL FUNDI 90% \ TOTAL: I 159.414,755

U S Advicory Commssion on

Intirgovtmnwntal Rilationt [A-21 1

1993
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Table A-3

FY 1992 Federal Grant Categories

Ranked byDescending Dollars

CATEGORIES

Heahh r6.$04.M2

Transponation i22,996,443

Income Securin $21,752,169

_ J20.064,450

SU.3t4,A92

Social Sen ices/Public Assistance $11,836,829

Food/Nutrition $10,689,491

Local and Area De%eIopment $5,672,115

Training and Employment $4,783,816

Emironmenul Qualitx $4,310,961

National Defense $1,633,953

Indian Prog73ms $U25.666

Natural Resources $977,878

Agriculture $876,051

Justice $757J5J

Energ\ $527,815

Cultural Affairs $304,820

Disaster Pre^entiort'Relief $247,527

Libraries $134,867

Veterans Benefits and Services $131,429

Occi^aiional Health and Safety $95,357

Grand Total : tm,9»j2S

38.27%
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Table A-4

Federal Grant Subcategories

• Ranked by Descending Dollars: Fl' 1992

SUBCATEGORIES OMfMons Hiatal NnWr H Total

(OOP) Frofrmu yimimmi rrocrami

I

bchidet only funded profrvnt I

Health Care Senices .6VM.T71 34.91V. 11 1.99%

bicome Assisunce 2J.''43,789 10.88% 9 1.63%

Ground Transponation ^1.049^56 10.53% 17 3.07%

Housing 20,064,450 10 04% 13 2.35%

E)ementan/Secondan /Vocational 12.661.059 6.33% 57 1031%

Social Senices and Other Assistance 11,836.829 5.92% 67 12.12%

Food and Nutrition Assistance .10,689.491 5.35% 15 2 71%

Community /Economic and Regional Dexelopment 5,672,115 2 84% 26 4 70%

General Health i,125.874 2.56% 69 12 48%

Training and Employment 4,720.652 2.36% lo 1.81%

Pollution Control and Abatement 4.051.485 2 0.3% 26 4.70%

Air Transponation J.905.929 .95% 1 .18%

Hazardous Substances 1,672.694 .84% 13 2.35%

Health Research J.580.197 .79% 9 163%

Indian Assistance )2ZS.f>M> .61% 24 4 w%
Resource Conservation and Dexelopmeni 97i.87(i .49% 31 J6l%

Agricuhure Research and Services 876.051 .44% 13 2 35%

Federal Impact Assistance 794.506 .40% 5 .90%

Criminal Justice Assistance 731.733 .37% 19 3.44%

Science and Technology 44.3.324 .22% 5 .9(1%

Higher Education 377,427 .19% 10 1.81%

Ans and Humanities 273.311 .14% 33 s.97%

Energ> Consenation 255,734 .13% 6 1.08%

Energy Supply 238,064 .12%. 3 .$4%

National Guard 026,256 .11% 1 .u%
Other Researd) and Education 146,032 .07% 17 3.07%

Disaster Assistance/Insurance 135,726 .07% 2 .36%

Libraries 134,867 .07% 6 l .08%

Veterans Hospital/Medical Care 126,804 .06% 4 .72%

us AdMior. Commiuien on

biurfovcmmcmal RcUuons (A-4): 1

1»93
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Table A'4

Federal Grant Subcategories

Ranked by Descending Dollars: FY 1992

SUBCATEGORIES omftom HT—I N—Wr *kT««l

(POO) rrntnms Pn>tr«mi ProrMM

I

bchidct onb funded profwni I

Emergeno,' Preparedness 111.801 .06V. 10 1.81%

Occupational Health and Safet> 95^57 .05% 5 .90%

toformation and Sutistjcs 80.414 .04% 6 1.08%

Other Transponation 4U58 .02% 4 .72%

Federal Law Enforcement Aahities 25,521 .01% 4 .72%

Other Cultural Programs 25J87 .01% 1 .18%

Other Veterans Benefits 4.625 .00% 1 .18%

Gnwd Total : SI99.908.225 553

L'.S Adviion Conuniuion e

bntrf

l»93

lA-4) 2
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Federal Grant

Fragmentation Analysis

For Functional Subcategories: FY 1992

SUBCATEGORIES

Incladet oel) funded profrvnt

Health Can Senices 1.99%

Income Assistance 1.63V.

Air Transportation .18%

Housing 2.35V.

Ground Transponation 3.07%

Food and Nutrition Assistance 2 71%

Training and Employment 1.81%

National Guard .18%

Elementar>/Secondar>A''ocational 10.31%

Communit> /Economic and Regional Dexelc^ment ... 4 70%

Social Services and Other Assistance 12 12%

Health Research 1.6?%

Federal Impan Assistance 90%

Pollution Control and Abatement 4 70%

Hazardous Substances 2.35%

Science and TechnoIog> 9(1%

Energ\ Supp)> .54%

General Health 12 48%

Disaster Assistance/Insurance -36%

Agriculture Research and Services 2.35%

Indian Assistance 4.34%

EnergN Conservation 1.08%

Criminal Justice Assistance 3.44%

Higher Education 181%

Veterans Hoq>ital/Medica] Care .72%

Resource Consenation and Development 5.61%

Other Cultural Programs HW
Libraries 108%

Occt^aiional Health and Safet>- 90%

Information and Statistics 108%

Emergenc> Preparedness 181%

U.S. Advaef> Commiuion on

bncrcovemmenul ReUlioni |A-5): 1

1993

34.91%
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TableAS

Federal Grant

Fragmentation Analysis

For Functional Subcategories: FY 1992

SUBCATEGORIES

Other Tranqxjnation

Olher Research and Education

Aiu and Humanities

Federal Law Enforcement Acti\iiie$..

Other Veterans Benefits

iz
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

Id Desceoding Dollar Order

1002$
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Typfof

CFDA Auitunct

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

14218

14.239

14.228

10.500

11.300

59.037

14.219

23.001

15 904

11.305

11.30-7

11800

10.769

11.302

15.916

59.045

tl.609

11.303

59.007

11.427

45.01

1

P Promotion of the Ans - Presenting and Commissioning

45.001 PP* Promotion of the Ans - Design Arts

45.022 P Promoiioin of the Arts - Advancemeni Grants

45.015 P Promotion of the Arts - Folk Arts

45.155 P Promotion of the Humanities - Foreign Language Education

45.137 P Promotion of the Humanities - Humanities Projects in Libraries and Archives

45.023 P Promotion ofthe Ans -Local Arts Agencies Program

45.113 P Promotion of the Humanities - Public Humanities Subjeeu

45.147 P Promotion of the Humanities - Translation

45.122 P Promotion ofthe Humanities -Centers for Advanced Stud)

45. 1 33 P Promotion of the Humanities - Interpretive Research/Humanities, Science and Technologv

.

45.134 P Promotion ofthe Humanities - Conferences

Subtotal

:

H'liilii l 'lili>'/HHiMiil l4liliii-MMiHI'.4'i^M' liiniM

15.919
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

Subtoul: SS.6-72.nS

M^liilliHFI'Him.H-IH^LlJ
16.579
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

CFDA /^runc. in Descending Dollar Order

Tech-Prep Education $90,000

Even Sian - Local Educational Agencies S66.500

Educaiionall> Deprived Children - State Administration S6 1 .820

Capiul Expenses (Elemeniao/Secondao Education) (42,433

School Dropout Demonstration Assistance. S40,000

Chapter I Program for Neglected and Delinquent Children S36,0S4

Bilingual Education Training Grants S3S.699

Vocational Education • Consumer and Homemaking Education S35.000

Drug-Free Schools and Communities • Emergency Grants (Substance Abuse) S30.3(M

Emergency Immigrant Education S30,000

Drug-Free Schools and Communities • School Personnel Training S28.863

Suie Program Improvement Grants S2S.I2S

Education for Homeless Children and Youth • Grants for State and Local Activities S75.000

Earl\ Educaiion for Children with Disabilities S25.000

Desegregation Assistance. Civil Rights Training, and Advisor> Services $22,000

National Workplace Literacv Partnerships $21,751

Special Educaiion - Innovation and Development $20,916

Vocational Education Cooperative Demonstration $19,903

Secondare Education and Transitional Services for Youth with Disabilities $18,948

Media and Captioning for Individuals with Disabilities $16,593

Vocational Education - Communitv -Based Organizations $12,000

National Programs for Drug-Free Schools and Communities $I2.00(i

Bilingual Educational Support Sen ices $1 1.927

Foreign Language Assistance $10,000

Technologv. Educational Media and Materials for Individuals with Disabilities $10,000

Migrant Education Iniersute and Intrastate Coordination Program $9,985

Adult Educaiion for the Homeless $9,759

Vocational Education - State Councils $9,000

Follovv Through (Elementarv/Secondar> Education) $8,632

Special Education - Severelv Disabled Program $7,996

Special Education - Regional Resource and Federal Centers $7,000

Lav»-Related Education $6,000

State Literacy Resource Centers $5,000

Demonstration Projects for the Integration of Vocational and Academic Leaming $4,680

Disabled : Special Studies and Evaluation $4,000

Children and Youth with Serious Emotional Disturbances $3,967

Even Stan - Migrant Education $3,500

Counselor Training $3,395

Appalachian Vocational and Other Educational Facilities and Operations $2,927

Commercial Drivers Education $1,952

Technology Education Demonstration $964

f* Formula P«> Project Direct Pa)'ment(Specified or Unspecified) UN Guaranteed/Insured Loan

Rb Project L* Direct Loan D" Sale. Exchange. Donation of Property -Goods

US Advisory Commitaion on [A-T] 4
Intargovemmantal Rtlationt

1993

84.243
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order OOOs

84.099 PP« Bilingual Vocational Insinjcior Training

54.100 P Bilingual Vocational Maicnals, Methods and Techniques..

$450

$340

Sabtoul: $12^1,059

Emergency Preparedness

83.503

83.531

83.532

83.528

83105

83 011

Civil Defense - State and Local Emergency Management Assistance

Suie and Local Emergenc> Management Assistance • Other Assistance

Facilities and Equipment [Emergent) Management]

Emcrgenc>- Management Institute - Field Training Program

Community Assistance Program Bute Support Services Element

Hazardous Materials Training Program for Implementation of the Superfiind

83505 P

83.527 P«

83 012 P

83.519 P

and Reauthorization Act

Sute Disaster Preparedness Grants

Emergency Management Institute • Training Assistance

Hazardous Materials Exercise Assistance Program

Hazard Mitigation Assistance

$62,128

$16,167

$13,465

$8,928

KI25

$2,828

$2,374

$1,388

$200

$198

$111301

81 042 F Wealhenzation Assistance for Low-Income Persons..

81052 F Energ> Consen anon for Institutional Buildings

81.041 F State Energ> Conser\aiion

81086 P Conservation Research and Development

81050 F Energ\ Extension Service

81081 P Energ\ Task Force forlhe Urban Consortium

$193,925

$36,369

$11,437

$8,258

$4,757

$988

$255,734

81096 F Innovatixe Clean Coal Technologx

81089 P Fossil Energ\ Research and Development

81.087 P Renewable Energv Research and Development..

Federal Impact Assistance

84 041
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Table A-7

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

'^ 0'
in Descending Dollar Order

Subtotil: S2531I

10.555 F National School Lunch Program $3,870,098

10.557 F Special Supplemental Food Progrmi for Women, Infants, ind Children (WFN) $2,667,449

10.561 F State Administrative Matching Grams for Food Stamp Program $1,337,590

10.558 FP# Child and Aduh Care Food Program $1,089,627

10.553 F School Breakfast Program $801,191

10.559 F Summer Food Service Program for Children $202,927

10.550 P« Food Distribution $183,172

10.570 F Nutrition Program for the Elderl) (Commodities) $143,719

10 569 F Temporary Emergenc) Food Assistance (Food Commodities) $120,000

10.565 FP* Commodii) Supplemental Food Program $96,366

10 560 F Suit Administrative Expenses for Child Nutrition $6^766

10 568 F Temporan. EmergencN Food Assistance (Administrative Costs) $44,999

10 571 F Food Commodities for Soup Kitchens $32,000

10 556 F Special Milk Program for Children $21,587

10 564 F Nutrition Education and Training Program $10,000

Subtotal: $10,689,491

93 959 Substance Abuse and Preventive Treatment Services BLOCK GRANT $1,025,690

93 994 F Maiemal and Child Health Services (BLOCK GRA\T| $547,081

93 224 P CommunitN Health Centers $490,140

93 283 P Centers for Disease Control: Investigations and Techn cat Assistance $317,130

93777 FP SuicSur\t> and Certification of Health Care Providers and Suppliers - Medicare $287,247

93 958 F Communit> Menial Health Services BLOCK GRANT $266,310

93 268 P Childhood Immunization Grants $258,399

93 118 P AlDSActivitv $200,188

93.940 P HIV Prevention Activities - Health Department Based $145,010

93.217 P Familv Planning - Services $139,499

93 991 F Preventive Health and Health Services (BLOCK GRANTJ $129,000

93.917 F HIV Care Formula Grants $106,635

93.194 P Communit> Partnerships Demonstration Gnnt (Substance Abuse) $88,037

93.779 P Health Care Financing Research, Demonstrations and Evaluations $76,380

93.977 P Preventive Health Service - Sexually Transmitted Diseases C:ont7ol Grants $69,745

93.914 P HIV Emergency Relief Project Grants $59,713

93.915 F HIV Emergency Relief Formula Grants $59,713

93.161 P Health Program for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry $56,500

93.144 P Demonstration Grants for the PrevenUonofAlcohoI and Other Drug Abuse iinong High- $50,930

Risk Youth

93.246 P Migrant Health Centers Grants $50,506

93 918 P Gra.its to Provide Outpatient Early Intervention Services with Respect to HIV Disease $49,426

Fb Fonnula PC Project Direct PiymenKSpecified or Unspecified) iM* Cuvametd/lntured Loan

P» Project L» Direct Urn 0* Sale. Exchan|e, Donation of Propertv -Goods

US Advuory Commiaaion on (A-T]; 6

Intetaovemmental Relation*

1993
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Table A-7

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

CFDA A^iirul in Descending Dollar Order

93.169 P Model Projects for Pregnant and Postpartutr Women and Their Infants (Substance Abuse)

93.944 P HIV/AIDS Surveillance

93 919 P State-Based Comprehensive Breast and Cervical Cancer Control Programs

93.941 P HIV Demonstration, Research, Public and Professional Education Project

93.180 P Medical Treatment EfTectiveness Research

93.902 P Model Comprehensive Drug Abuse Treatment Programs for Critical Populations

93. 196 P Cooperative Agreements for Dnig Abuse Treatment Improvement Projecu in Target Cities

93.150 F Projects for Assistance in TtMsition from Homelessness [BLOCK GRANT)

93.938 P Cooperative Agreements to Support School Health Education to Prevent the Spread of

AIDS

93.125 P Mental Health Planning and Demonstration Projects

93. 1 97 P Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Projects • Sute and Communit> -Based Childhood

Lead Poisoning

93 138 F Protection and Advocacv for Individuals with Menul Illness

93 153 P Pediatric AIDS Health Care Demonstration Program

93 91 1 P Drug Abuse Campus Treatment Demonstration Projects

93 136 P lnjur> Pretention and Control Research and State Grants Projects

93. 1 16 P Project Grants and Cooperative Agreements for Tuberculosis Control Programs

93.982 P Mental Health Disaster Assistance and Emergencv Menial Health

93 903 P Model Criminal Justice Drug Abuse Treatment • Incarcerated Populations. Non-

Incarcerated Populations and Juvenile Justice Populations

93.244 P Mental Health Clinical or Service-Related Training Grants

93 957 P Occupational Health and Surveillance

93.937 P Comprehensive Residential Drug Prevention and Treatment Projects for Substance -

Using Women and their Children

93 949 P HIV.AIDS and Related Diseases among Substance Abusers - Communitv -Based Outreach

and Intervention Demonstration

93 184 P Disabilities Prevention

93.950 P CapacitN Expansion Program jHealth)

93.995 P Adolescent Famil> Life - Demonstration Projecu

93.978 P Sexuall) Transmitted Diseases Research, Demonstrations, and Public Inforroation and

Education Grants

93.988 P Cooperative Agreements for Sute-Based Diabetes Control Programs and Evaluation of

Surveillance Systems

93.928 P Special Projects of National Significance [Health]

93.987 P Health Programs for Refugees

93.886 P Grants for Physician Assistant Trainip.-; Program

93.945 P Assistance Program for Chronic Disease Prevention and Control

93.965 P Coal Miners Respiratory Impairment Treatment Clinics and Services (Black Lung Clinics)

93.192 P Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for Rural Areas

93.953 P Modification ofTrauma Care Component of Stue EMS Plan

93.956 P Centers for Agricultural Research, Education and Disease and Injury Prevention and

Occupational Respiratory Disease and Musculoskeleul Disorders Evaluation and

Rehabilitation

$9,955

$9.00<i

$7,754

$6,310

$6,264

$5,678

$5,631

$4,918

$4,650

$4,000

$3,919

$3,915

$3,874

F" Formul*

P" Project

Project Direct Piyment(Specified or Unspecified) L*> Guaranteed/Insured Loan

Direct Loan D« Sale, Exchange. Donation of ProperT> -Goods

US Advisory Commiaaion on

Intargovemmantal Relations

1993

[A-7) 7
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FV1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

CFDA A^Lt in Descending Dollar Order
^^

66 032 P Suit Indoor Radon Granis $7,704

66 701 P Toxic Substances Compliance Monitoring Progr«in $5,161

66.507 P Toxic Substances Research $5,129

SI 079 P Biofuels and Municipal Waste Technology and Regional Programs S4.S23

S 1 . 1 04 P Technology Development for Environmental Restoration and Waste Management S3,600

66.502 P Pesticides Control Research $2,843

66 706 P Enhancement Grams for Stale Asbestos Programs $1,200

Subtoul: SU72,694

-93 778 F Medical Assistance Program (MEDICAID) $69.573,82(

93.926 P Health) Sian Iniliaiive $61,161

93. 1 5 1 P Project Grams for Health SeT\ ices to the Homeless $55,763

93 775 F State Medicaid Fraud Control Units $54,213

93 912 P Rural Healih Scr\ ices Oulreach $20.50(1

93 130 P Primar> Care Services Resource Coordination and Development Cooperative Agreements $7,900

93 165 P Grams for Siaie Loan Repaymem _ $SJ00

93 129 P Technical and Non-Financial Assistance 10 Community and Migrant Health Centers $5,000

93 127 P Emergenc) Medical Services for Children $4,811

93 95 1 P Demonsiraiion Grams lo Slates with Respeci lo Alzheimer's Disease $3,922

93 931 P Demonstration Grams to States for Community Scholarship $475

Subtotal: $69,792,771

Health Research

Mental Health Research Grants $364,602

Aging Research $327. 108 >

Drug Ahust Research Programs $305.63

1

Research for Mothers and Children $287.3081

Population Research [NIH] $148.7881

Alcohol Research Programs $104,959*

Health Sen ice Research and Development Grants $22,829

Alcohol Research Center Grams $17,079

NIH Science Education Partnership Award $1,893

Sabiotal: $13*0,197

84.047 P Upward Bound [Higher Education] $IS8,7S0<

Grants to States for Suie Student Incentives $72,000

Talent Search (Postsecondary Education) $65,720

Educational Opportunity Centers $20,500

Douglas Teacher Scholarships $15,000

Fund for the Improvement of Posisecondary Education $1S.000

Academic Partnerships $14,500

Robert C Byrd Honors Scholarships $9,642

F* Formula PCa Project Direct PaymcnUSpccified or Unspecified) UN Guarwletd/lntured U>*n

P> Project L* Direct Loan D* Sale. Eichanic. Donation of ProperlN -Goods

U.S Adviaory Commiasion on |A-7]: 9
tnttrgovamrncmal Ralationt

93 866
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TyjKof
AuisUBCt

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order
OOOs

84.204

S4 02I

School. College, and Univeniw Partnerships

Fulbrighi-Ha>es Training Grants - Croup Projects Abroad..

Subtotal :

Lower Income Housing Assistance Program - Section 8 Moderate Rehabilitation (includes

funding for 14.855. 14.857)

14.850 P# Public and Indian Housing (includes funding for 14.851. 14.852. 14.854)

14.852 P Public and Indian Housing: Comprehensive Improvement Assistance Program

14.235 PP* Supportive Housing Program

14.858 P HOPE for Public and Indian Housing HomeowAership

10.405 PL* Farm Labor Housing Loans and Grants

10.433 P Rural Housing Preservation Grants

10 420 P Rural Self-Help Housing Technical Assistance

14.169 P Housing Counseling Assistance Program

23 005 P Suit Appalachian Housing Programs

14 855 P* Section 8 Renul Voucher J>rogram (Funds reported under 14.856)

14 857 P« Section 8 Rental Cenificaie Program(Funds reported under 14.856)

14.851 P«L Lou-Income Housing HomeouTiership Opportunities for Low-Income Families (Funds

reported under 14 850)

Subtotal :

$4,000

$2,315

$377,427

$11,607,415

$5,547,706

$2,669,000

$113,203

$55,203

$29,461

$23,000

$13,206

$6,006

$250

$0

$0

$0

93.560
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Table A-7

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

84.061 P Indian Education - Special Programs and Projecis

84.101 P Vocational Education • Indians

93.910 P Communit) Coalition Demonstration Projects to Support Health and Human Services

Needs for Minorit) Males

I4.2J0 P Rehabilitation Services - American Indians with Disabilities

84.062 P Indian Education • Adult Education

84 072 P Indian Education - Grants to Indian-Controlled Schools

IS 142 P Determination Grants • Indian Tribal Governments

84.245 P Tribally Controlled Postsecondao Vocational Instituuon

15 143 P Training and Technical Assistance - Indian Tribal Govenunents

II 801 P American Indian Program

84.258 P Even Stan - Indian Tribes and Tribal Organizations

16.583 PP« Children's Justice Act - Discretionars Grants for Native American Indian Tribes

93.933 P Research and Demonstration Projects for Indian Health

93.905 P Indian Health Service Research

1 5 1 30 Pc Indian Education - Assistance to Schools

ll.l).L.MiM.H.I.HMimU^

17.002

93.179

89.003

11428

11400

77 003

000s

SI 1.996

SII.4I2

$4,756

$4,470

$4,318

$2,962

$2,650

$2.S00

$1,750

$1,495

$1,050

$547

$490

$385

$230

SU25,666

P Labor Force Siaiisiics $63,164

P State Data Collection - Uniform Alcohol and Drug Abuse Data $6.00()

P National Historical Publications and Record Grants $5,142

P Intergovernmental Climate • Programs $2,956

P Geodetic Sur\e\5 and Services $1,664

P Enhance Technologv Transfer and Dissemination of Nuclear Energ> Process and Safetv $ 1 .488

Information

SubtoUl: $80,414

84 034
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

Occupational Safet> and Health - Tnining and Educatx $1,568

Sabtoul: S95J5?

PP« Insiituie of Museum Services..

Uli.!JJ:a^A IJJ.H. I.IJ.I II.HIM. I

S4.2IS
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A I) VIS
MiRGO'

)RY C-OMMISSION
liRNMKNTAL RKLATIONS

July 20, 1995

DonC>B- N"f^h Dakota

onicm ofHe Emulht Bnnck

Mtmbtn of State t-efislaeifes

Klecteil Caum OOklab

Senator William V. Roth

Chainnan

Committee on Governmental Af&irs

U.S. Senate

Washington, DC 20510-6250

Dear Senator Roth;

Thank you for the opportunity to testify at the recent hearing by your

Committee on the subject of Duplication, Overlap, and Fragmentation in

Federal Programs.

This letter transmits our response to the five foUow-up questions you

submitted to us following the hearing.

Although many of the Commission recommendations referred to in our

response were made several years ago, we have continued to monitor the grant

system and are confident that those recommendations are as valid now as when

they were made. Currently, we are updating the FY 1992 grant fi^gmentation

index study died in my testimony to your Committee. When this work is

complete, in about one montK we will send the results to you.

Ifwe can be of fiirther assistance, I hope you will caD on us.

Executive Direaor

8(K) K Sirccl. NW
Suilc 450 South Duilding

Washinglon. IK' 20575

Telephom-aOl) 653-5540

/ut (202)fi53-542<»
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AD\'lSORi' COMMISSION
INTER GO\'ERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Answers to Questions for

WILLIAM E. DAVIS
Executive Director, U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

Following the Hearing on

DUPUCATION, OVERLAP, AND FRAGMENTATION IN

FEDERAL PROGRAMS

United States Senate

Committee on Governmental Af&irs

Wednesday, June 7, 1995

Washington, DC

1. List Specific Candidate Programs for Consolidation or Termination.

Ten lists are attached. (See ATTACHMENT A.) The first tiiree lists include programs in the

clusters with the largest numbers of Federal grant programs-(List A-1) health, (List A-2) education,

and (list A-3) social services/public assistance.

The other seven lists contain the programs in the most fiagmented program clusters, as

measured by ACIR's fi'agmentation index—(List A-4) cultural af&irs, (List A-S) occupational safety and

heakh, (List A-6) disaster prevention and relief; (List A-7) libraries, (List A-8) veterans' benefits and

services, (List A-9) natural resources, and (List A-10) justice.

These lists are for FY 1992. ACIR is updating the data to FY 1995 now, and expects to have

the revisions completed in about a month.

In addition, I want to emphasize the need to examine each of the programs in these lists

careiiilly before making any firm recommendations to consolidate or terminate them.

ACIR has examined only one small cluster of grants carefiilly enough in recent years to

recommend consolidatioa That is in the area of child care. Of the five programs in that cbster, two

are block grants—(1) social services and (2) child care and development. We believe that the three

categorical child care programs should be consolidated into the Child Care and Development Block

Grant, and that the child care reimbursement regulations in the two block grants should be made
consistent with each other.

800 K Slrcet. NW, Suile 450, South Building, Washington. DC 20575

Telephone: (202) 653-5540 Fax (202) 653-5429
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As noted in my testimony, the three categorical child care grant programs are:

Title rV-A; ChUd Care (for those in AFDC)

Title IV-A; Transitional Child Care (for those who havejust left AFDC)

Title IV-A: At-Risk Child Care (for those in danger ofneeding AFDC)

2. Assess Management Capacity of States to Administer New Block Grants.

ACIR has not assessed the current management capacity of the States to take on new block

grant responsibilities. In an earlier study, however, ACIR found that the capacities of State

governments increased significantly during the 1960s and 1970s (ACIR, The Question of State

Government Ccpability, January 1985). That study also found that Federal grant programs had played

important roles in achieving this improvement.

However, the States and the 50 different State-local governmental systems vary widely in their

features and capabilities. ACIR has recommended that the Federal govenunent be increasingly diligent

in allowing for these differences when developing new grant programs (ACIR, State and Local Roles

in the Federal System, April 1982). One way to address these differences is to provide flexibility in the

design of the block grant. In addition, if new block grants will require State and local government

capacity that is not now widespread, the new Federal programs should provide cq)acity-building

assistance-as many Federal programs have done in the past.

With regard to the question of the vulnerabilities of the States to waste, fimid, and abuse in

managing new Federal block grants, it should be noted that all States have their own laws prohibiting

waste, fraud, and abuse, and they have been under similar restraints in a multitude of Federal-aid

programs for decades. Therefore, this is not a new issue for the States. Although some cases ofwaste,

fi^ud, and abuse are shown to have occurred from time to time, we have no evidence to suggest that

this problem is worse in State governments than in the Federal government or in the local governments

The new block grants should cany requirements that guard against waste, fraud, and abuse, but should

rely on State laws for enforcement to avoid duplication of effort, unless a specific deficiency in State

law is identified.

When the nine new Reagan block grants were created in 1981, the States acquitted themselves

reasonably well in administering them on very short notice (Richard P. Nathan, Fred C. Doolittle, and

Associates, Reagan and the States, Princeton University Press, 1 987). One reason wras that the States

already had experience with administering most of the 77 consolidated programs. In addition, they

were given substantial flexfcility in adjusting to the new program format. Similar flexibility should be

provided in new block grants.

The most significant lack of capacity that the States may have in managing new block grants

would be the difiSculty in taking financial responsibility for any open-end entitlement programs that

might be blocked uid capped by the Federal government. These programs tend to operate counter to
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economic cycles. Thus, their expenses rise at the very time when State and local government revenues

decline, and these governments are prohibited from borrowing for such programs. Thus, it should be

expected that program benefits would be reduced vt^en they are needed most (k., in times ofeconomic

decline) ifFederal fimding is capped.

3. Discuss Other Concerns atraut Block Grants.

This question has several parts, which are addressed separately below.

Federal taxing for State spending. "Why should the Federal government tax the public only

to send the money back to be spent by the States?" Fundamentally, the answCT is that the funding is

redistributed by the Federal grant system so that the dollars are collected and spent in different

proportions in different places. This process generally benefits the lower population and poorer States

(such as Louisiana, Wyoming, and Mississippi), and States that provide high public service benefits

(such as New York). Such a pattern of redistribution is generally seen as supporting nationwide

objectives, for example, building the Interstate Highway System, stabili2ing agricultural markets, and

establishing a reasonably conastent social safety net.

A recent ACIR analysis shows that State taxes would have to rise anywhere between 14 and

48 percent in the various States if all current Federal grants were abolished (Table B-1) and the average

State would have to raise its taxes by 30.6 percent. Exchiding Medicaid and AFDC, the range among

the States narrows to 10-39 percent and the average drops to 16.4 percent (Table B-2.) (See attached

State-by-State tables, ATTACHMENT B.)

States as subunits of the Federal government It should be noted that one ofthe purposes

of new block grants should be to withdraw the Federal government from the nucromanagement of

Federal aid. The typical existing Federal categorical grant programs are more prone to make State and

local governments into mere administrative subunits ofthe national government than should be the case

with new block grants. Ifthe new block grant does not achieve this result, legislative proposals should

be redesigned to ensure this outcome.

Substituting 50 State bureaucracies for one Federal bureaucracy. This should be viewed

as a positive move, not a negative one. One purpose ofblock grants is to move more deciaonmaking

to the State and local governments and provide them with more flexibility in administering the

programs. This shift is designed to place decisionmaking authority closer to the people who are most

directly affected, so that actual needs can be met more precisely and reasonably. The idea is to avoid

the one-size-fits-all &llacy that is imbedded in too many existing Federal programs, and inject common

sense into government once agaia The Federal government would establish the broad policies and

purposes for the block grants, within which the State and local governments would work, but the

Federal government would refi^ from miaomanaging these programs. The State and local

governments would be recognized as legtimate governing units through which their citizens can make

valid political choices for themselves, rather than being totally subservient to a ri^d and &r-removed

Federal bureaucracy.
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Making government cost less and work better. The debate over block grants can promote a

broader discussion about making government cost less and work better. The decentralization of

decisionmaking, coupled with the concept of holding State and local governments accountable for

performance in relation to national goals, oflFer a means of pursuing improved efficiency and

effectiveness in intergovernmental service delivery. Many Federal agencies now are moving in these

directions under the prodding of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. In this

regard, you might be interested to know that ACIR is beginning a project to help integrate the use of

performance goals and performance measures into Federal-State-local public works programs.

Uses of and limitations on block grants. A new ACIR &ct sheet on block grants is attached

to provide additional information about the uses and limitations of block grants in restructuring the

intergovernmental grant system. (See ATTACHMENT C)

4. Evaluate the Devolution of Housing and Education Programs.

ACIR has not studied, and has no position on, proposals for terminating either the U.S.

Department ofHousing and Urban Development or the U.S. Department of Educatioa We also have

no current information about how the States would react to larger roles in these fields.

However, you might recall that in its 10-volume study of the Federal government's role in the

Federal system m June 1980, the Commission recommended that the Federal government assume fiill

financial responsibility for several programs at the same time it would completely devolve an even

larger number of programs to the State and local governments. The housing and urban renewal

programs were on the fiali Federal fimding side of the recommendation (with 80 percent of all the

governmental spending already being Federal), while education programs were on the devolution side

(with only a 10 percent Fedoal share at that time) (ACIR, An Agenda for American Federalism:

Restoring Confidence and Competence, June 1981).

Proposals for program swaps of these types were pursued by the National Governors'

Association and the Reagan White House in 1982-83, but no agreement was reached. ACIR played a

significant role in analyzing the financial implications of about 60 different combinations of programs

that were examined in the search to find the one that would minimize the dollars that the 50 States

would win and lose, compared to their existing Federal aid awards, if the deal went through. Without

added Federal funding to cover the losses of the losing States, which was not available at that time, all

of the combinations had significant losers. Revenue turnbacks to match program devolutions also

proved to be very difficult to balance on a State-by-State basis. Historically, it should be noted that the

winners-losers problems also killed the more modest devolution recommendations made to the

Congress by President Esenhower's Joint Federal-State Action Committee in the late 1950s.

With respect to elementary and secondary education finances, it should be noted that this

fiinction was almost totally financed locally until State supreme courts, beginning in the 1970s, required

the States to help equalize per-pupil spending among their school districts. Now, the States, on

average, provide about half ofthe fiinds for the public schools. In contrast. State spending on housing

and community development is minuscule. Thus, new Federal block grants for education could be
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made to the States with greater confidence than could new block grants for housing and commuiuty

development.

Both housing and education program clusters offer potential for additional consolidation,

judged by ACIR's criteria. In the case of education, the cluster of programs is still among those with

the largest number of Federal programs, even though it is not a big financial player compared to the

State and local governments. In the case ofthe housing cluster, ACIR's fiagmentation index rose over

the 1980-1992 period.

ACIR has not studied the issue of whether to combine houang programs with other wel&re

programs.

5. Assess the Income Security Ouster ofPrograms.

The programs included in our FY 1992 "Income Assistance" cluster are listed in

ATTACHMENT D. This list does not include food, housing, or health cost reimbursement

programs—as some analysts would recommend. Thus, there is a degree of arbitrariness about this list.

It was prepared for illustrative purposes only, and should not be taken as an authoritative analyas of

consolidation recommendations.

Nevertheless, as ATTACHMENT E shows, most are formula grants, two are block grants,

most have population as part of their formulas, all go to the States (at least in part), and most are

administered by the same agency (the Administration for Children and Families, AFC, in the U.S.

Department ofHealth and Human Services). Thus, there is substantial common ground for developing

a block grant proposal. Still, there are significant differences that would have to be resoh'ed. The

biggest difference, perhaps, is the variation in non-Federal matching ratios which range fi^om 50 percent

to zero. This would affect the winners/losers positions ofthe States.

ACIR has not studied the potential for delivering these programs through a high-technology

financial networic.
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ATTACHMENTA

Lists of Candidate Programs for Consolidation or Termination

Ten Program Clusters with Greatest Potential

A-1. Health

A-2. Education

A-3. Social Services/Public Assistance

A-4. Cultural Affairs

A-5. Occupational Safety and Health

A-6. Disaster Prevention and Relief

A-7. libraries

A-8. Veterans; Benefits and Services

A-9. Natural Resources

A-10. Justice
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LIST A-1

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

93959
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LIST A-1 (con't)

FV1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

CFOA Ai^.ct in Descending Dollar Order

f3 91l
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

ElementaiyfSecondaiyrvoutional

•4010
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LIST A-2 (con't)

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order
«oo-i

Mjgrwt EduMtion Imenuic and Intruuie Coordination Pnrvn $9,985

Aduli Educjiion for the Homeltss - - $9,759

Vociiionil Education • Suit Councils - $9,000

Folio* Through (Elemenurv /Secondary Education) '. $».632

Special Education • Sev«rel> Diabled Profram .". $7,996

Special Education • Reiional Resource and Fadcnl Cemerv $7,000

U»-Relaied Education.™ 16.000

Suic Ltoaey RcMurct Cemm.— $5,000

Demonssraiion Projeeu for the Inuruion of Vocational and Academic Uaraing S4.6S0

Dnabled : Special Studies and Evaluation $4,000

Childttn and Youth wMi Serious Emotioaa] Disurfaanets $3,967

Even Stan • MifmM Education $1.S00

Ceuntelor Training $3J95

Appalachian Vocational and Other Educational Facilities md Opemions $2,927

Commercial Drivers Education $ 1 .952

Technolog) Education Demonssation $964

Bilingual Vocational Innrucior Tnining $450

Bilingual Vocational Materials, Methods and Techniques $340

Sableul: $1^661^9

fm Fenmili Mto Project Dnro PaymaKSpcufie^ or UwpccifKd) l»* Cinnmccd/lnund Loan

•4 144
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Typrof
FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

Qss^sasczszzs
93667
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LIST A-3 (con't)

Trp»«f

FV1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

•4.169
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

Ails and Humanities

4J.007
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LIST A-

5

Tm«f
FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in DesceDdiDg Dollar Order

Occupational Health and Satety

17.500
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FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

•4035

»4I54

»4.I67

•4.091

•4.039
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Typ.or
FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Descending Dollar Order

Resoufce Consenrafion and Development

Spon Fith Rtsioraiion (Din|ell-Johnion Prognni) ..

Wildlife Rejiomion (Pimn»r>-Robenson Program)

Abtndoned Mine Land RecUmiiion Prognm

Witerjhed Proieciion wd Flood Prtvtnnon

Cooperaiive Forttin Atsitunce - -

15 605
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Typtof
FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

in Desceoding Dollar Order

Justice Assistance

16.579
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ATTACHMENT B

State-by-State Tax Equivalent of Federal Aid

B-1. Total Federal Aid to States

B-2. Federal Aid to States, Exclusive ofMedicaid/AFDC

Suit RcveDUC Replanracnt

Tabic B-1

for Federal Funding (descending order)

Federal Grantt* Percent Incrc

Replace Gn
RTS Relative Tai

Capacity Index

Wyoming
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Table B-2

Stale Revenue Replacement for Federal Funding (eicludes Medicaid and AFDC); descending order

Federal Grants* Percent Increase t(

Replace Grants

RTS Relative Tai

Capacity Index

1,483
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ATTACHMENT C

ACm Issue Brief:

Block Grants, Federal Aid, and Deficit Reduction

ACIR issue
brief

biut »S.2/Ju(y 199S

BLOCK GRANTS, FEDERAL AID AND DEFICIT REDUCTION

Federal aid to state and local governments equals about 24 percent of state and local expenditures.

Most of the aid is in the form of categorical grants that specify quite narrowly what the money can be spent

for and how it may be spent

Now, there is talk about putting more federal aid money Into block grants that would give state and

local governments more flexibility in choosing projects and deciding how to spend the funds. Block grants

have broad goals that can be achieved in many different ways and have a well-defined set of recipients that

receive funding by formula Block grants have never accounted for more than 15 percent of federal aid. They

raise programmatic, accountability, and funding issues that have kept them largely out of favor with the

federal government except in times when the federal budget is being cut.

This Issue Srie/ defines block grants and the reasons for using them, answers some of the principal

questions about block grants, and describes factors that should be considered in designing and establishing

new block grant programs.

PROPOSALS TO CONSOLIDATE
FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS

' I 'he Congress is considering proposals that could

X consolidate more than 300 fedeni giant programs

into fiewer than a dozen new "block grants" for wclfaxe,

children, employment and training, social services,

food and nutrition, housing, health, and law

enforcement (see Table 1 ).

The Clinton Administration also has proposed

consolidating 271 programs into 27 new 'partnerships*

for employment and training, housing and urban

development, mnspoitation, and health and human

services (see Table 2).

The cunent proposals could more than double the

present number of block grant programs (15) and

significantly increase their proportion of total grant

funding (10 percent).

Block Gramts Defined

Block grants are one of sev

delivering federal aid to state, local, and tribal

governments. They are viewed as a more flexible

alternative to categorical grants, which, typically, are

narrowly drawn programs with strictly limited

purposes and tight restrictions on how the aid may be

spent.

Block grants usually are created by consolidating

related categorical grants.

Principal features of block grants are:

Broad Purpose. The federal aid is authorized for a

wide range of activities within a broadly defined

national program goal and/or target population.

Recipient Discretion. Recipients of aid have

substantial discretion in pursuing die activities

appropriate to their needs.

Simplicity. Administiative, fiscal reporting, planning,

and other requirements are kept to the minimum

necessary to achieve national goals.

Eligibility. Eligibility of recipients is specified by

stanite.
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FonnnU Funding. Federal aid is distributed by a

statutor>' formula that narrows federal discretion

and increases fiscal certainty for recipients.

Annual Appropriation. A specific amount of federal

aid is appropriated each year.

Objectivxs in Creating Block Grants

From the recipients' viewpoint, block grants offer

flexibility and simplification. They provide federal

assistance without micro-management—which absorbs

time and money, and can produce poor results.

From the federal viewpoint, block grants have been

viewed historically as a means to minimize federal

administrative overhead and maximize the

empowerment of recipients. More recently, they have

come to be viewed as a means of cutting spending and

reducing the federal government's role in determining

program goals and carrying responsibility for results.

This year, for the first time, it has been proposed to

consolidate open-ended categorical programs into

block grants with annual spending limits to cap the

costs of entitlements.

Arguments for consolidating categorical grants

include:

• Small categorical programs would be folded into

the block rather than being terminated by spending

cuts; and

• The high costs of coordinating separate

categorical programs would be avoided.

Arguments against consolidating categorical grants

include:

• Upsening established funding expectations

associated with the categorical programs being

consolidated;

Changing intergovemmenu! relationships

if the recipients of the blocks are not the

same as for the categorical programs;

Changing relationships among the administering

federal agencies and congressional committees if

the consolidated programs were within different

jurisdictions; and

Reducing accountability for results if the national

goals are too broad or undefmed.

Factors to Consider

IN Consolidatlng Categoricals

Clear Goals—There is consensus about the general

purposes of the program, which can be stated

clearly enough (preferabK in performance terms)

that flexibility in the use of funds is not likely to

encourage activities that deviate widely from

expected results.

Identifiable Recipients—The government entity that

has prime responsibility for delivering the service

or program can be clearly identified, so that fiinds

can be equiubly targeted b) formula. Recipients

have, or can be expected to acquire, the capacity

to pursue the program objectives.

Flexibility and Simplification—Existing programs

are so numerous, fragmented, inconsistent, or

complicated that they present barriers to effective,

efficient achievement of goals. Consolidation

offers means to simplify administration, reduce

mandates, and provide flexibility for adaptive

solutions.

CONSOUDATION ISSUES

In considering a block grant, some difficult issues

may need to be addressed. Careful design of the

program can help resolve some of these issues.
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ALIGNING Expected Results

WITH AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Program goals that are far out of line with

available resources may lead to a loss of confidence

and support. To the extent that funding is reduced, it

may be necessary to consider revising goals and

reducing requirements or other expectations.

The proposed capping of entitlements for open-

ended health, welfare, and food and nutrition

programs)is a special concern to many state and local

governments. If entitlements are included in block

grants, many state, local, and tribal governments would

be hard-pressed to maintain benefits during times of

economic downturn. Possible alternatives being

discussed include:

(1) A federal loan fund triggered by economic

conditions;

(2) Special state rainy-day flmds established with a

portion of the federal block grant; or

(3) Supplemental federal appropriations during times

of economic stress.

ALLOCATION Formulas

Funding formulas frequently are based on program

need and ability-to-pay factors. Grant consolidation

throws different program funding formulas together.

Because of the political difficulty of creating an

entirely new formula, it has become common to

average past amounts as the base for the new funding.

Consolidating grant programs is almost certain to

create winners and losers unless some sort of "hold-

harmless" fund can be added. This was done with the

Community Development Block Grant in the mid-

1970s when money was more plentiAil. That is less

likely in today's budget climate. Thus, the pressures

toward a formula that averages past funding are likely

to grow. There also is the possibility of freezing

formula allocations for multiple years, which ignores

inevitable changes in needs among recipients

Local Government Roles

Local governments are sensitive to the potential

for losses in funding as new block grants are created,

especially for bousing, community development, and

law enforcement. The concern stems from the grant

consolidations in 1981, which folded some federal-

local grants into blocks that went to the states. There

are two potential remedies to this problem;

(1) Make local governments the prime recipients of

the block grants of most direct concern to them.

(2) Earmark passthrough funds for local governments

in the state block grants.

Small local governments that caimot each expect

regular formula funding desire—but do not always

have—a voice in determining the allocation of

"balance of state" funds earmarked for small local
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Some Myths about Block Grants

Myth: Blocks are completely distinct from categoricals.

Facts

opposite ends of a continuum that runs from broad and

flexible to narrow and rigid

In practice, block and categorical grants share many of

the same features For example, many categoncal

(including most of the largest ones) are

by fomiulas similar to those used in block

grants In addition, given the variations in federal

miaomanagement. the red tape may be as great in some

of the more managed block grants as in some of the more

flexible categoncal grants

The history of block grants shows a tendency to

m when federal expectations are not

Funds may be earmarked for special projects in a block

grant as well as in a categoncal program

5. Categorical grants can be simplified and cut without

consolidating them into block grants Their administration

also can be coordinated—as is being proposed by the

Administration in some of its "performance partnerships
"

There are precedents for coordinated approaches dating

from the 1970s—Integrated Grant Administration. Joint

Funding Simplification, and Negotiated Investment

Strategy

Myth: Block grants are synonymous with reduced

spending and are vulnerable to termination.

Facts:

Although block grants, as a group, have fared less well

financially than categorical grants, not all blocks have

Of nine block grants for which consistent figures are

available for 1983-1994. only two decreased spending (in

cutrenl dollars), one stayed about the same, and the other

six increased In constant dollars adjusted for inflation.

two increased, two remained about the same, and five

decreased significantly.

The two block grant programs that increased by both

measures are in the health field Thus, factors other than

a program being a block grant seem to determine the

spending level

Even block grants that have lost some funding have

seldom gone out of existence. Of the 23 programs

created since the first one in 1965 (The Partnership for

Health), only three have disappeared Three others were

refonnulated. and another was split in two in 1 993. Four

of the blocks have been around for more than 20 years

Conversely, categorical programs are not immune to

funding cuts and termination For example, grants for

community and economic development, transit, natural

resources, and environmental protection frequently have

been cut. and many have been terminated In FY 1993-

1995 alone. 24 categorical programs were discontinued

The 1981 Reagan block grants relied largely on state or

local constituency judgment and political action for

accountability While this produced some state and local

program changes, it also resulted in significant

replacement of federal funding cutbacks and active

pursuit of national program objectives in many places

Other block grants give a greater federal structure to the

accountability process The transportation and community

development block grants, for example, have stnsng

planning and public involvement requirements designed

to keep them in tune v^ith program goals Responsiveness

to national goals is confimied for the community

development program in a new evaluation by the Urt)an

Institute

1 . It is not dear that block grants always are or should be

intended to stimulate increased spending by state and

local govemments through matching requirements Ottier

goals have included maintenance of effort by the

recipients, a requirement that federal block grant funds

not be substituted for stale or local funds, and simple

supplementation of well-established state and local

programs without any matching requirements.

2 If stimulation is the intent, non-federal matching funds can

be required. In fact, four of the existing 15 block grants

require matching funds—as do about half of the

categorical grants

Myth: Block grants go only to states.

Facts:

1 . Although most block grants go to the states, one goes to

nnaior cities and counties, one goes to transit autfiorities.

and another goes to Indian tribal govemments

2 Some programs go initially to the states but require

passthrough of certain funds to local govemments.
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ATTACHMENT D

Fiscal Year 1992

Income Assistance Ouster Programs

FY1992 Federal Programs by Subcategories

^L'S.'cr in Descending Dollar OrderCFOA

93 560 F FimiK Support Paymenu lo Sutcs • Assistance Pax-menu S13.723.743

17.225 FP« Unemplos-meni Intunnee $2,558,349

93.568 FP Low-Income Home Enerj) Assisunce (BLOCK GRANT] $1,499,975

93.563 F Child Suppon Enforcement $1,375,400

93.575 F Pajmenis 10 Suies for Child C«re Assinmce [BLOCK GRANT) $825,000

93.561 F Job Opponuniiies and Basic Skills Training (JOBS) $678,942

93.566 P« Refugee and Entrant Assistance • Sute-Administered Proffims $404,999

93 574 F Child Care for Families Ai-Risk of Welfare Dependenc> . $357,535

10.427 P« Rural Rental Assistance Payments $319,846

$21,743,789

f* Fomiult P9* ftojecx Dirtci P«yment(Specified or Umpccificd) L^ Cuvaitecd/lnttirtd Loan

r« Projeet L» DiieaLoar D- Sale. Exehangc. DonMion of Property. Coodi

US
Inttrgovtmnrwnui Ralation*

1893
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ADVISORY COMMISSION
ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

September 27, 1995

Miry Ellen Joyc*. Arlington. \

Mtmbm of lilt as. Stuatt

Byron U Oor^in. Nonh Dakota
Bob Graham, Flonda

Dirk Kemplhorae. Idaho

Utmttn aflht U.S. Hmui

800 K Street, NW
Suite 450 South Building

{

Washington. DC 20575

Telephone:{202) 553-5540

f<K (202)653-5429

The Honorable Ted Stevens

Chairman, Governmental Affairs Committee

United States Senate

340 Dirksen Office Building

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On June 7, 1995, 1 had the honor of presenting testimony before the

Committee on Governmental Affairs regarding the 'Duplication, Overlap,

and Fragmentation' in Federal programs.

As a foUow-up to that testimony. Senator Roth, then Chairman of the

Committee, asked that I respond in writing to five questions. In my
response, I mentioned that the research upon which my testimony and

written responses were based was in the process of being updated and I

promised to provide that updated research to the Committee upon
completion.

I am pleased to provide copies of the Federal Grant Profile 1995, A
Report on ACIR 's Federal Grant Fragmentation Index which is the result

of the research update. In addition, I am enclosing a table which is not

included in the publication, but which I believe would be of interest to your

Committee. This table presents a listing of the relatively small federal grant

programs for FY 199S, each ofwhich was fiinded at or below SIO million

dollars. While some, and perhaps many, of these programs are beneficial,

they are at least candidates to consider for possible consolidation,

modification, or termination.

I believe you will find the enclosed report of interest in your Committee's

search for ways to reform the Federal grant system. We have been pleased

to assist the Committee, and would look forward to providing additional

assistance in the future. ACIR's fiindamental mission is to strengthen the

Federal system and improve the ability ofFederal, state, and local

governments to work together cooperatively, efficiently, and effectively.

On behalfof the Commission, I want to commend the Committee for its pursuit of critical

reforms, and to thank the Committee for the opportunity given ACIR to be a part of this

effort.

William E.uavis

Executive Director

Enclosures

91-567 - 96 - 7
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Preface and Acknowledgments

This report is the third in a series published by the Advisory Commission

on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) beginning in 1981.

In 1981, ACIR analyzed the system of federal grants to state and local

governments and recommended how it might be "decongested." As part

of that analysis, ACIR developed a "fragmentation index," which pointed

to programs that potentially might be eliminated or devolved to state and

local governments.

ACIR published an update of the grant system and the fragmentation

indexes in 1993, based on the 1992 Catalog ofFederal Domestic

Assistance. This report is based on the 1 995 Catalog. The Catalog is used

for consistency and because it provides funding estimates that might not

be available elsewhere.

This report differs somewhat from ACIR's recently published

Characteristics ofFederal Grant-in-Aid Programs to Slate and Local

Governments: Grants FundedFY 1995. That report is based on the

December 1994 Catalog Update and on the legislation authorizing and

appropriating funds for the grant programs.

Charles Griffiths, ACIR's Director of Intergovernmental Liaison, was

the principal investigator and author of the report. The report was

reviewed by Bruce D. McDowell, Director of Government Policy

Research, and Philip M. Dearborn, Director of Government Finance

Research.

The Commission hopes that the information in this report will assist

others in their consideration of federal grant reforms.

WUUam E. Davbm
Eiccntive Director
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Highlights

- Federal assistance to state and local governments has grown significantly

between FY 1980 andFY 1995. In overall dollar terms, that growth

amounted to S61 billion, or nearly 24 percent The number ofprograms

has grown by 166 or nearly 25 percent

" This growth has accelerated greatly in the last three yean. Between FY
1980 and FY 1992, the increase in the number of programs averaged only

one per year, and funding grew at 6 percent per year. In the last three

years, the number of programs grew at an average rate of 35 per year, and

funding at over 1 percent a year.

• What is particularly notable about this growth is thefact that most ofthe

new grant programs have been very small in dollar amounts. By FY
1995, approximately 93 percent of all programs constituted only 10 per-

cent of all funding. Looked at another way, 260 programs (41 percent of

the total) comprise about one-half of one percent of all available fimding

to state and local governments.

This reflects a grant system of predominant small programs, most of

which are likely not adequately funded to meet their objectives eflfectively

and efficiently. The system is therefore highly fragmented, with the ratio

between the number of programs in a grant category being far greater than

the ratio of available funding for that category.

Thisfragmentation has been caused in part by the decline in available

federal aid as thefederal government attempts to reduce annual deficits

and bring spending in line with available resources. As this decline con-

tinues, the tendency is to achieve additional program objectives by simply

creating more programs with fewer dollars, or to split some programs.

Thispoints to a system in need ofreform. The block grant and consolida-

tion proposals now being pursued are one response. Other avenues to con-

sider are devolving to state and local governments programs that no

longer can be adequately funded at the national level, or to terminate very

small programs that have very limited benefits.

AOR • FRAOMEOTATION INDEX
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Methodology

Data Sources

To compile its federal grant system updates, ACIR uses the most recent

edition of the Catalog ofFederal Domestic Assistance. Programs are

grouped into categories and subcategories, using the federal budget func-

tion codes in Appendix III of the Catalog.

ACIR uses a dififerent groupmg for some programs based on a judg-

ment that they will be more effective for this study. ACIR also simplified

or abbreviated the Catalog nomenclature for some program groups and

used its own terms m other instances when it was thought to be more

descriptive.

Programs Included and Excluded

To maintain consistency with the earlier reports, this study focuses on pro-

grams for which state and local governments are eligible. Programs for

Indian tribes and territorial governments are not included.

Again, ACIR made judgments about the types ofprograms to include.

For example, programs targeted to local public authorities (such as hous-

ing, development, and infrastructure) are included because they are likely

to have a direct or close relationship to general local govenunents. On the

other hand, programs targeted to universities and hospitals are excluded

because those institutions less frequently have a close relationship to gen-

eral government functions. ACIR also excluded programs that are targeted

to a few selected state or local governments. Again, this determination is

subjective. For example, programs targeted to the multistate Appalachian

region are included.

Finally, ACIR did not include programs listed in the Catalog for

which funding was not authorized or appropriated for FY 1994 or estimat-

ed for FY 1995. However, funding for some programs is combined in the

Catalog when their funding cannot be separately identified. These pro-

grams have been included. As such, the dollar amount for some programs

in the tables will show $0. There are 13 such programs included.

AOR • FRAGMENTATION INDEX
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Comparison of Updates

ACIR's 1981 and 1993 reports and the current update of federal grant pro-

grams are similar but not entirely comparable. Each grouping and set of

programs included difiFer in some respects. The differences are based on

judgments about the best placement of certain programs and on changes

in the federal budget function groups. Most of these differences are rela-

tively minor, and do not invalidate the general comparison of program

growth and fragmentation within categories.

Basis of Funding Figures

ACIR's 1981 and 1993 reports used federal funding daU for the preceding

fiscal year (FY 1980 and FY 1992). The 1995 study uses two sets of fund-

ing data-estimated FY 1995 figures, if shown in the Catalog, or FY 1994

dollar amounts.

This update includes only formula, project, and direct payment types

of federal grant fiinding. Programs that provide loans and loan guarantees

or insurance programs are excluded.

The Fragmentation Index

ACIR's fragmentation index is the measure ofhow the number ofpro-

grams and amount of funding in a program category compare to the over-

all total of programs and funding.

Each index is a composite of two types of ratios: (1) the number of

programs within a category divided by the total number of all federal

grant programs and (2) the amount of funding in a categoiy divided by the

total for all programs. The program ratio is divided by the funding ratio,

giving the fragmentation index for the category.

AOR • FRAGMENTATION INDEX
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Federal Grant Profile 1980-1995

A FRAGMENTED SYSTEM

After ACIR's 1981 report on federal grant assistance programs (An

Agendafor American Federalism), in wbich the Commission found a fair-

ly fragmented program structure, various streamlining efforts by the

Congress and President resulted in fewer and less fragmented programs.

But ACIR's 1993 update of the federal grant system found not only that

the number ofprograms had grown to an all-time high (553) but that the

system had become even more fragmented.

The trend found in 1993 has continued. It is this trend that first caused

the National Performance Review in 1992 to request that ACIR update its

original federal grant fragmentation study. This trend, along with efforts

to reduce the federal deficit, also lends support to the efforts by the

President and the 104th Congress to reform the grant system.

Table 1 provides an overview of federal program and fimding growth

over the last IS years.
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Rgure 1

Growth of Federal Gronts

FY 1980- FY 1995

$50,000

FY 1980 FY 1992 FY 1995
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$82.5 billion over 12 years (or 71 percent), and approximately $61 billion

over the next three year period (or nearly 3 1 percent).

A major reason for the growth in funding has been the dramatic

increase in Medicaid. Since FY 1980, Medicaid spending has grown fiom
$12 billion to $88 billion, an increase ofover 600 percent Federal grants

for the program grew by 71 percent between FY 1980 and FY 1992, and
by another 31 percent since FY 1992. Excluding Medicaid, federal grants

grew by 24 percent between FY 1980 and FY 1992. But, over the last

three fiscal years, federal grants actually grew by nearly 33 percent, an
increase greater than ifMedicaid is included in the calculations. This
shows that the growth of federal grants has accelerated over the last few
years in spite of the tremendous growth in Medicaid.

This growth can also be seen ifone looks at the average annual

growth ofprograms. As shown in Table 2, between 1980 and 1992, the

number of programs grew about five per year, compared to 35 per year

between 1992 and 1995. Funding grew about 6 percent over 12 years, and
over 1 percent during the last three years.

Tabhl
ngM In Fadaral Onmts

FYiaS0-1M5

FY 1960-1992 (mlUion*) FY1992-199S (mDUonc)

82.543
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number of programs. However, this increases the overall fragmentation of

the federal grant system.

DiSTRIBUnON OF GRANT EUGIBILITY

Figiire 2 shows the distribution ofFY 1995 grant eligibility, and die esti-

mated amounts of federal funds associated with those grants. It should be

noted that this depicts only state and local government eligibility (other

entities may be eligible for the same assistance) and not the actual or esti-

mated flow of funding.

Even with this qualification, it is clear that state governments are the

primary recipients of federal funding, cither directly or shared with local

governments. On the other hand, a significant portion of funding received

by the states is passed through to local governments.

%R*qiilra<)
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69%

Figure 2
Federal Grants by Type of Applicant

FY 1995

47%

26%

5%

46%

7%
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Changes in Program Categories

Table 4 depicts changes in federal program categories between FY 1980

and FY 1995 in terms of the percentage of federal fiinding to state and

local governments.

In 1 980, for example, the housing category accounted for the largest

percentage of funding. By FY 1992, housing fell to fourth place in per-

centage funding, and rose one notch to third place by FY 1995. The

Medical (changed to Health after FY 1980) or Health categories rose to

first place in FY 1992 and remained there in FY 1995. This is due to the

rapid growth in Medicaid funding. It should also be noted that the catego-

ry of Health in FY 1995 now includes Occupational Health and Safety,

^^Wch was a separate category in FY 1980 and FY 1992.

Transportation began in FY 1 980 in fourth place, rose to second place

by FY 1992, and dropped to fourth in FY 1995. The Income Security cat-

egory has risen steadily since FY 1980 (combining the Pubhc Assistance

and Economic Opportunity categories in FY 1980, and the Income

Security and Public Assistance portion of Social Services/Public

Assistance categories in FY 1992).

Today, Income Security includes such programs as AFDC, the

National School Lunch Program, WIC, state administration of

Unemployment Insurance, Child Support Enforcement, Food Stamps,

Low-Income Home Energy Assistance, the School Breakfast Program,

and the JOBS Program (Appendix E lists all of the programs for cate-

gories and subcategories).

Employment and Training, which had the third largest percentage of

funding in FY 1980, dropped significantly over the 15 years. The Social

Service and Education categories have remained fairly constant (the cate-

gory of Libraries in FY 1980 and 1992 was combined with Education in

FY 1995). On the other hand, the Environmental category has dropped

steadily. In FY 1980, that category comprised over 4 percent of all fund-

ing. By FY 1992, it had dropped to 2 percent, and by FY 1995 it dropped

to 1 .38 percent, even when combined in a category with Natural

Resources.

The categories toward the bottom of the percentage lists have, for the

most part, remained there over the 1 5 years, except for Disaster

Prevention/Relief and Justice. Both changes are understandable given the

number of significant disasters in the last few years, and the growing con-

cern with law enforcement and the justice system.

Appendix C provides additional information for the categories used in

FY 1995. Appendix D provides a listing of subcategories used for FY
1995. Some subcategories are used in more than one category. Appendix

E lists each category and subcategory, along with the programs contained

in the subcategories.

AOK ' FKAGMEKTAT10N INDEX
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Grant Characteristics

Table 5 outlines the types of assistance to state and local governments.

None of these categories are mutually exclusive. For example, all block

grants use formula distributions. In addition, a grant program may offer

more than one assistance type. Table S applies all the funding for a pro-

gram in the order of formula, project, and direct payments, even if other

assistance types are offered, because it is impossible to break out the

funding among types. Excluding block grants, the funding and percent-

ages in Table 5 total all fimding assistance and programs. (ACIR has tra-

ditionally labeled funding except for block grants as categorical

assistance.)

Parcant of P*rc*nl of

$ 22,972.304 e.B5% 2.34%

213.932.274 6240% 2566%
27.947.838 10.76% 77.46%
17,739.832 6 83% 2.19%

The interesting point about Table 5 is that it shows how project grants

comprise a small proportion (1 1 percent) of federal assistance, but a

majority (77 percent) of the programs. This type of fimding constitutes the

base for most of the Segmentation in the federal grant system.

Appendix F lists the FY 1995 Block Grants, and Appendix G lists the

formula grants. Two other appendices present additional characteristics of

federal assistance. Appendix H lists the FY 1995 programs that offer

funding for research or studies in whole or part Appendix I presents the

FY 1995 programs that offer fimding for construction or facilities in

whole or part. These listings may not be complete because program

descriptions are not always clear as to their possible uses.

FlUGME^^^ATION Indexes

Table 6 presents a comparison of the fiegmentation indexes constructed

by ACm for FY 1980, FY 1992, and FY 1995.

ACIR's fiagmentation index is the measure ofhow the number of pro-

grams and amount of fimding in a program category compare to the over-

all total ofprograms and fimding.

Each index is a composite oftwo types of ratios: (1) the number of

programs within a category divided by the total number of all federal

grant programs and (2) the amount of funding in a category divided by the

total for all programs. The program ratio is divided by the funding ratio,

giving the fragmentation index for the category.

• FRAOMENTAnON INDEX
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In an ideal situation, the fragmentation index would equal 1 .0, where

the percentage ratios for funding and programs would be equal. An index

less than 1 .0 represents a category with lower fragmentation because the

ratio of funding is greater than the ratio for programs. This situation

reflects more dollars for fewer programs. Of course, the reverse is true for

higher indexes, where there are fewer dollars for a greater number of pro-

grams.

The principle behind the frtigmentation index is that, in general, small-

er programs carry a disproportionate burden of administrative overhead

and a smaller resource base to meet the objectives for which they were

created. In general, the program categories with higher fragmentation

indexes are potential candidates for grant consolidation, termination, or

turnback to state and local governments.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that these indexes are only one ele-

ment to consider in this regard. Some smaller programs are defensible in

that they do provide beneficial services and results. The fragmentation

analysis is only to alert policy leaders that a closer look is warranted for

highly fragmented categories.

As can be seen from Table 6, many of the fragmentation indexes have

remained relatively consistent over the study periods.

To a considerable degree, the fragmentation indexes follow the per-

centage funding order in Table 6. The categories having the greater per-

centage of federal funding tend to have lower fragmentation indexes. The

programs that have increased their percentage of funding, such as Disaster

Prevention/Relief and Justice, have also had improving fragmentation

indexes.

The notable increases in fragmentation include Agriculture since FY
1992, Employment and Training and Education which have had a gradual

but continuing increase since FY 1980, Energy (although the fragmenta-

tion today is much better than in FY 1980), and Cultural Affairs (Arts and

Humanities programs), which has had a consistently high index, and has

become more fragmented.

The Environmental Quality/Natural Resources categories, taken

together, began in FY 1980 with a much smaller index, rose significantly

by FY 1992, and improved somewhat by FY 1995 (although still with

fairly high fr^tgmentation).

The fragmentation indexes in Table 6 are aggregates for program cate-

gories. These categories are comprised of subcategories. Appendix J lists

the fragmentation indexes for these subcategories which gives a more
detailed picture of the program areas most affected by fragmentation.

AQR • FRAGHtENTATlON INDEX
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In a period that is witnessing a comprehensive look at reforming
American Federalism, including the federal grant system, this report sug-
gests those eflForts are certainly warranted.

Federal assistance to state and local governments has and can continue
to provide critical help to achieve not only national objectives but state

and local government objectives as well. But these public objectives can-
not be accomplished with a grant system that is unduly fiagmented, in

which many programs are so small as to be relatively ineffective as well

as inefificient

ACIR has advocated for many years that the most effective and eflS-

cient federal grant system is one with fewer and adequately funded pro-

grams. This can be best achieved by consolidating beneficial programs
with similar objectives, devolving to state and local governments those
programs that cannot be adequately funded, and terminating programs that

have very limited benefits or do not truly meet vital national objectives.

Given the need to reduce the national deficit, it is critical that the

funding that can be provided to state and local governments be structured

and delivered as effectively as possible.

AQR • FRAGMENTAnON INDEX
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Appendix A

Largest 25 Federal Grant Programs To State and Local Government: FY
1995

AMOUNT
CFDA PROGRAM (OOP)

93.778 Medical Assistance Program (MEDICAID) $88,438,360

20.205 Highway Planning and Construction $19,649,127

93.560 Family Support Payments to States - Assistance Payments $16,205,697

1 4.855 SecUoD 8 Rental Voucher Program $ 1 5,824, 1 57

14.239 Home Investment in Affordable Housing $14,000,000

84.010 Chapter I Programs - Local Educational Agencies $6,698,356

20.205a Surface Transportation Program [Block Grant] $4,889,713

1 0.555 National School Lunch Program $4,484,668

83.516 Disaster Assistance $4,300,000

10.557 Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) $3,620,251

93.600 Administration for Children, Youth and Families - Head Start $3,534,429

14.2 1

8

Community Development Block Grants/Entitlement Grants $3,1 57,000

93.658 Foster Care - Title IV-E $3,128,023

20.507 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance [Block Grant] $2,933,761

93.667 Social Services Block Grant $2,800,000

17.250 Job Training Partnership Act [Block Grant] $2,520,532

17.225 Unemployment Insurance (Sute Administration) $2,373,995

93.563 Child Support Enforcement $2,368,000

84.027 Special Education - State Grants $2,322,9 1

5

84.126 (Vocational) RehabiliUtion Services - Basic Support $2,043,874

20.500 Federal Transit Capital Improvement Grants $1,924,904

10.561 State Administrative Matching Grants for Food Stamp Program $1,719,564

10.558 Child and Aduh Care Food Program $1,481,349

20.106 Airport Improvement Program $1,450,000

10.760 Water and Waste Disposal Systems Grants for Rural Communities $1,334,193

93.568 Low-Income Home Energy Assistance [Block Grant] $1,319,451

%ALrFUiwsl 82.26% TOTAL: $214^22^19

U.S. Advisory Commission on
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Appendix B

Federal Programs Under $10 Million: FY 1995

Ranked by Percent of Funding

% Smill

OMifiliMU Cnal Nanbcr % Snail

CATEGORIES (000) Fauiiiit Protnmi Pro(rami

Health $223,681 21.51% 57 21 92%

E<hication $189,922 18.10% 41 15.77%

Natural Resources $162,787 15.52% 44 16.92%

Cultural AfiEairs $105,491 10.06% 21 8.08%

Social Services $100,003 9.53% 20 7.69%

Justice $51,797 4.94% 14 5.38%

Income Security $29,805 2 84% 5 1.92%

Agriculture $28,276 2.70% 7 2.69%

Disaster Relief/Prevention $26,533 2.53% 7 2.69%

TransponatioD $23,113 2.20% 8 3.08%

Employment $22,541 2.15% 4 1.54%

General Govt $18,915 1.80% 3 1.15%

Commerce $16,980 1.62% 3 1.15%

Community/Regional Development $15,854 1.51% 9 3.46%

Energy $13,453 1J8% 5 1.92%

Multiple Categories $5^06 .51% 1 .38%

Veterans $4,622 .44% 1 .38%

Science/Technology $3,200 .31% 1 .38%

$2,650 .25% 6 2.31%

$2,095 J0% 3 1.15%

Grand ToUl: $1^9,014 260

Percent All Funding Pereent Ai

0.40% 40.«9%



Appendix C
FY 1995 Federal Grant Categories

Ranked by Descending Dollars

OUigitiou SToUl Nnnbcr %Totil

CATEGORIES (OOO) Fapdiat Progrtmi Protniiiii

Health $96,892,295 37.32% 123 19.2S%

Income Security $39,354,357 15.16% 36 5.63%

Transportation $31,727,667 12.22% 26 4.07%

Housing $30,632,984 11.80% 17 2.66%

Social Services $17,399,468 6.70% 72 11,27%

Education $17,051,010 6.57% 119 18.62%

Community/Regional Development $7,143,528 2 75% 26 4.07%

Employment $5,279,404 203% 14 2.19%

Disaster ReliefTPrevention $4,862,904 1.87% 12 1.88%

Natural Resources $3,537,695 1.36% 81 12.68%

Justice $3,126,695 1.20% 34 5.32%

Science/Technology $687,566 .26% 4 .63%

Agriculture '. $485,375 .19% 15 2.35%

Energy $400,937 .15% 10 1.56%

General Government $343,453 .13% 4 .63%

Cultural Affairs $258,741 .10% 29 4 54%

Veterans $243,068 .09% 5 .78%

Defense $125,895 .05% 6 .94%

Commerce $61,596 .02% 5 .78%

Multiple Categories $5,306 .00% 1 .16%

Grand ToUl : $259,619344 639

U.S. AdviMfy Commitslon on Intergovernmental Relations
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Appendix D
Federal Grant Subcategories

Ranked by Descending Dollars: FY 1995

ObliKiHoDS •/. Toul
SUBCATEGORIES (OOP) Fuadlpg

Health Care Services $89,314,932 34.40%

Housing Assistance 30,632.984 11.80%

Ground Transportation 30.203.163 11.63%

Other Income Security 24.878.645 9.58%

Elementary/SecondaryA'ocational 16.271,110 6i7%

Food/Nutrition 13.026.899 5.02%

Child WelfareA'outh Programs 7,856,291 3.03%

General Health 5,742,739 2.21%

Training and Employment 5,122,257 1.97%

Community Development 5,092,388 1 .96%

Emergency/Preparedness 4,862,904 1.87%

General Social Services 3,625,786 1.40%

Rehab/Disability Assistance 3,344,878 1.29%

Pollution Abatement/Control 2,274,944 .88%

Area/Regional Development 2,051,140 .79%

Criminal Justice 1,815,990 .70%

Health Research 1.664,759 .64%

Other Social Services 1.643.619 .63%

Public Assistance/Income Supplement 1.457.489 .56%

Air Transportation 1.450.000 .56%

Law Enforcement UI0.705 .50%

Aging Programs 907.718 .35%

Science/Technology 687,566 .26%

Education Research/Aids 499,947 .19%

Recreational Resources 479,517 .18%

Agricultural Research/Services 420.145 .16%

Conservation/Land Mgt 376.462 .15%

General Purpose Govt. Assistance 334.453 .13%

Other Natural Resources 299.025 .12%

Higher Education 292,453 .11%

Arts and Humanities 258.741 .10%

12



Appendix D
Federal Grant Subcategories

Ranked by Descending Dollars: FY 1995

SUBCATEGORIES (OOP)

Energy Conservation 250^90

Veterans Medical Care 232.763

Consumer/Occupational Health & Safety I69,S65

Other Labor Services 157,147

Energy Supply 149.597

Water Resources 107.747

Military 79,895

Income Stabilization 65,230

Business/Regulation of Commerce 61,596

Water Transporution 56,204

Atomic Energy 46,000

Other Transportation 18.300

Other Veterans Benefits 10,305

Special Govt Assistance 9,000

Multiple Functions 5,306

Energy Information/Policy 1,050

Grand ToUl : $259,619,944

% ToUl Nib
FuDding Prog
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Appendix E
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
Obligitioni

(000)

AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Research/Services

10J03 Payments to Agricultural Experiment Stations under Hatch Act 162.648

10J06 Grants for Agricultural Research - Competitive Research Grants 96,689

lOJOO Grants for Agricultural Research, Special Research Grants 63,530

10.028 Animal Damage Control 26,366

10.025 Plant and Animal Disease, Pest Control, and Animal Care 22,666

10.202 Cooperative Forestry Research 19,770

10.215 Sustainable Agriculture Research Education 7,71

1

10.001 Agricultural Research: Basic and Applied Research 7J04

10.207 Animal Health and Disease Research 5J05

10.435 Agricultural Loan Mediation Program 3,000

10 167 Transportation Services 2,635

10.501 Agriculture Telecommunications Program 1,221

10.156 Federal-Suie Marketing Improvement Program IJOO

Income SubliutioD

10.568 Temporary Emergency Food Assistance (Administrative Costs) 40,010

10.569 Temporary Emergency Food Assistance (Food Commodities) 25,220

COMMERCE

Business/Regulation of Commerce

11.800 Minority Business Development Centers 25,916

11.609 Measurement and Engineering Research and Standards 18,700

59.007 Management and Technical Assistance for Socially and Economically Disadvantaged Business 8,073

1 1 .427 Fisheries Development and Utilization Research and Development Grants and Cooperative Agreements 7,000

11.801 American Indian Program 1,907

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL DEVELOPMEhJT

Area/Regional Development

10.760 Water and Waste Disposal Systems Grants for Rural Communities 1434,193

1 1 J07 Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance Program 291,213

IIJOO Economic Developmem - Grants for Public Woriis and Development Facilities 195,000

23.002 Appalachian Supplements to Federal Grant-in-Aid (Community Development) 100,370

10.769 Rural Development Grants 47,500

10.770 Water and Waste Disposal Loans and Grants (Section 306O 25,000

1 1.302 Economic Development • Support for Planning Organizations 21,484

11J03 Economic Development - Technical Assistance 10,926

10763 Emergency Community Water Assistance Grants 10,000

Adviaory Commiuion on Intergovernmental Relations
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FY 1995
ObllgitioBi

(OOP)

23.009 AppiJKhiin LociJ Developmenl District Assisuncc 5,631

1 1JOS Economic Dcvelopmcnl • Stale and Local Economic Development Planning 4,873

23 008 Appalachian Local Accws Roads 1.800

10.771 Rural Technology Development 1,750

23.011 Appalachian State Research, Technical Assistance, and Denunsiraiion Projects 900

23.013 Appalachian Child Development 500

23.001 Appalachian Regional Development (funding reported under teparae progrms)

1 1 J04 Economic Development - Public Works Impact Progimi (funds lepocted in »1 1 JOO)

Community Development

14JI8 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/Entitlcnieni Grants 3,157,000

14.228 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/State's Program 1,233.940

10.500 Cooperative Extension Service 426,140

14.244 Empowerment Zones Program 100.000

14J19 Community Development BLOCK GRANTVSmall Cities Program 54.360

15.904 Historic Preservation Fund Grants-in-Aid 41.421

10 772 Empowerment Zones Program 40.000

12.607 Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance 39.127

12.612 Community Base Reuse Plans 400

CXILTURAL AFFAIRS

Arts and Humanities

45.007 Promotion of the Arts - State and Regional Program 31.075

45.129 Promotion of the Humanities - State Programs 28.014

45.149 Promotion of the Humanities - Division of Preservation and Access 24.502

45.301 Institute of Museum Services 22,052

45.130 Promotion ofthc Humanities -Challenge Grants 13.973

45.013 Promotion of the Arts - Challenge Grants 12,670

45.005 Promotion of the Arts - Music 10,700

45.104 Promotion of the Humanities - Humanities Projects in Media 10,264

45.125 Promotion of the Humanities - Humanities Projectt in Museums and Historical Otganizalioas 9,916

45.006 Promotion of the Arts - Media Arts 9,540

45.012 Promotion of the Arts - Museums 9.235

45.003 Promotion of the Arts • Arts in Education 7,1 10

45.002 Promotion of the Arts - Dance 4,890

45.127 Promotion of the Humanities - Elementary and Secondary Education in the Humanities 6.769

45.150 Promotion of the Humanities - Higher Education in the Humanities 6.768

45 010 Promotion of the Arts • Expansion Arts 5.290

45 014 Promotion of the Arts - Opera/Musical Theater 5,|g5

Advisory Conwniiiion on Intergovemtnentil ReHtiona
|
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45.011 PromolionoftlK Alts -Presenting and Conunusioning 5,035

45.009 Promotion of the Ans - Visual Am 4,850

45.004 Promotion of the Am • Litenture tysi

45.015 Promotion of the Am - Folk Am 3475

45 145 Promotion of the Humanities - Reference Materials 3364

45.001 Promotion of the Am - Design Am 3J60

45.022 Promotion of the Am • Advanccmcm GtanU 3,100

45.122 Promotion of the Humanities - Centers for Advanced Study 2,985

45.137 Promotion ofthc Humanities -Humanities Projects in Libraries and Archives 2,481

45.1 13 Promotion of Ihe Humanities - Public Humanities Subjects 2,476

45.023 Promotion of Ihe Am - Local Am Agencies Program 2.065

45.158 Leadership Opportunity in Science and Humanities Education 1,500

DEFENSE

Atomic Energy

II . 1 04 Technology Dcvelopmem for Environmental Restoration and Wasu ManagemenI

.

12 400 Military (

12.002 Procutemenl Technical Assistance for Business Firms 12,000

12.61

1

Community Economic AdjustmenI Planning Assistance for Reduaion in Defense Industry Employment 1,720

12.610 Joint Military/Community Comprehensive Land Use Plans 200

12.613 Growth Management Plan

PISASTER RELIEF/PREVENTION
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Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
Obligitions

(OOP)

EDUCATION

Edaution Reicarch/Aids

114 117 Educalionil Research uid Oevelopinenl 86^00

M 034 Public Ubfuy Services «I4M

I I.5S2 Telecommunicaliou mi Infomution Infrismicture Assisonce Pragnm 56349

t4^IS Innovation In Education: Secntary's Fund 36,7S0

S4.I68 National Program for Strengthening Teaching and Administntion in Maheamics and Science 36JS6

M.1S4 Public Librwy Construction and Technology Enhancement 30,400

S4203 Star Schools Program 30.000

I I.SSO Public Telecommunications Facilities - Construction and Planning 27.26S

84303 Challenge Grants for Technology in Education 27,000

(4.03S Interiibrary Cooperation and Resource Sharing 23,226

84 073 National Diffusion Network I4,4ro

t4J02 Technical Support and Professional Development Consortia for Technology 9,900

U206 Jacob K. Javits Gifted and Talented Students Education Grant Program 9,321

84 167 Library Literacy 8,026

84.039 Library Research and Demonstrations 6,S0O

84.091 Improving Access to Research Library Resources _ S,808

84^1

1

First Schools and Teachers $396

11.551 National Endowment for Children's Educational Television (NECET) 2J58

84.286 TelecoRununicalions Demonstration Project for Mathematics 2,250

84.287 2 1st Century Community Learning Centers Program 700

Elementary/Secondary/Vocational

84 010 Chapter I Programs -Local Educational Agencies 6,698356

84 027 Special Education - Stale Grants 2322.915

84.048 Vocational Education - Basic Grants to Stales 955.626

84.041 Impact Aid - Maintenance and Operations (Elcmentaiy/Seoondaiy Educalioa) 728,000

84.186 Drug-Free Schools and Communities - Stale Giants 456.962

84.099 Bilingual Vocational Instructor Training 441.900

84.276 Goals 2000 - Stale and Local Educalioaal Systemic Impravcmenl Giants 402,821

84 ISI Federal, Stale, and Local Pannenhips for Educaionallmpiovcinem (BLOCK GRANT] 369,500

84 173 Special Education - Preschool Giants J60J65

84.298 Innovative Education Program Strategies 347,250

84.181 Grants for Infanu and Toddlen whh Disabilities 325,632

84.281 Eisenhower Professional Development Stale Grants 320,000

84.01

1

Migrant Education - Basic Stale Formula Grant Program 299,475

84.002 Adult Education - Slate-Administered Basic Grant Program 252345

Advitoiy Conwniuion on Intangovemmantal Ralations
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(4164

14.003

84.009

U243

14.163

(4.029

MJI3

M.012

(4.201

84.198

84.049

(4.284

(4.216

23.012

84.196

84.218

(4.I9S

(4.024

84.288

84.184

84733

84IS8

84.289

84.004

84J77

(4.023

(4.026

84.192

(4.291

(4.0S1

(4 188

84194

84J07

84.02S

1.174

250.998

155.690

ol$ 116.878

108.000

Magnet Schools Assisunce in Desegregating Districts 107,985

Special Education - Special Education Personnel Development and P«em Training 103.124

Even Start • Local Educational Agencies 102,024

Educationally Deprived Children - Slau Administration 60,712

Indian Education - Formula Grants lo Local Educational Agencies 59.686

Emergency Immigrant Education 50.037

Chapter 1 Program for Neglected and Delinquent Children 39JI1

School Dropout Demonstration Assistance 37.730

National Workplace Literacy Partnerships 37.516

ducaiion 35.234

35.000

Capital Expenses (Elementary/Secondary Education) 31,434

Appalachian Vocational and Other Educational Facilities and Operations 29,735

Education for Homeless Children and Youth - Grants for Stale and Local Activities 28,81

1

27,560

25,189

Eariy Education for Children with Disabilities 25,167

Bilingual Education Program Development and Implementation Grants 25,100

National Programs for Drug-Free Schools and Communities 25,000

Dnig-Ftee Schools and Communities - Emergency Grants 24,552

Secondary Education and Transitional Services for Youth with Disabilities 23.966

Bilingual Education -Systemwide Improvement Grants 22,400

Desegregation Assistance. Civil Rights Training, and Advisory Services 21.606

Safe Schools Discretionary Grants to Local Education Agencies 20,000

Special Education - Innovation and Development 19,885

Media and Captioning for Individuals with Disabilities 19.142

Adult Education for the Homeless 19.082

Bilingual Education - Systemwide Improvement Grants 17.400

National Vocational Education Research 17,268

Drug-Free Schools and Communities - Regional Centers 15,595

Bilingual Educational Support Services 14430

Drug-Free Schools and Communities - School Pei«nnel Training 13,614

Services for Children with Deaf-Blindness 12,832

Vocational Education Community-Based Organizations 11,499
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FY 1995
Obligitioni

(OOP)

I4J49 Foreign Languatci Auiflmc* 10,803

MJM Suu Lilericy Resount Centm 10,676

14J99 IndiBi Educuion • Special Programs 10,415

(4.110 Technology, Eduutiontl Medit and MMcrials for IrdividiiaU with Disabilities 10J62

I4.25J Lltericy Progrmis for Prisoners lOJOO

14.016 Special Education - Severely Disabkd Program 10,030

14J4S Demonstration Projects for the Integration of Vocational and Academic Uaraing 10.000

14.053 Vocational Education - State Councils 9.006

14.071 Postsecondary Education Programs for Persons with Disabilities I.I39

M.06I Indian Education - Special Programs and Projcctt »,7I0

M.040 Impact Aid • Construction (Elementary/Secondary Education) I.5S4

MOM Follow Through (Elementary/Secondary Education) 1.477

S4.293 Foreign Languages Assistance 7.150

S4.02I Special Education - Regional Resource and Federal Centers 7^11

14.212 Public Charter Schools 6.000

•4.144 Migrant Education Inietstate and Intrastate Coordination Program S.9t5

14.123 Uw-Relaud Education 5.952

•4.199 Vocatioaal Education Cooperalivt Dcmonstrdion 5.496

•4J79 Goals 2000 - Assessment Developmem and Evaluation Granu 5.000

•4 159 Disabled Special Studies and Evaluation 4,160

•4.237 Children and Youth with Serious Emotional Disturbances 4.147

•4.0S3 Women's Educational Equity Act Program 3.964

•4.191 Adult Education - National Programs 3.900

•4J4I Drug-Free Schools -Counselor Training 3.600

•4.294 Foreign Languages Assistance - Incentive Gtaots 3.000

•4J04 iMcmational Education Exchange 3,000

•4JI4 Even Stan - Migrant Education 2.941

•4.077 Bilingual Vocational Training 2.210

•4.030 Clearinghouse for Individuals with Dijabimies 2,162

•4JM> GoaU 2000 - Oppoitunity-Tc-Uam Developmeffl GtanU 2.000

•4J92 Bilingual Education - Research Programs 1.9n

•4.190 Chrisu McAulifTe Fellowships 1.946

•4.100

Talent Search (Postsecondary Educslion) 7^.300

Gr«iu to Statts for State Student Incentives 43375

Robert C Byrd Honon ScholiBhips 29.1 17
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FY 1995
Obligations

(OOP)

84767 SUU Postsecondary Review 20,000

84 047 Upward Bound (Higher Education] 19.171

M116 FundforthelmprovemenlofPoflsecondaryEducilion 17,543

84 176 Douglas Teacher Scholarships 14,599

84704 School. College, and University Partnerships 3,893

84.017 International Research and Studies 2,731

84.02

1

International: Overseas-Group ProjecU Abro«l 2,1 19

84772 National Early Intervention Scholarship and Partnership (NEISP) 1,875

M770 Teacher Corps 1.875

84751 Foreign Periodicals 655

EMPLOYMENT

Other Labor Services

17.002 Ubor Force Statistics 148.497

17.005 Compensation and Working Conditions Data 7.150

34 002 Labor Managetnent Coopeiwion 1.500

Training anti Employment

17750 Job Training Partnership Act [BLOCK GRANT] 2.520.532

17746 Employment and Training Assistance - Dislocated Workers 1.036.800

17.207 Employment Service 845.912

17735 Senior Community Service Employment Program 410.500

17.247 Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers 85.710

17.801 Disabled Veterans Outreach Program 83,601

17.804 Local Veterans Employment Represenutive Program 77,593

17749 Employment Services and Job Training - Pilot and Demonstration Programs u 35,522

17748 Employment and Training - Research and Development ProjecU 12,196

17.802 Veterans Employment Program 8,880

17.805 Homeless Veterans Reintegration Project S,01

1

ENERGY

Energy Conservation

81.042 WeatheriiaUon Assistance for Low-Income Persons 226J00

81.041 State Energy Conservation 23,990

Energy Information/Policy

77.003 Enhance Technology Transfer and Dissemination of Nuclear Energy Process and Safety Infoimation I.OSO

Energy Supply

81.089 Fossil Energy Research and Development 89,967

81 065 Nuclear Waste Disposal Siung 32,200
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FY 1995
Obligations

(OOP)

11.107 Oil Recoveiy Dcmonsmion 15,027

tl.079 Biofuels and Municipal Waste Technology and Regional Programs 4,700

S1.086 Conservation Research and Development 3,760

I1.0t7 Renewable Energy Research and E)evelopmcnt 2,100

(I 081 Ejiergy Tasli Force for the Uitan Consortium 1,843

GENERAL GOVERNMENT

GcDcril PurpOK Government AssisUnce

10.M5 Schools and Roads - Grants to States 324,538

12.112 Payments loStaus in Lieu ofReal Estate Taxes 5,125

10.666 Schools and Roads - Grants 10 Counties 4,790

Special Government AssisUnce

89.003 National Historical Publications and Record Grants 9,000

HEALTH

Consumer/Occupational Health St Safety

17.503 Occupational Safely and Health - Stale Program 70,615

10 475 Cooperative Agreements with Slates for Intrastau Meal and Poultry Inspection 39,563

17.504 Consultation Agreements 31,564

93.263 Occupational Safety and Health - Training Grants 12.898

93.262 Occupational Safety and Health Research Grants 9J74

17.600 Mine Health and Safety Grants 5,851

General Health

93 959 Substance Abuse and Preventive Treatment Services BLOCK GRANT 1,234.107

93.224 Community Health Centers 616.555

93J68 Childhood Immanizalion Grants 355.783

93.991 Preventive Health and Health Services (BLOCK GRANT) 303,906

93.777 State Survey and Certification ofHealth Care Providers and Suppliers -Medicare 292.400

93.9'58 Community Mental Health Services BLOCK GRANT 277,919

93.940 HIV PrevenUon Activities -Health Department Based 225,923

93J17 Family Planning - Services 179.561

93.917 HIV Care Formula Grants 174.767

93 914 HIV Emergency Relief Project Granu 174.685

93.915 HIV Emergency Relief Formula Grants 174.685

93.919 Stale-Based Comprehensive Breast and Cervical Cancer Control Programs 152.714

14.900 Lead-Based Painl Hazard Control Program 142.000

93.116 Project Grams and Cooperative Agreements for Tuberculosis Control Programs 111.000

93.194 Community Partnerships Demonstration Cram (Substance Abuse) 105,048

93.283 Centers for Disease Control: Investigations and Technical Assistance 93,283

Atlviaory Commisaion on Inlergovemmontal Relations
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FY 1995
Obligitions

(OOP)

93.779 Heallh Can Financing Research, Demonslralions and Evaluations 78,958

93.977 Preventive Health Seivia - Sexually Tnnsmined Diseases Control Grants 72,703

93J46 Migrant Health Cenieis Grants 65.000

93.144 Demonsniion Grants for the Prevention of Alcohol and Other Drag Abuse among High-Risk Youth 59.249

93.918 GrmtsU) Provide Outpatient Early Intervention Services with Respect to HIV Disease 52,568

93.944 HTV/AIDS Surveillance 51,300

93.125 Mental Health Planning and Demonstration Projects 41,000

93.118 AIDS Activity 36,277

93.104 Comprehensive Community Menial Health Services for Children with Serious Emotional Disturbances 35,000

93.102 Demonstration Grants for Residential Treamient for Women and Their Children 34,561

93.982 Menial Heallh Disaster Assistance and Emergency Mental Health 30,000

93.150 Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness [BLOCK GRAhfT] 28.874

93.938 Cooperative Agieemenu to Support School Health Education to Prevent the Spread of AIDS 27J40

93.136 Injury Prevention and Control Research and Slate Grants Projects 27,000

93.941 HTV Demonstration, Research, Public and Professional Education Project 27,000

93.153 Pediatric AIDS Heallh Care Demonstration Program 26.000

93.196 Cooperative Agreements for Drug Abuse Treatment Improvement Projects in Target Cities 25,000

93.101 Residential Treatment Programs for Pregnant and Postpartum Women 24,505

93.197 Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Projects - Stale and Community-Based Childhood Lead Poisoning 24,500

93.943 Epidemiologic Research Studies of AIDS and HIV in Selected Population Groups 22,450

93.138 Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness 21.518

93.902 Model Comprehensive Drug Abuse Treatment Programs for Critical Populations 20,801

93.169 Model Projects for PregnanI and Postpartum Women and Their Infants (Substance Abuse) 19,903

93.928 Special Projects of National Significance [Heallh) 17.919

93.903 Model Criminal Justice Drag Abuse Treatment - Incarcerated Populations, Non-Incarcerated Populations

and Juvenile Justice Populations 17.022

93.145 NaUonal AIDS Education and Training Centers 16.435

93.887 Project Grants for Non-Acule Care Inlamediale and Long-Term Care Facilities for Patients with AIDS 15.000

93.988 Cooperative Agreements for Stale-Based Diabetes Control Programs and Evaluation of

Surveillance Systems - 11,167

93 957 Occupational Heallh and Surveillance 10.729

93.937 Comprehensive Residential Drug Prevention and Treatment Projeos for Substance - Using Women

and their Children 10.168

93.927 Residents ofPublic Housing Primary Care Program 9.518

93 184 DisabiliUes Prevention 9.200

93.229 Demonstration Cooperative Agrecmenu for Development and Implemenlation ofCriminal Justice

Treatment Networks - 9.000

93.201 Public Health Assessments and Related Sile-Specific Biologic Testing 8.000

Advisory Commitsion on Interjovemmental Relations
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FY 1995
Obligation!

(OOP)

93.177 Inicgraud Community-Btsul PrimaiyCm nd Dnig Abuse Trcatmem Soviets 7,800

93.949 (OV/AIDS and Related Diseases among Substance Abusers - Conununily-Based Outreach and Intervention

Demonstration 7,500

93.109 Linking Community-Based Primary Care. Substance Abuse, HIV/AIDS, and Mental Health Treatment Services 7349

93.950 Capacity Expansion Program [Health] 6,701

93.I2( Grants for Technical Assistance Activities Related lo the Block Oram for Community Mental Health Services

-Mental Health Statistics Improvement Program ^ 6,400

93 131 Cooperative Agreements for Addiction Treatment Training Centers 6,277

93.978 Sexually Transmitted Diseases Research. Demonstrations, and Public Information and Education Grants 6,0S5

93.161 Health Program for Toxic Substances & Disease Registry 6,000

93.947 Tuberculosis Demonstration, Research, Public and Professional Education 6,000

93.955 Health and Safety Programs for Construction Work 5,828

93.260 Family Planning - Personnel Training 5,131

93.122 Substance Abuse TiealmenI and Recovery Systems for Rural. Remote and Culturally Distinct Populations 4,500

93.965 Coal Miners Respiratory Impaimient Treatment Clinics and Services (Black Lung Ginics) 4,142

93.995 Adolescent Family Life • Demonstration Projecu 4,013

93.956 Centers for Agricultural Research, Education and Disease and Injury Prevention and Occupational

Respiratory Disease and Musculoskeletal Disorders Evaluation and Rehabilitation 3,957

93.913 Operation of OflTices of Rural Health 3,800

93.953 Modification ofTraumaCare.Component of Sute EMS Plan 3,796

93.192 Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for Rural Areas 3,721

93.137 Minority Community Health Coalition [>emonstration 3J00

93.155 Rural Health Policy/Research Centers 2,750

93.942 Research, Treatment and Education Programs on Lyme Disease in the US 2.703

93.132 Managed Care Demonstration Models for SSI Beneficiaries Disabled Due to Addiction lo Alcohol and Drugs ... 2,651

93.987 Health Programs for Refugees 2,400

93.886 Grants for Physician Assistant Training Program 2,400

93.120 Mental Health Services for Cuban Entrants 2,400

93.901 Communications Programs Aimed uward the Prevention of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drug Problems 2J00

93.946 Cooperative Agreements to Support State-Based Infant Health Initiative Programs 2,232

93.244 Mental Health Clinical or Servict-Relaied Training Grants 2.000

93.185 Immunization Research, Demonstration, Public Information and Education 2.000

93103 Health Activities Recommendation Panel Health ActiviUes; Health Outcome Studies to Hazntous

Substances and Adverse Health Outcomes _ 2,000

93.216 HTV/AIDS Mental Health Services Demonstration Program 2,000

23.004 Appalachian Health Program 1,800

93. 1 1 9 Grants for Technical Assistance Activities Related lo the Block Grant for Community Mental Health Services

- Technica.' Assistance Cenurs for Evaluation „ 1.500

Advlsoiy Commiulon on InlMBOvanunantal Relation* E
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FY 1995
OblifatioDS

(OOP)

93.922 NIH Science EducaionPiftnenhipAwmJ 2,000

HOUSING

M.tSS Section I Rental Voudwr Program I5,S24.I57

14.239 Home Investment tai AfTonlAle Hoosmf I4.00C.000

14.150 Public wd iDdian Housinf rmcludet ftmdin( for 14 ISI, 14J12, I4.IS3.I4.IS4) 2«3,000

14.U7 Pioervaion of A/Iontoble Hausin( 175,000

14J4I Housing Opponunities for Persons whh AIDS 156,000

14.SS6 Lower Income Housing Assistance Program - Section ( Modeiate Rehabilitation 54,000

14.240 HOPE for HomeownershiporSinglc Family Homes 50,000

M.SSi HOPE for Public am) Indian Housing Homeownership 47,325

10.405 Farm Labor Housing Loans and Grants .« 26,202

10.433 Rural Housing Pit»erv«ion Granu 22,000

10.420 Rural Self-Help Housing Technical Assistance 12.650

10.442 Housing Application Packaging .._ 2,000

23.005 Stau Appalachian Housing Programs 650

14.152 Public and Indian Housing Comprehensive Improvnnem Assistance Program (ftmding leponed under 14.155)

I4.t59 Public and Indian Housing-Comprehensive Gram Program (funding reported under I4.8S5)

14.151 Low-Income Housing - Homeownership Opportunities for Low-Income Families (Funds rcponed under M.gSO)

l4.tS7 Section t Rental Certificac Program (ftmding reported under 14.155)

INCOME SECURITY

10 555 National School Lunch Progrm 4.4g4.661

10.S57 Special Supplemental Food Program for Women. Infants, and Childran (WIN) 3.620.251

10.561 State Administrative Matching Grants for Food Stamp Program 1.719464

10.551 Child and Aduh Can Food Program I.4I1349

10.553 School Breakfast Program I.053.7t6

10.559 Summer Food Service Piofrim ibr Ouldicn 256,456

10J70 Nutrition Program for the EMerly (Cooimodkici) 150433

10J60 Stae Administrative Expenses for OiildNnariiioa 92.196

10.565 Conraodity Supplemental Food Program 14436

10.571 Food Commodities for Soup Kitchens 40.000

10.556 Special Milk Program for ChlMcn 11.063

10J64 Nutrition Education and Training Program 10l271

10.572 WIC Farmeis' Market Nutrition Progrm (FMNP) 6,750

ythtT Income Sccority

93 560 Family Support Payments to Stales - Assistance Payments I6J0S.697

17.225 Unemployment Insurance (State Administratioo) 2J73.995
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FY 1995
Obligitions

(OOP)

93.563 Child Suppon Enforcemcnl 2368.000

93.5M Low-Income Home Energy ABisuiwe[BUXHGRAKT) UI9,45I

93.561 Job Oppoftunities tni Bisic SkUU Tnining (JOBS) 9t0.000

93.575 Piymenls to Staa for Child C« Assistance [BlXXnC GRANT! 934.642

93.574 Child Care for Families Al-Risk of Welfare Dependency 357,000

93366 Refiigee and Entrant Assistance - State-Administered Programs 2l5.44g

93.584 Refiigee and Entrant Assistance-Targeted Assistance 55J97

93.567 Refiigee Assistance-Voluntary Agency Programs 41.987

93.576 Refiigee and Entrant Assistance-Discretionary Grants 1 1,720

96.007 Social Security - Research and Demonstration g^gO

93.583 Refiigee and Entrant Assislance-Wilson/Fish Programs 6.928

93.564 Child Support Enforcement Research (fiinding under 93.562)

Public Aisistance/Incomc Supplement

10.427 Rural Rental Assistance Payments 523,008

14.235 Supportive Housing Program 334.000

14.854 Public and Indian Housing Drug Biminuion Program 250J92

14J38 Shelter Plus Care 123.000

14.231 Emergency Shelter Grants Program 115,000

14J43 Opportunities for Yoiirth-Youthbuild Program 48.000

14.185 Homeo>¥nership and Opportunity for People Everywhere (HOPE 2) 30.000

14.861 Public and Indian Housing Family Investment Centers Program 26.342

14.170 Congregate Housing Services Program 7.747

JUSTICE

Criminal Justice

16.586 Violent Offender Incarceration and Truth in Sentencing Incentive Grants 750.000

16.579 Drug Control and System Improvement - Formula Grants 454.775

16.554 National Criminal History Improvement Program 100,000

16.575 Crime VicUm Assistance 79,749

16.540 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention - Allocation to Stales 79,294

16.580 Drug Control and System Improvoneni - Discretionary Grants 67^52

16.576 Crime Victim Compensation 64,674

16.548 Title V-Delinquency Prevention Program 30,689

16.585 Drug Court Discretionary Grant Program 28,710

16.560 Justice Research, [>evelopment, and Evaluation Project Grams 26,731

16.588 Violence Against Women Fonnula Grants 23.450

16.542 National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 18,281

16.595 Executive Office for Weed and Seed 13.456

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relationt
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Obligations

16.541 Juvenile Justice Did Delinquoicy Picvention - Spcciil Emplusis 13.053

16 547 Victims of Child Abuse 11.754

14^85 Family and Community Endeavor Schools Grant Program 1 1,100

16.549 Pan E- State Challenge Activities 10.000

16.543 Missing Children's Assistance: Public Infonnalion 9J51

93.643 ChUdren's Justice Grants to Stales 9J25

I6.5t2 Crime Victim Assistance/Discretionary Grants 5,802

16.603 Corrections - Technical Assistance/Clearinghouse 2.647

16.550 Criminal Justice Statistics Development 2,400

16.601 Cotiections - Training and Staff Development 1,876

16.577 Emergency Federal Law Enforcement Assistance 1,123

16.602 Corrections - Research and Evaluation and Policy Formulation 315

16.574 Criminal Justice Discretionary Gram Program 75

16.581 Drug Law Enforcement Program Prison Capacity 8

Law Enrorcement

16.710 Public Safety and Community Policing Grants U50J30

30.002 Employmenl Disoimination • Stac and Local Fair Efflploymcnt Practices Agency Contracts 26,500

16.71

1

Troops to Cops 15,000

14.401 Fair Housing Assistance Program - Stale and Local 7J7S

14.409 Fair Housing Initiatives Program: Education and Outreach Initiative 7,000

14 408 Fair Housing Initiative Program - Administrative Enforcement Initiative 3.000

16 108 Americans with Disabilities Act Technical Assistance Program 1.500

MULTIPLE CATEGORIES

Multiple Functions

12.114 Collaborative Research and Development (DepLofOefense) S306

NATURAL RESOURCES

Conservation/Land MgL

15J52 Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Program 135.734

10.664 Cooperative Forestry Assistance 91421

11.419 Coastal Zone Management Administration Awards 53,500

15.250 Regulation of Surface Coal Mining and Surface Effects ofUndopaund Coal Mining 51.661

10.652 Forestry Research 21.525

66.461 WeUands Prouction - State Developmem Grants 15.000

10.670 National Forest - Dependent Rural Communities 4,910

10.901 Resource Conservation and Developmem 2,464

15.222 Cooperative Inspection Agreements with Slates and Tribes 147

15.224 Cultural Resource Management (not separately identifiable)

Advitoty Commiation on li
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\ Appendix E
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
ObligitioDS

(OOP)

15^25 Recrtation Resource MBiageimnt (nor icpmiely idcnlifuble)

Other Natural Resources

15.975 Research Infomution 83J52

1 1.417 Sea Grant Suppoit 51.400

11.431 Climaie and AOnospheric Research 2t,400

11.469 Congressionally Identified Construction Projects 18,515

59.045 Natural Resource Development 17,600

11.430 Under»a Research 16,701

1 1.436 Columbia River Fisheries Development Program 13,609

15.807 Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program 12,000

1 1.452 Unallied Industry Projects 10.194

1 1.463 Habitat Conservation 7.808

1 1.438 Pacific Salmon Treaty Program 5.089

11.467 Meteorotogic and Hydrologic Modernization Development 4.000

11.454 Unallied Managemeni Projects 3.398

1 1.420 Coastal Zone Management Estuarine Research Reserves 3.300

11.448 Federal/Slate Cooperative Program in Atmospheric Research 3,265

11.428 Intergovernmental Climate - Programs 3,200

11 437 Pacinc Fisheries Data Program 3,167

1 1 407 Interjurisdictional Fisheries Act of 1986 3.156

11.405 Anadromous Fish Conservation Act Program 2.003

11.400 Geodetic Surveys and Services 2.000

11426 Financial Assistance for Ocean Resources Conservation and Assessment Program 1.834

11.439 Marine Mammal Data Progran) 1.730

1 1.429 Marine Sanctuary Program 1.600

15.977 State Paitneiships 600

II 472 Unallied Science Program 534

1 1.459 Climate and Air Quality Research 450

11.462 Hydrologic Research 120

Poilution Abatement/Control

66 458 Capitalization Grants for State Revolving Funds (Wastewater TieaOnent Facilities) 1 J35JOO

66.001 Air Pollution Control Program Support 180,709

66 802 Hazardous Substance Response Tnist Fund 100,000

66.460 Nonpoint Source Implementation Grants 100,000

66.500 Environmental Protection - Consolidated Research 98.588

66.801 Hazardous Waste Managemeni State Program Support 97.050

66 419 Water Pollution Control - Stale and Interstate Program Suppon 79.534

66 432 Stale Public Water System Supervision 70.000
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Appendix E

Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
ObligitioiK

66 805 Underground Storage Tank Tnul Fund Prognm 64450

66.501 Air Pollution Control Research 39^4

66.600 Environmenul Proledion Consolidaljon Grants - Program Support 38JS4

66 463 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Relfled Stale Program Grams 22.500

66.700 Consolidated Pesticides Compliance Monitoring and Program Cooperative Agreement 16,136

66 456 National Estuary Program 14.168

66.454 Water Quality Management Planning 13300

66.707 TSCA Tide IV State Lead Grants-Cenification oflxad-Based Paim Professionals 12400

66.809 Core Program Cooperation Agreements

66.433 State Underground Water Source Protection

11400

.9.923

.9,00066.804 Stau Underground Storage Tanks Program

66.032 State Indoor Radon Grants «.158

66.504 Solid Wasu Disposal Research 7.174

.7.10066708 Polli

66 506 Safe Drinking Water Research and Demonstration 6,047

66.505 Water Pollution Control - Research. Development, and Demonstration 5409

66.507 Toxic Substances Research 4,945

66.701 Toxic Substances Compliance Monitoring Program 4,150

66.502 Pesticides Control Research 3,900

66 435 Water Pollution Conuol - Lake Restoration Cooperation Agreements 3,200

66 808 Solid Waste Management Assistance 3,000

66.951 Environmental Education Grants 3,000

10762 Solid Waste Management Grants 2,995

66 467 Wastewater Operator Training Grant Program 2,000

66.810 Emergency Planning and Community Righl-to-Know Technical Assistance Grants 1400

Recreitionil Hesourccs

15.61 1 Wildlife Restoration (Pittman-Robertson Program) 205,760

15.605 Sport Fish Resuration (Dingell-Johnson Program) 199,751

15.916 Outdoor Recreation • Acquisition. Development and Planning 32495

15.600 Anadromous Fish Conservation 15,000

15 615 Cooperative Endangered Species Conservation Fund 8.480

15.919 Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program 7,400

15 614 Coastal Wetlands Planning, Proteaion and Restoration Act 7,042

15.618 Administrative Grants for Federal Aid in Sport Fish and Wildlife Restoration 2,400

15.617 Wildlife Conservation and Appreciation 1,089

Water Resources

10.904 Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention 107,747

Advisory Commission on I
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Appendix £
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
ObligitiODS

(OOP)

SCIENCEAtCHNOLOGY

Science/Technology

47.076 Educaiion and Human Resources 605.974

12.113 Siau Memorandum ofAgreemem Program for the Reimbuisement ofTechnical Services 39,953

SI. 109 Financial Assistance Program -Science Education and Technical Infofmuion... 38,439

81.105 National Industrial Competitiveness through Energy. Environment and Economics 3,200

SOCIAL SERVICES

Aging Progrims

93 045 Special Programs for the Aging (Title lll-C) - Nutrition Services 469.874

93.044 Special Programs for the Aging (Title lll-B) - Grants for Supportive Services and Senior Centen 306,71

1

94 002 Retired Senior Volunteer Program 35.808

94 016 Senior Companion Program 3U94

93 048 Special Programs for the Aging - Title IV. Training. Research, and Discretionary Projects/Programs 26,529

93 043 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Ill-F) Disease Prevention and Health Promotion Services 16,982

93 046 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Ill-D) - In-Home Services for Fr»il Older Individuals 9463

93 041 Special Programs for the Aging (Title VII) - Prevention of Elder Abuse. Neglect, and Exploitation 4,732

93.042 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Vll) - Long-Term Care Ombudsman Services for Older Individuals 4.449

93.049 Special Programs for the Aging-Title Vll. Chapter 6-Allobnenu for Vulnerable Elder Rights Protection 1,976

Child Welfire/Youtb Programs

93.600 Administration for Children, Youth and Families - Head Start 3.534.429

93 658 Foster Care - Title IV-E 3,128.023

93 659 AdopUon Assistance 425.639

93 645 Child Welfare Services - Stale GranB 291.989

93.556 Family Preservation and Support Services 145,000

93 674 Independent Living 70,000

93 666 Comprehensive Child Development Centers 46,560

93.623 Administration for Children. Youth and Families - Runaway and Homeless Youth 40,458

94.004 Learn and Serve America - School and Community Based Progrims 37400

93 669 Administnlioo for Children, Youth and Families - Child Abuse and Neglect Stale Grams 22,854

93.670 Administration for Children. Youth and Families - Child Abuse and Neglect Disoetionaiy Activities ISJ8S

93.657 Drug Abuse Prevention Program for Runaway and Homeless Youth 14,466

93 550 Transitional Living for Runaway and Homeless Youths 13,649

93.652 Administration for Children, Youth and Families - Adoption Opportunities 13,000

93.673 Grants to Stales for Planning and Development of Dependent Care Programs 12,823

93.656 Temporary Child Care and Crisis Nurseries 1 1,835

93.660 Drug Abuse Prevention and Education Relating to Youth Gangs 10,520

Advisoiy Commiuion on Intergovatnmerttal Relation*

91-567 - 96
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Appendix E
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
Obligitions

(000)

Sociil Services B1X»CK GRANT 2,800.000

ces BLOCK GRAKT 396,700

211,430

Plmning Bid Progrun Development Gfmls 61,903

Community Services Block Grmt - Disoelionary Awards 45,015

Tnining and Technical Assistance 17,J00

Social Services Research and Demonstration M.96I

Community Services Block Grant Discietionary Awards - Demonstration Partnership 7,977

93.608 Child Welfare I

93 614 Child Devel

Food/Nutrition

93 571 Community Services Block Grmt Discretionary Awards - Community Food and Nutrition .

General Social Scrricet

93.667

93.569

94.006

94.007

93.570

94.009

93.647

93.573

Higher Education

94.005 Learn and Serve

Other Social Services

93.565 Slate Legalizaiio

93.585 Empov»ef7nent Zones Program.

.

94.011 Foster Grandparent Program....

14 169 Housing Counseling >

93.671 Family Violence F

93.572 Emergency Community Services for the Homeless

94.003 Stale Commission

93.578 Family Support Center and Gateway Demonstration Program..

93.586 Suie Court Improvement Program

93.562 Assistance Payments-Research (funding under 93.647)

Rehab/Disability AuitUnce

.6J95

.1360

84 126 (Vocational) Rehabilitation Services • Basic Support

84^46 Rehabilitation Shon-Term Training

93 630 Developmental Disabilities Basic Support and Advocacy Grantt

84.133 National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research

93.631 Administration on Developmental Disabilities - Projects of National Significance.

84.132 (inters for Independent Living -

84.224 State Grants for Technology-Related Assistance to Individuals wHh Disabilities...

84 187 Supported Employment Services for Individuals with Severe Handicaps

84.128 (Vocational) Rehabilitation Services - Service ProjecB

84.129 (Vocational) Rehabilitation Training

.12.500

.67,762

.50,000

.27,133

. 19,752

. 14.700

...7471

.. 5.000

. 2,043.874

... 800,000

97,156

70.000

57,715

40,533

39,429

36,536

30,558

22,401
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Appendix £
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
Obligations

(OOP)

14234 Projecu with Industry 22.071

S4.I69 Cofflptehcnsive Services for IndepcndeiilUving 2I.8S9

14^5 Special Projecu md Demonsoaioiis fiir Providing Vocational Rehab. Services to Individuals

with Severe Disabilities _ _ _ 19.942

g4.16I Rehabilitation Services - Client Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities 9,t24

M.I77 Rehabilitation Services - Independent Living Services for Older Blind Individuals t,952

S4J40 Program of Protection and Advocacy of Individual Rights 7,4S6

(4.264 Rehabilitation Training - Continuing Education 6,448

84.265 Rehabilitalion Training - Stale Vocational Rehabilitation Unit S,9S3

84.160 Training Interpreters for Individuals who are Deaf and Individuals who are Deaf-Blind 1,510

84.263 Rehabiliuiion Training - Experimental and Innovative Training 1,153

84.236 Training and Public Awareness Projects in Assistive Technology for Individuals with Disabilities 908

84.231 Demonstration and Innovation Projects ofNational Significance in Assistive Technology for Individuals

TRANSPORTATION

Air Transportation

20.106 Airport Improvement Prog.-am /. 1,450,000

Ground Transportation

20J05 Highway Planning and Construction 16,309,464

20.205a Surface Transportation Program (Block Grant] 4,889,713

20.507 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance (BLOCK GRANT] Formula Grants 2,933,761

20.500 Federal TransN Capital Improvement Grants 1.924,904

23 003 Appalachian Development Highway System 233,479

20.509 Public Transportation for Nonurbanized Areas 151,877

20.600 Siau and Community Highway Safety 123,000

20J18 Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program 73,078

20.513 Capital Assistance Program for Elderly Persons and Persons with Disabilities 59,192

20.505 Federal Transit Technical Studies Grants 43,528

20.514 Federal Transit Technical Assistance (also funds: 20 503, 20.51 1 ; 20.512) 38.191

20.601 Alcohol Traffic Safety and Drunk Driving Prevention Incentive Grants 25.000

20J12 High Speed Ground Transportation 24.500

20J08 Local Rail Freight Assistance Program 17,000

20.515 State Planning and Research aransit) 8,889

20.215 Highway Training and Education 6369

20.219 National Recreational Trails Program 1,555

20 512 Federal Transit Technical Assistance (repotted under 20.514)

20.511 Human Resource Programs (reported under 20.514)

Advisory Commiaaion on Inlergovemmenlal Relations
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Appendix E
Program Categories and Subcategories and Programs

FY 1995
Obligattont

(OOP)

20.S03 Federal Transit Manigerul Training Grants (ftpoficd under 20.S 1 4)

Otlicr Transportation

20 700 Pipeline Safety 12,000

20 703 Interagency Hazardous Materials • Public Sector Training and Planning Grants 6,200

20 006 Stale Access to the Oil Spill Liability Tnist Fund 100

Water Transportation

20 005 Boating Safety Financial Assistance 3l,g50

20.007 Bridge Alteration 24354

VETERANS

Other Veterans Benefits

64.203 State Cemetery Grams 10J05

Veterans Medical Care

64 015 Veterans State Nursing Home Care 161,079

64.005 Grants to States for Construction of Stale Nursing Home Caic Facilities 47345

64.014 Veterans Stale Domiciliary Care 19,717

64.016 Veterans Slaie Hospital Care 4,622

Appendix F

Federal Block Grants To State and Local Government: FY 1995

CFDA
ObligatioDS

PROGRAM

20.20Sa Surface Transportation Program

14.218 Community Development Entitlement Grants

20.S07 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance Formula Grants

93.667 Social Services

1 7J50 Job Training Parmership Act „

93.568 Low-Income Home Energy Assistance

93.959 Substance Abuse and Preventive Treatment Services

14.228 Community Development: State's Program

93.575 Payments to States for Child Care Assistance

93.994 Maternal and Child Health Services

93.569 Community Services

84.151 Federal, State, and Local Partnerships for Educational Improvement..

93.99

1

Preventive Health and Health Services

93.958 Community MenUl Health Services

93.150 Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness

,..$4,889,713

....J.157,000

.....2.933,761

.....2,800.000

.....2.520.532

U19.451

1.234.107

1.233.940

934,642

572.259

396.700

369.500

J03.906

.277,919

.28,874

APPROXIMATE V. ALL FUNDS: 8.85V. TOTAL: $22,972404
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Appendix G
Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obi

(000)

AGRICULTURE

10.207 Animal Health and Disease Research 5^05

10.202 Cooperative Forestry Research 19,770

10.569 Temporary Emergency Food Assistance (Food Commodities) 23,220

10.568 Temporary Emergency Food Assistance (Administrative Costs) 40,010

10.203 Payments to Agricultural Experiment Stations under Hatch Act 162,648

5 S252,853

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

15.904 Historic Preservation Fund Grants-in-Aid 41,421

10.500 Cooperative Extension Service 426,140

14728 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/State's Program 1,233,940

14.218 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/Entitlemem Grants 3,157,000

4 S4,858,501

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

45.007 Promotion of the Arts - Sttte and Regional Program 31,075

i S31,075

DISASTER RELIEF/PREVENTION

83.105 Community Assistance Program - Sute Support Services Element 4^00

83.503 Civil Defense - State and Local Emergency Management Assistance 74,268

83.523 Federal Emergency Management Food and Shelter Program 130,000

3 S208368

EDUCATION

84.272 National Early Intervention Scholarship and Parmership (NEISP) 1,875

84.190 Christo McAuliffe Fellovrehips 1,946

84.053 Vocational Education - State Councils 9,006

84J54 State Literacy Resource Centers 10,676

84.249 Foreign Languages Assistance 10,803

84.174 Vocational Education - Community-Based Organizations 11,499

84.176 Douglas Teacher Scholarships 14,599

84.267 State Postsecondary Review 20,000

84.035 Interlibrary Cooperation and Resource Sharing 23,226
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Appendix G
Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

Obligations

(000)

84.218 State Program Improvement Grants 27,560

84.196 Education for Homeless Children and Youth - Grants for State and Local Activities 28,81

1

84.185 Robert C. Byrd Honors Scholarships 29,117

84.154 Public Library Construction and Technology Enhancement 30,400

84.216 Coital Expenses (Elementary/Secondary Education) 31,434

84.049 Vocational Education - Consumer and Homemaking Education 35,234

84.013 Chapter 1 Program for Neglected and Delinquent Children 39,311

84.162 Emergency Immigrant Education 50,037

84.012 Educationally Deprived Children - State Administration 60,712

84.069 Grants to States for State Student Incentives 63,375

84.034 Public Library Services 81,562

84.213 Even Stan - Local Educational Agencies 102,024

84.243 Tech-Prep Education 108.000

84.009 Education of Handicapped Children in State Ope™«ed or Supported Schools 1 16,878

84.164 Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education - State Grants 250,998

84.002 Adult Education - Sute-Administered Basic Grant Program 252,345

84.01

1

Migrant Education - Basic State Formula Grant Program 299,475

84.281 Eisenhower Professional Development State Grants 320,000

84.181 Grants for Infants and Toddlers with Disabilities 325,632

84.298 Innovative Education Program Strategies 347,250

84.173 Special Education - Preschool Grants $360,265

84.151 Federal, State, and Local Partnerships for Educational Improvement [BLOCK GRANT].. 369,500

84.276 Goals 2000 - Sute and Local Educational Systemic Improvement Grants 402,821

84.186 Drug-Free Schools and Communities - State Grants 456,962

84.048 Vocational Education - Basic Grants to States 955,626

84.027 Special Education - State Grants 2,322,915

84.010 Chapter 1 Programs - Local Educational Agencies 6,698,356

36 $14,270,230

EMPLOYMENT

17.804 Local Veterans Employment Representative Program 77,593

17.801 Disabled Veterans Outreach Program 83,601
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Appendix G
Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

17.247 Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers 85,710

17.235 Senior Community Service Employment Program 410,500

17.207 Employment Service 845,912

17.246 Employment and Training Assistance - Dislocated Workers 1,036,800

17.250 Job Training Partnership Act [BLOCK GRANT] 2,520,532

7 S5,060,648

ENERGY

81.041 Sute Energy Conservation 23,990

81.042 Weatherization Assistance for Low-Income Persons 226,300

2 S2S0490

GENERAL GOVT

10.666 Schools and Roads - Grants to Counties 4,790

12.1 12 Payments to States in Lieu of Real Estate Taxes 5,125

10.665 Schools and Roads - Grants to Stales 324,538

~
3 $334,453

HEALTH

93.138 Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness 21,518

93.150 Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness [BLOCK GRANT) 28,874

93.775 State Medicaid Fraud Control Units 76,000

93.915 HIV Emergency Relief Formula Grants 174,685

93.917 HIV Care Formula Grants 174,767

93.958 Community MenUl Health Services BLOCK GRANT 277,919

93 .777 State Survey and Certification of Health Care Providers and Suppliers - Medicare 292,400

93.991 Preventive Health and Health Services [BLOCK GRANT) 303,906

93.994 Maternal and Child Health Services [BLOCK GRANT) 572,259

93.959 Substance Abuse and Preventive Treatment Services BLOCK GRANT 1,234,107

93.778 Medical Assistance Program (MEDICAID) 88.438,360

11 $91^94,795
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Appendix G
Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (000)

HOUSING

14.241 Housing Opportunities for Persons with AIDS 156,000

14.239 Home Investment in Affordable Housing 14,000,000

2 SI4,1 56,000

INCOME SECURITY

10.572 WIG Farmers' Market Nutrition Program (FMNP) 6,750

10.564 Nutrition Education and Training Program 10,271

10.556 Special Milk Program for Children 18,063

10.571 Food Commodities for Soup Kitchens 40,000

93.584 Refiigee and Entrant Assistance-Targeted Assistance 55,397

10.565 Commodity Supplemental Food Program 84,536

10.560 State Administrative Expenses for Child Nutrition 92,196

14.231 Emergency Shelter Grants Program 115,000

10.570 Nutrition Program for the Elderly (Commodities) 150,333

10.559 Summer Food Service Program for Children 256,456

93.574 Child Care for Families At-Risk of Welfare Dependency 357,000

93.575 Payments to States for Child Care Assistance [BLOCK GRANT] 934,642

93.561 Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training (JOBS) 980,000

10.553 School Breakfast Program 1,053,786

93.568 Low-Income Home Energy Assistance [BLOCK GRANT] 1,319,451

10.558 Child and Adult Care Food Program 1,481^49

10.561 State Administrative Matching Grants for Food Stamp Program 1,719,564

93.563 Child Support Enforcement 2^68,000

17.225 Unemployment Insurance (State Administration) 2,373,995

10.557 Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) 3,620,251

10.555 National School Lunch Program 4,484,668

93.560 Family Support Payments to States - Assistance Payments 16,205,697

22 $37,727,405

JUSTICE

93.643 Children's Justice Grants to States 9,325

16.549 Part E- State Challenge AcUvities 10,000
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Appendix G
Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

I6.S88 Violence Against Women Formula Grants 23,450

16.348 Title V-Delinquency Prevention Program 30,689

16.576 Crime Victim Compensation 64,674

16.540 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention - Allocation to States 79,294

16.575 Crime Victim Assistance 79,749

16.579 Drug Control and System Improvement - Foimula Grants 454,775

i S7S1,9S6

NATURAL RESOURCES

11.407 Interjurisdictional Fisheries Act of 1986 3,156

1 1.467 Meteorologic and Hydrologic Modernization Development 4,000

66.433 State Underground Water Source Protection 9,923

66.454 Water Quality Management Planning 13,300

66.600 Environmental Protection Consolidation Grants • Program Support 38,384

1 1.419 Coastal Zone Management Administration Awards 53,500

66.432 State Public Water System Supervision 70,000

66.419 Water Pollution Control - State and Interstate Program Support 79,534

10.664 Cooperative Forestry Assistance 91,521

66.801 Hazardous Waste Management State Program Support 97,050

66.460 Nonpoint Source Implemenution Grants 100,000

15.252 Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Program 135,734

66.001 Air Pollution Control Program Support 180,709

15.605 Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson Program) 199,751

15.61 1 Wildlife Restoration (Pittman-Robeitson Program) 205,760

66.458 Capitalization Grants for State Revolving Funds (Wastewater Treatment Facilities) 1,235,200

"~~~
16 $2,517^22

SOCUL SERVICES

93.614 Child Development Associate Scholarships 1,360

93.049 Special Programs for the Aging-Title VII, Chapter 6-Allotments for Vulnerable Elder Rights

Protection Programs 1,976

93.042 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Vll) - Long-Tenn Care Ombudsman Services for Older

Individuals 4,449
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Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

93.04

1

Special Programs for the Aging (Title VII) - Prevention of Elder Abuse. Neglect, and

Exploitation - - ^.''32

93.586 State Court Improvement Program 5,000

93.571 Community Services Block Grant Discretionary Awards - Community Food and Nutrition .. 8,676

93.046 Special Programs for the Aging (Title III-D) - In-Home Services for Frail Older Individuals 9,263

84.161 Rehabilitation Services - Client Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities 9,824

93.673 Grants to States for Planning and Development of Dependent Care Programs 12,823

93.043 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Ill-F) - Disease Prevention and Health Promotion

Services >6.982

93.572 Emergency Community Services for the Homeless 19,752

84.169 Comprehensive Services for Independent Living.....'. 21,859

93.669 Administration for Children, Youth and Families - Child Abuse and Neglect State Grants ..22,854

93.671 Family Violence Prevention and Services 27,133

84.187 Supported Employment Services for Individuals with Severe Handicaps 36,536

93.674 Independent Living 70,000

93.630 Developmental Disabilities Basic Support and Advocacy Grants 97,156

93.556 Family Preservation and Support Services 145,000

93.645 Child Welfare Services - State Grants 291,989

93.044 Special Programs for the Aging (Title Ill-B) - Grants for Supportive Services and Senior

Centers 306,711

93.569 Community Services BLOCK GRANT 396,700

93.659 Adoption Assistance 425,639

93.045 Special Programs for the Aging (Title III-C) - Nutrition Services 469,874

93.585 Empowerment Zones Program 640,000

93.565 Stale Legalization Impact Assistance Grant 81 1,901

84.126 (Vocational) Rehabiliution Services - Basic Support 2,043,874

93.667 Social Services BLOCK GRANT 2,800,000

93.658 Foster Care- Title IV-E 3,128,023

"

28 $11,830,086

VS. Advisory Commission on InurgovemnKnui Relations
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Formula Grants to State and Local Governments

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

TRANSPORTATION

20.219 National Recreational Trails Program 1,555

20.515 State Planning and Research (Transit) 8,889

20.700 Pipeline Safety 12,000

20.005 Boating Safety Financial Assistance 31,850

20.505 Federal Transit Technical Studies Grants 43,528

20.513 Capital Assistance Program for Elderly Persons and Persons with Disabilities 59,192

20.218 Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program 73,078

20.600 State and Community Highway Safety 123,000

20.509 Public Transportation for Nonurbanized Areas 151,877

20.500 Federal Transit Capital Improvement Grants 1,924,904

20.507 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance [BLOCK GRANT| 2,933,761

20.205a Surface Transportation Program [BLOCK GRANT] 4.889,713

20.205 Highway Planning and Construction 14,759,414

13 $29,902,474

VETERANS

64.016 Veterans State Hospital Care 4,622

64.014 Veterans State Domiciliary Care 19,717

64.015 Veterans State Nursing Home Care 161,079

3 S185,418

Grand ToUl

% Grants:

ToUl Programs;

% Programs:

5213,932,274

82.40%

164

24.7%

U.S. Advijoiy Commission on Inlergovonmcntil Rclalions
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Appendix H
Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Research/Development (in Whole or Part)

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (000)

AGRICULTURE

10^07 Animal Health and Disease Research 5^05

10.001 Agricultural Research: Basic and Applied Research 7^04

10.215 Sustainable Agriculture Research Education 7,711

10.202 Cooperative Forestry Research 19,770

lOJOO Grants for Agricultural Research, Special Research Grants 63,530

10.206 Grants for Agricultural Research - Competitive Research Grants 96,689

10.203 Payments to Agricultural Experiment Stations under Hatch Act 162,648

7 $362357

COMMERCE

1 1 .427 Fisheries Development and Utilization Research and Development Grants and Cooperative

Agreements Program 7,000

11.609 Measurement and Engineering Research and Standards 18,700

2 S25,700

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

23.01 1 Appalachian State Research, Technical Assistance, and Demonstration ProjecU 900

i $900

DEFENSE

8 1 . 1 04 Technology Development for Environmental Restoration and Waste Management 46,000

i $46,000

EDUCATION

84.100 Bilingual Vocational Materials, Methods and Techniques 218

84.292 Bilingual Education - Research Programs 1,980

1 1.551 National Endowment for Children's Educational Television (NECET) 2^58

84.017 International Research and Studies 2,731

84.039 Library Research and Demonstrations 6,500

84.024 Early Education for Children with Disabilities 25,167

6 $38354
EMPLOYMENT

17.005 Compensation and Working Conditions Data 7,150

17.248 Employment and Training - Research and Development ProjecU 12,196

Advisory Commission on Intcrgovanmcnti] Relitions
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Appendix H
Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Research/Development (in Whole or Part)

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

17.002 Ubor Force Statistics 148,497

3 $167^43

ENERGY

77.003 Enhance Technology Transfer and Dissemination of Nuclear Energy Process and

Safety Information 1,050

81.087 Renewable Energy Research and Development 2,100

81.086 Conservation Research and Development 3,760

81.079 Biofuels and Municipal Waste Technology and Regional Programs 4,700

81.089 Fossil Energy Research and Development 89,967

5 sioxfi-n

HEALTH

93.206 Health Studies Initiative of Priority Health Conditions SOO

93.111 Adolescent Family Life Research 690

93.205 Health Activities Recommendation Panel Health Activities; Heahh Outcome Studies to

Hazardous Substances and Adverse Heahh Effects 1,000

93.974 Family Planning: Services Delivery Improvement Research 1,225

93.185 Immunization Research, Demonstration, Public Information and Education 2,000

93.942 Research, Treatment and Education Programs on Lyme Disease in the V.S 2,703

93.956 Centers for Agricuhural Research and Musculoskeletal 3,957

93.947 Tuberculosis Demonstration, Research, Public and Professional Education 6,000

93.978 Sexually Transmitted Diseases Research, Demonstrations, and Public Information and

Education Grants - 6,085

93.262 Occupational Safety and Heahh Research GranU 9,374

93 .943 Epidemiologic Research Snidies of AIDS and HIV in Selected Population Groups 22,450

93.136 Injury Prevention and Control Research and State Grants Projects 27,000

93.226 Health Service Research and Development Grants 29,934

93.180 Medical Treatment Effectiveness Research 49,170

93.779 Health Care Financing Research, Demonstrations and Evaluations 78,958

93.273 Alcohol Research Programs 1 18,927

93.864 Population Research [NIH] 124,791

93.865 Research for Mothers and Children 242.839

Adviiofy Commission on I



Appendix H
Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Research/Development (in Whole or Part)

FY 1995

No Obligations

Programs (000)

93.279 Drag Abuse Research Programs 322,199

93.866 Aging Research 330,563

93.242 Mental Health Research Grants 424.439

21 SifiOAJMA

INCOME SECURITY

93.564 Child Suppon Enforcement Research (funding under 93.562)

96.007 Social Security - Research and Demonstration 8,380

2 S8480
JUSTICE

16.602 Corrections - Research and Evaluation and Policy Formulation 315

16.550 Criminal Justice Sutistics Development 2,400

16.542 National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention 18,281

16.560 Justice Research, Development, and Evaluation Project Grants 26,731

4 $47,727

MULTIPLE CATEGORIES

12.114 Collaborative Research and Development (DepL of Defense) 5,306

i S5,306

NATURAL RESOURCES

1 1.462 Hydrologic Research 120

11.459 Climate and Air Quality Research 450

11.472 Unallied Science Program 534

15.977 State Partnerships 600

15.617 Wildlife Conservation and Appreciation 1,089

1 1.429 Marine Sanctuary Program 1,600

11.439 Marine Mammal Data Program 1,730

1 1 .426 Financial Assistance for Ocean Resources Conservation and Assessment Program 1 ,834

11.400 Geodetic Surveys and Services 2,000

1 1.405 Anadromous Fish Conservation A« Program 2,003

11.407 Interjurisdictional Fisheries Act of 1986 3,156

11.437 Pacific Fisheries Data Program 3,167

11.428 Intergovernmental Climate - Programs 3,200
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Appendix H
Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Research/Development (in Whole or Part)

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

1 1.448 Federal/State Cooperative Program in Atmospheric Research 3^65

1 1.420 Coastal Zone Management Estuarine Research Reserves 3300

11.454 Unallied Management ProjecU 3^98

66.502 Pesticides Control Research 3,900

1 1.467 Meteorologic and Hydrologic Modernization Development 4,000

66.507 Toxic Substances Research 4,945

66.505 Water Pollution Control - Research, Development, and Demonstration 5,509

66.506 Safe Drinking Water Research and Demonstration 6,047

66,504 Solid Waste DUposal Research 7,174

11.463 Habiut Conservation 7,808

15.615 Cooperative Endangered Species Conservation Fund 8,480

11.452 Unallied Industry Projects 10,194

15.807 Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program 12,000

15.600 Anadromous Fish Conservation 15,000

11.430 Undersea Research 16,701

10.652 Forestry Research 21,525

11.431 Climate and Atmospheric Research 28,400

66.501 Air Pollution Control Research 39,224

11.417 Sea Grant Support 51,400

15.975 Research Information 83,352

66.500 Environmental Protection - Consolidated Research 98,588

15.605 Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson Program) 199,751

15.61

1

Wildlife Restoration (Pittroan-Robertson Program) 205,760

36 S86U04
SCIENCEnXCHNOUXJY

47.076 Education and Human Resources 605,974

i $605,974

SOCIAL SERVICES

93.562 Assistance Payments-Research (funding under 93.647)

93.608 Child Welfare Research and Demonstration 6395

93.647 Social Services Research and Demonstration 14,961
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Appendix H
Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Research/Development (in Whole or Part)

FY 1995

Obligations

(000)

93 .048 Special Programs for the Aging - Title IV, Training, Research, and Discretionary

Projects/Programs „ 26,529

84.133 National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research 70,000

5 SI 1 7385
TRANSPORTATION

20.515 State Planning and Research (Transit) 8,889

20.700 Pipeline Safety 12,000

20.312 High Speed Ground Transportation 24,500

$45389

Grand Total

:

$4^40,400

V. Grants: 1.63%
Toul Programs: 98

Advisory Cominission on In
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Appendix I

Grants to State and Local Governments

Funding Construction/Facilities in Whole or Part

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

23.001 Appalachian Regional Development (funding reported under separate programs)

1 1 J04 Economic Development - Public Works Impact Program (funds reported in #1 1JOO)

23.013 Appalachian Child Development 500

23.01

1

Appalachian State Research, Technical Assistance, and Demonstration Projects 900

23.008 Appalachian Local Access Roads 1,800

23.009 Appalachian Local Development Disoict Assistance 5,631

10.763 Emergency Community Water Assisance Grants 10,000

10.770 Water and Waste Disposal Loans and Grants (Section 306C) 25,000

15.904 Historic Preservation Fund Grants-in-Aid 41,421

10.769 Rural Development Grants 47,500

14^19 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/Small Cities Program 54,360

23.002 Appalachian Supplements to Federal Grant-in-Aid (Community Development) 100.370

1 1.300 Economic Development - Grants for Public Works and Development Facilities 195,000

1 1.307 Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance Program 291,213

14.228 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/Sute's Program 1,233,940

10.760 Water and Waste Disposal Systems Grants for Rural Communities 1,334,193

14.218 Community Development BLOCK GRANTS/Entitlement Grants 3,157,000

17 S6,498.828

DEFENSE

12.400 Military Construction, Army National Guard 65,800

i S6S,800

DISASTER RELIEF/PREVENTION

83.532 Facilities and Equipment [Emergency Management) 4,139

i S4,139

EDUCATION

84.040 Impact Aid - Construction (Elementary/Secondary Education) 8,584

1 1.550 Public Telecommunications Facilities - Construction and Planning 27,265

23.012 Appalachian Vocational and Other Educational Facilities and Operations 29,735

84.154 Public Library Construction and Technology Enhancement 30,400

84.216 Capital Expenses (Elementary/Secondary Education) 31,434
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Appendix I

Grants to State and Local Governments
Funding Construction/Facilities in Whole or Fart

FY 1995

No. Obligations

Programs (OOP)

NATURAL RESOURCES

10.901 Resource Conservation and Development 2,464

11.420 Coastal Zone Management Estuarine Research Reserves 3,300

15.919 Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program 7,400

11.463 Habitat Conservation 7,808

IS.600 Anadromous Fish Conservation 15,000

11.469 Congressionally Identified Construction Projects 18.515

15.916 Outdoor Recreation - Acquisition, Development and Planning 32,595

1 1.419 Coastal Zone Management Administration Awards 53,500

10.904 Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention 107,747

66.458 Capitalization Grants for State Revolving Funds (Wastewater Treatment Facilities) 1,235,200

io Sl.483,529

SOCIAL SERVICES

84.169 Comprehensive Services for Independent Living 21,859

i S21359
TRANSPORTATION

20.219 National Recreational Trails Program 1,555

20.308 Local Rail Freight Assistance Program 17,000

20.007 Bridge Alteration 24,354

20.005 Boating Safety Financial Assistance 31,850

23.003 Appalachian Development Highway System 233,479

20.106 Airport Improvement Program 1,450,000

20.500 Federal Transit Capital Improvement Grants 1,924,904

20.507 Federal Transit Capital and Operating Assistance [BLOCK GRANT) Formula Grants 2,933,761

20.205a Surface Transportation Program [BLOCK GRANT) 4,889,713

20.205 Highway Planning and Construction 19,649,127

To S31,155,743

VETERANS

64.203 State Cemetery Grants 10,305

64.005 Grants to States for Construction of State Nursing Home Cart Facilities 47,345

2 557,650

Grand ToUl

:

$55,839,826

% Grants: 21.51%
Total Programs: 65
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Appendix J

Fragmentation Indexes By Categories For Subcategories FY 1995

(000)

AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Research/Services 420,145

Income SttblizatiOD 65,230

Business/Regulation of Commeree 61,596

COMMUNITY/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Area/Regionil Development _ 2,051,140

Communiiy Development - 5,092^88

CULTURAL AFFAIRS

Am and Humanities _ 258,741

DEFENSE

Atomic Energy — 46,000

Military 79,895

DISASTER RELIEF/PREVENTION

Emergency/Preparedness _ 4,862,904

EDUCATION

Education Research/Aids 499,947

Elementary/SecondaryA'ocHional _ 16,271,1 10

Higher Education 279,953

EMPLOYMENT

Other Labor Services 157,147

Training and Employment 5,122,257

ENERGY

Energy Conservation 250,290

Energy Information/Policy 1,050

Energy Supply 149,597

GENERAL COVT

General Purpose Govt Assistance _ 334,453

Special Govt Assistance - 9,000

HEALTH

Consumer/Occupational Health A Safety _.. 169,865

General Health 5,742.739

Health Care Services 89314,932

Health Research 1.664,759

12.57

12.46

3.37

0.72

S.83

25.43

20
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Appendix J

Fragmentation Indexes By Categories For Subcategories FY 1995

Fragmentation

(OOP) No. Programs Index

HOUSING

Housing Assistance 30,632,984 17 Oi3

INCOME SECURITY

Food/Nutrition 13.018,223 13 0.41

Other Income Security „. 24,878,643 14 0.23

Public Assistance/Income Supplement I,4S7,489 9 2J1

JUSTICE

Criminal Justice 1,815,990 27 6.04

Law Enforcement U10,705 7 2.17

MULTIPLE CATEGORIES

Multiple Functions 5,306 1 76.57

NATURAL RESOURCES

Conservation/Land Mgt 376.462 II 11.87

Other Natural Resources. 299,025 27 36.69

Pollution Abatement/Control 2,274,944 33 5.89

Recreational Resources 479.517 9 7.63

Water Resources 107,747 1 3.77

SCIENCEnrCHNOLOGY

Science/Technology 687,566 4 2.36

SOCUL SERVICES

Aging Programs 907,718 10 4.48

Child Welfare/Youth Programs 7,856,291 20 1.03

Food/Nutrition 8,676 1 46.83

General Social Services 3,625,786 8 0.90

Higher Education _ 12,500 1 32.50

Other Social Services 1,643,619 10 2.47

Rehab/Disability Assistance 3,344,878 22 2.67

TRANSPORTATION

Air Transportation 1,450,000 I 0.28

Ground Transportation 30,203,163 20 0.27

Other Transportation 18,300 3 66.61

Water Transportation 56,204 2 14.46

VETERANS

Other Veterans Benefits 10,305 I 39.43

Veterans Medical Care 232,763 4 6.98

Advisory Commission on Inteigovemmental Relations
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Government Restructuring
and Consolidation

Statement for the Record

Donald F. Kettl

Robert M. La Follette Institute of Governmental Affairs

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Center for Public Management
The Brookings Institution

Committee on Governmental Affairs

United States Senate

June 13, 1995

The Committee is exploring a matter of critical importance: How best to

ensure that the federal government is organized to produce effective and efficient

service. We now have a unique opportunity to ask truly fundamental questions

about how we can best do the job.

I am a professor of public affairs and political science at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison, and a non-resident senior fellow at the Brookings Institution's

Cenfer for PubUc Management. Through the Center, we have been conducting a

long-i«rm review of the federal government's management and, in particular, how
best to think smart about restructuring the federal government. I very much
appreciate this opportunity to submit a statement for the record.

My basic argument is this: The federal government has far too much
redundancy and overlap in some services. There are substantial gaps in delivering

others. We need to restructure federal agencies and programs to maximize the

efficiency and effectiveness of the federal government. But we need to be smart

about how we do it to avoid causing more problems than we cure.
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We need to begin by analyzing which agencies perform which functions.

Such an analysis provides the building blocks for consolidating programs. But not

all functionally related programs ought to be consoUdated, for a number of reasons

which I discuss below.

However, restructuring, consoUdation, and reorganization often become ends

in their own sakes, for reasons of organizational neatness or poUtical symbohsm.
What we most need to do is to think about why we want to restructure

government. The best approach, in my view, is to organize government, from the

top down, so that it much better serves the needs of citizens, from the bottom up.

To think carefully about restructuring, we need to consider several points.

First, we need to analyze carefully the redundancies that currently exist in

government. In its report, the General Accoimting OfiBce has performed a real

service in identifying the many overlapping jurisdictions in federal programs. We
certainly do not need 150 different job training programs. ConsoUdation,

restructuring, and even elimination of some of these programs is long overdue.

GAO's report is the ideal place from which to start.

Second, having identified enormous redundancy, we need to be careful about

jiunping to conclusions about solutions. We could quickly group together

functionally related programs. But there are other alternatives. Some
departments are organized primarily by area (Interior — despite its name, it's

really the "department of the west"); others are organized by chent (Veterans

Affairs). Function is not the only, or always the best, building block for

government organization.

Consider the Department of Veterans Affairs. Organizing it by cUent

instead of function leads to duplication with other federal programs. We could, for

example, provide veterans health care through Health and Human Services, job

training through the Department of Isabor, and school loans through the

Department of Education. But ther^s^long been a strong argument for grouping

veterans' services in one place, so veterans have something close to one-stop

shopping. Separation of veterans' services by function and consolidating them in

other departments would eliminate dupUcation but it would certainly stir up
enormous poUtical controversy. It wovdd also reduce the special cUent-based

protection that veterans receive as veterans. Some reformers in the past have, in

fact, argued that we ought to consoUdate programs functionaUy for exactly that

reason: to minimize cUent-based demands on government, which can drive

program costs up. It's better, they say, to organize functionaUy to do the job best

and most cheaply wherever it needs to be done.
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Or think about job training programs. These programs are unquestionably

an administrative morass. But consider cases in which a college graduate incurs a

disabling injury; a veteran returning from the service needs to manage a

transition to the private work force; a long-term worker finds that, on being laid

off, jobs in his former line of work have evaporated because technology has

changed; a high school dropout decides to enroll in technical training to get better

than a minimum wage job; and a welfare mom has to get training to keep welfare

benefits. These are very different problems requiring very different kinds of

programs. A single consohdated program would not serve such a varied group of

citizens well. There would unquestionably be a strong need and irresistible

pohtical demands to make these programs more customer-friendly.

For most of ovu: history, we have chosen function as our major

organizational strategy. We have dealt with client and geography issues

principally through creating similar programs in different agencies. That is, we
have quite intentionally created redundant programs. It can paradoxically often

be more efficient to tolerate such redundancy than to serve very different cUents

in a functionally consohdated agency.

This is certainly not to make a case for waste. Nor is it a defense of the

status quo, which would be impossible to defend. It is, rather, a case for thinking

very carefully about what we reallv want to accomphsh through restructuring, and
to act accordingly.

Third, if we did want to consoUdate functionally, it is often difficult to

decide which function should dominate. One of the reasons why we have so many
job training programs is that some were conceived fundamentally as education

programs (and put in the Department of Education); some were structured as

veterans programs (and put in the Department of Veterans Affairs); some as labor

development programs (and put in the Department of Labor); and so on. In case

of overlap, which fimction ought to rvde? There, quite simply, is no good

administrative answer to that question. The question is, at its core, pohtical.

Over time it has been answered in many different ways. That is what has created

the patchwork of programs the Committee is now considering. We can now
neither abohsh the underlying functional ambiguities that allowed the patchwork

to develop, nor can we abolish the politics that created the ambiguities. This is

not an argument against functional consohdation. It is an argument that deciding

which functions ought to be the core functions is deceptively hard.

Fourth, if function is not always the best way to organize, how should we
attack these problems? Top-down restructuring can create an artificial sense of

neatness and efficiency. It can also make the bureaucracy more impenetrable to
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citizens who encounter it. Citizens are upset at the deficit, but public opinion

polls show they are much more upset by bureaucratic unresponsiveness. That is

where the problem has to be attacked.

The key is to design the system fi-om the top down, so that it's seamless to

citizens at the bottom. People don't care about who solves their problems; they

just want their problems solved, and they don't want to tolerate aggravation in the

process.

The upshot: thinking about government's functional organizational makes
great sense. But what matters most is how government works fi-om the bottom

up. It can't be successfiilly restructured solely by shuffling boxes at the top.

The dilemma is that there is no one form of organization that is inherently

any better than every other. Functional consoUdation could neaten the

organization chart but undercut customer service. Too much emphasis on

customer service could create proliferating cUent-based agencies that drive costs

up. Government restructuring is most fundamentally about finding the best

balance among valuable and competing objectives than simply maximizing
efficiency.

Fifth, process reforms can be a valuable supplement to consolidation.

Many of the Hoover Commission's great successes came about through
rationaUzing the federal government's structure. We badly need today to

restructure many government programs and agencies. But restructuring won't

solve all the problems. Poorly managed restructuring could even make them
worse.

How can we fill in the gaps that any organizational strategy inevitably will

leave behind? It is possible to solve some of these problems through changes in

process instead of through wrenching reorganization battles. The Oregon
Benchmarks experiment, in which the federal government has removed many
barriers to program coordination in exchange for Oregon officials' pledge to define

and deliver performance, is well worth examining as an alternative. The CUnton
administration has proposed an intriguing idea, performance partnerships, which
will expand this experiment into a broader effort. And this Committee has long

led the battle for the Government Performance and Results Act, which provides an
opportunity to think about what we want to accompUsh, how well we are doing,

and how to restructure government to do the job better.

Process is no solution to the tough restructuring problems. But it can
provide a high-grade lubricant to reduce the grating that government's loose

fitting gears often produce.

In sum, we need to root out costly duplication in the federal government's
programs and structures. A function-by-fimction analysis is the place to start.
But we must be cautious about causing mischief, by worrying only about
organizational neatness and by ignoring the fiindamental judgments about wide-
ranging values that choices about organizational strategies involve.

O
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